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Foreword

Dear friend,
Have you ever put down a couple of instructions for yourself on a piece
of paper, like a recipe for a meal you invented, or a guide to the spot where
you buried a bottle of precious whiskey? That’s similar to what I do in this
magazine: I write down solutions for small and bigger problems in life, in
order to gather and preserve them.
These solutions derive from analyses of common situations and questions, like how to organise the day, how to have a happy family or how to be
successful at work, and should bring me the necessary know-how to master
similar cases in the future. A kind of tool, always at the ready.
One advantage of the written form is that the material can be sorted and
systematised. It needs to be so to make the toolkit of instructions and wisdom complete — a true manual of life.
Another advantage is that everything written can be shared. In this
magazine, I offer you my work as something you might find helpful, an
inspiration, or just as something unusual to read.
With Manual of Life I follow a purpose: to find and describe a feasible
way in which a person can become balanced and satisfied, and enjoy life in
complete serenity. I’m confident that this purpose can be met.
See if you like it.
Yours,
Dalibor Sevcik

Assembling
g the puzzle
p
of a wisely-led
wiselyy led life

The whole model of the life wisdom
is sound only when the last piece of
know-how slips smoothly into its place.
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Time architecture

There might be a gap between now and the appearance of the next two books
but, after that I should be able to regularly publish 2 to 4 issues per year.

Architecture of the whole building (24 Books)

I estimate that I need 24 Books to write all I’d like to say. I call the single
issues Book I, Book II and so on, because this label better fits to the concept
behind this magazine, in which all Books form one Manual of Life in the
end.

Architecture of a floor (single Book)

Each Book is divided into three main parts: Area of mind, Area of self-management and Area of outer world. This splitting
is rather loose, but should group articles dealing mainly with the subjective inner world (mind), organisation and improvement (self-management) and understanding of society and nature (outer world).
The article ‘The life after …’ closes each Book and summarises the findings in form of principles, rules and tendencies.

Architecture of a room (single article)

Pillars, bridges, antennas
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These articles are not only supposed to be useful, but readable, too. However, you will soon
understand that Manual of Life does not make for light, relaxing weekend reading. Precision
and completeness come at a price and the texts are sometimes heavy or methodical. This is a
challenge, which you might or might not want to overcome.
Bigger articles deal with a concrete situation and are composed of Analysis, Implications, Case
studies, Deeper & Beyond and Extension
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Area of
of MIND
MIND
Area

Architecture

My subjective world. The world outside exists here only as a reflection.
What is within and out of the mind’s
reach? Can I influence the mind itself?
Here belong ideas, feelings, opinions,
emotions, states of mind, humours,
characteristic features, decisions …
— all my thinking.

I want to live in such a way that I don’t regret it
later. Instead of looking back and thinking “I was
young and foolish”, I want to be proud of the way I
live my life each and every day.
It can’t be that difficult, can it?
•

Why not start from the very closest of beings,
my partner, and, at the least, avoid unnecessary
quarrels? (Art. 1 - Arguing? Without me!)

(continues in the “Area of Self-management” on page 22)
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It happens every day. I’m dragged
into an argument and can’t escape.
It starts as simply as “Where
have you been all this time?”
and, three sentences later,
we’re arguing. In such
cases, how can I bring
Understanding
Know-how
my partner to ream
Universality
son without causDensity:
Focus:
ing a fight?

Abstract
Objective: To fi nd out how to avoid an argument when my
partner starts one.
Sources and methods: Own experiences, observations, testing and analytical reasoning.
Findings: When my partner insults me, I tend to defend
myself. Th is leads to a disagreement even if I put forward a
reasonable argument, because I place myself in the role of
opponent. It won’t be a big fight, where both of us are shouting, but it is an argument nonetheless. The legacy of such a
semi-fight is comparable to the full-scale argument and, in
some respects, even worse — diminished respect, self-esteem,
harmed relationship.
The solution lies not in improving the defence, but in understanding the reasons behind the attack. A normal person

doesn’t attack unless imbalanced by something. The attack is
only an expression of my partner’s inner problem and therefore not meant against me. My partner will realise this as
soon as he re-establishes his balance again.
Conclusions: The best I can do is to show understanding for
his inner trouble and help him to solve it. With an appropriate
reaction I avoid the fight and any damage it could cause.

How to safely avoid an argument

Detecting a danger
Getting ready to face it

When I get dragged into an fight
Why is arguing dangerous?
Why do I join an argument?

Correct reaction
Estimating damage
Undoing damage

D) A joke or an
attack

Structure of this article

C) Everyday
troubles

Fig. 1.1

II) Misunderstandings
IV) Real
tolerance
I) Saving
V) Spiralling
both
III) Ready
to apologise

Attacked — Reasons behind
Analysis

Topics in th
is rubric

1
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Implications
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Thinking about ...

An innocent attacker?

An inner problem distorts the values and the
thinking delivers wrong
results.
Fig. 1.2

Case studies

Deeper & beyond

meeting, so he forgot himself for an instant.
The true motive and the only problem he has
is his fear about the meeting. What he says
is just a consequence, and undoing a consequence wouldn’t solve the problem.
The meeting bothers my partner so much
6
that it clouded his thinking: usual values
and priorities gave way to the only thing that
counts for him right now — success at work.
No wonder he treats me like that. The stress
temporarily made him another person,
causing a loss of dignity: he shouts, denies
objective truths, throws insults— in all, he
behaves childishly.
If I try to tell him so by saying “You’re
7
being childish”, he won’t be happy to hear it.
His worries are very true to him and anybody
who doesn’t see the meeting as the highest
priority is most likely stupid and even if not,
they are definitely against him: an enemy!
One must defend against enemies, so he
builds a protective wall — a barrier, which
will stop any attempt to change his mind.
The more assaults there are, the higher and
stronger the wall becomes. And, in his condition my reasonable arguments seem the
strongest attacks of all.
An eye for an eye

I took the attack as a 8
I feel offended by my partner’s irrational
real problem and so it talk and must do something about it. “From
became one. Now I have
now on you can take your laundry to the
a problem as well.
dry-cleaners!” is my answer. Unfortunately,
Fig. 1.8

this is a guaranteed beginning of a bitter end
— we are going to fight about duties of husbands and wives and who knows what else.

... analysis

et’s call it an insult. Something my partner says provokes
me and I feel urged to defend myself — for the sake of truth,
logic, moral or my reputation. I want to tell him how wrong
he* is and, I want him to take it back.
This was a complex description of a simple everyday reality.
2
Like in the following innocent example, which I’m going to examine closer throughout this article:

Reaching a common
view is impossible while
the problem exists. Discussion only pushes us
further apart.

Arguing
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An attack is only a 5
I know my partner, and such an attack is
consequence of the real not typical of him. There must be a reason
problem and disappears
behind it; something that ‘made him say it’.
when the problem is
He’s obviously under pressure because of the
solved.

Keywords: Relationship; Partner;
Arguing; Dignity levels; Real tolerance; Spiral; Apology.

B) Foreseeable
troubles

Relationships
Getting on with relatives,
friends, colleagues and even
strangers undoubtedly adds a
great deal to my general selfsatisfaction. It’s a daily challenge
— I must deal with people which
I mostly can’t choose, and definitely can’t change.
This rubric will feature many
different views on the topic, but
one thing applies to all articles —
they only solve those aspects of
a relationship that are within my
influence; my side.

Extension

1

A) Example of
an argument

Thinking about ...

Does his low dignity level justify my
9
fighting back? I was hurt by his insult and
started overreacting myself. Instead of remaining objective and helping my partner
with his problem — the real one or the consequent trouble with the shirt — I slipped into
childishness in just the way he did. I made a
suitable opponent to him and we, both of us
now irrational, ended up having a full-scale
argument.

We fight because I, too,
departed from normality — I let my partner to
drag me down into an
argument.
Deeper &B. II

Fig. 1.3 Scheme of a Full-scale argument

I take my partner’s behaviour seriously, get offended and fight back. To his real
problem, I add my own.

Legacy of a fight: hidden danger
10 The tragedy of a fight is not in the five The impact of a fight
minutes of shouting before we calm down. goes beyond the matter
of dispute.
It’s usually also not the subject of the disagreement that gives us headaches — deciding
which to go to, the cinema or theatre, may
well seem imTERMS
Full-scale argument
portant
now This is when we both lose our calm and argue irbut will be rationally. Who’s responsible for starting the arguforgotten in a ment doesn’t matter at all, because we both did
month or so. something we’ll be ashamed of later. We don’t necMuch
worse, essarily shout, but people around would certainly
however,
are notice that we are arguing. The argument is ‘fullthe long-lasting scale’ because neither of us holds back; on the contrary, we go on full-scale attack.
effects.
11 Respect for my partner dims in my eyes. I think worse of my
“He shouts at me, so how can I admire him?” partner, because of his
temporary loss of digHe shows a lack of dignity and self-control, nity.

Insult is anything that
hurts my feelings.

Fig. 1.2 Levels of dignity
It’s so common that it’s
easy not to realise that
it is an attack.

“Where’s my white shirt? You know I’ve got an important meeting
today!”
When my partner asks me this, my head revolts: “Why does
he think that I’m responsible for his shirt?” The question insulted
my sense of gender equality, is at odd with my idea of fairness
in regards to the division of housework and with the appropriate
level of respect all people are due and probably hurt many other
feelings besides.
I’d like to tell him firmly all I have against this stupid sentence,
4
but one thing is certain — whether I order him to stop being macho, ask him not to talk to me in that manner, or suggest he does
his laundry himself, the argument will not stop there. He won’t
reply: “Yes dear, you’re right, what I said was foolish.” He won’t
give up so easily and we will end up having a nasty argument. We
will both fight, even though I’m right and am only defending truth
and justice. What can I do?
3

When I feel hurt, in my
view, it is an attack.

An attacker won’t discuss — otherwise he
would talk normally,
without attacking.

* I seemed clumsy writing “he/she” and “him or her” over and over, so I’ve written this article from a woman’s perspective making
the partner in question a “him”. Nevertheless, the article is valid to both men and women.

Here are some adjectives describing how much
unreasonable one can be at a certain point in time.
Other words might be applied, of course.
Once on a lower level, a wall prevents the return to normality
— because the ‘normal’ seems wrong at this time.
Though it’s a continuous path from normality to madness, it’s helpful to define some levels by the seriousness of the inner imbalance. Then
I can distinguish between my partner’s slightly irritated “Come on, we’re
late!” (level -1) and a case, when he threatens me with a knife (level -3).
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When we fight often,
being together becomes
less enjoyable.
Somewhere deep down I
know that it’s not just
his fault, and feel bad
about myself.

so he probably doesn’t deserve the level of
esteem I paid him before.
12 A fight also draws into question the way
our relationship is functioning. “What has
happened to us? We didn’t fight like that at
the beginning. Do we still love each other?”
13 Even a tiny dispute can kill a piece of my
self-esteem. My partner doesn’t respect
me as he used to — why else would he shout
at me? I didn’t manage to avoid the fight and
then there are all his accusations: “Maybe he
is right in some way”.

The danger of an argument is in the longterm damage to respect, relationship and
self-esteem.
The worst thing about all three aspects
that they can be invisible. I’m not always
aware of the small scars on my soul. Like
a cancer which I neither see nor feel, arguments eat me up from inside. And our relationship, too.

Even if I don’t realise it, 14
an argument becomes a is
part of our history.

I can manage to stay
calm and objective and
try to discuss.

I am an opposition to his
views in a discussion,
even.

All arguments put forward to him are currently wrong in my
partner’s eyes.

Opposing a fighting
partner, even calmly, is
a means of argument.

Fig. 1.4

I don’t argue, I only discuss
15 I don’t want to fight, so this time I don’t
let myself provoke; instead of acting childishly I remain calm and objective. I explain
to my partner, very reasonably, what he is
doing wrong and that’s it. I don’t argue, but
discuss.
16 For my part, I’m ready to discuss — I
control myself and don’t let the insults drag
me down from the dignified level. My partner, however, isn’t ready. All my rational arguments are blocked by the wall and seem
terribly wrong to him. He sees them as an
assault and will counterattack accordingly. I
discuss, but he fights.
17 A reasonable remark like: “I don’t think
laundry is always a woman’s task” probably
won’t meet with my partner’s understanding; not in his state. Instead, he is likely to
smash it down: “Instead of helping me, you
come out with your emancipation rubbish!”
18 I was determined to avoid the fight, but
staying calm wasn’t enough. I was dragged
into one, because this clearly is an argument.
My partner argues and I, although passive,
am part of the quarrel. Everyone around us
would see it as a fight.

Scheme of a Semi-argument

I attempt a reasonable discussion in the face of my partner’s aggression.
However, it won’t work: first, I’m not addressing his real problem and second, my partner is not in a rational mood.

12
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19 It is not a full-scale fight, though. Only It’s ‘only’ a Semi-argumy partner slipped from the normal dignity ment.
level and fights; I don’t. It’s a sort of semiargument.
20 I did better, but the legacy of a semi- - In terms of results and
argument is as tragic as that of a full-scale legacy, it is a proper
fight.
fight. Not only for my partner, who sees
no difference in both
TERMS
Semi-argument
forms, but also for me. I
‘Semi’ because only one of us is arguing
suffer because we fight, (half), while the other remains reasonable.
because my partner ‘Argument’ because it sounds and feels like
is so dim and because one, with all the negative consequences it
our relationship isn’t can have on respect, self-esteem and reas it used to be. And I lationship.
doubt myself, because I I’m calm, but my partner has lost control.
still don’t know how to What I see as a discussion is, for my partner
and for all around, a fight.
avoid all this fighting.

WANTED: second person for an argument
21 Why does it become an argument even
when I’m only trying to discuss things?
Doesn’t a dispute take at least two people?
22 A normal discussion is currently impossible. I want us to exchange opinions, but my
partner’s thinking is clouded with stress — he
sees everything I say as an attack and blocks
it with his wall. We can’t discuss things until

How does a discussion
turn into an argument?
... partner is not able to
My
see the arguments from
my point of view. To
him, I’m the one who is
objectively wrong.

Thinking about ...
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A city that defends and an army that attacks
will have a war; my attacking partner and I,
defending my positions, will end up in an argument. I played the second, and two are all
it takes to have a fight.
I don’t play along any more!
I tried to fight back and to defend calmly
through discussion. In both cases, I lost the
battle and suffered dangerous wounds —
the negative legacy. What other choice do I
have?
25 The last option is not to defend at all.
With no defence I will lose, but this time before I suffer any damage. There seem to be
two problems with this approach, though: (1)
how to deal with the loss and, (2) how ‘not to
defend’.
26 As for the first, the key lies in understanding the nature of the attack. I know
that my partner doesn’t usually say things
like that. It’s the situation; his slip from
normality onto undignified levels. Thus the
attack exists only temporarily — as soon as
my partner becomes normal, he will think
differently.
27 Should I defend myself against an insult

If I don’t defend myself,
the attack finds no opposition — no argument.

On the normal dignity
level, the attack is not
real.

I make it real by taking
it seriously.

Even if my partner pulls us
both out of normality, it’s
no good trying to stop him
with force (fighting back
or discussing). I would
be as violent as he is,
even if towards ‘good’.

he gets a grip on his irritation and returns
to normality. Moreover, he is convinced that
what he said was correct and, from his position, he is right. On his ‘childish’ dignity
level, the meeting really is more important
than treating me well.
23 Rational arguments cannot convince
him; they only make it to the wall. Discussion not only doesn’t help, it is also the fasttrack to an argument. Just as a fortified city
remains an enemy in the view of a conquering army even if the inhabitants don’t shoot
back, my attacking partner found an opponent in me, even though I disagree calmly.

I didn’t fight back, but
my defence alone was
enough for us to have an
argument.

istent problem has no winners or losers. I
can let my ‘stressed’ partner believe he has
won without any danger. I don’t need to worry about justice or truth, as they don’t suffer
at all as a result of this only apparent and
temporary loss.

If I don’t resist, there will be no fight.

Another way is needed. 24
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An unreal attack causes
no real loss; only a perceived one.

that is, in fact, not real? None of us actually
sticks to the insult. I see it as nonsense; that’s
why I wanted to oppose it. My partner, when
normal, thinks the same. So who is actually attacking? Oh, the stress! My partner’s
real problem — the reason for his irrationality — is the only one that feeds the attack.
It speaks through my partner’s mouth, but
remains unreal, unless we let it fool us.
28 As the attack is not real, I need no defence, because my loss is not real. My partner thinks he won, but it’s not actually him
— the stress makes him think he’s won. Both
I and my ‘normal’ partner see that a nonex-

The second question, that is how to refrain from defence, is also answered by the
two non-functional options: I must neither
fight back nor discuss. To avoid any reaction
to the unreal insult, ignore it.
30 With counterattack or defence, I would
only delay my partner’s return to normal
dignity level. He becomes normal when he
frees himself from the stress. Any opposition
from my side would only force him to enlarge the defending wall that separates him
from normality. Moreover, we would create
a real problem out of an artificial one; fighting, broken glasses, sad moments: all would
become existing, unnecessary damage.
31 With no defence, I make it easier for my
partner, as I don’t feel offended by or angry
at his slip. Thus, I don’t force him to admit
any mistake, nor to apologise. The only real
problem — stress — remains entirely on his
side and has nothing to do with me. I also
give him time to resolve it in himself.
29

Not defending means
doing nothing.

Without defence, I don’t
point out my partner’s
mistake thereby making it easier for him to
take it back.

In ignoring the consequence (attack), I turn
the attention to my
partner’s real problem.

Attacks with no following battle
32 It works like this: I see that the attack I don’t participate in my
is not real, so I don’t defend myself. The at- partner’s fighting, there
is no argument.
tacker finds no resistance, so there is no battle. Instead of a well-defended city, the army
finds all gates open and people doing their
normal business, without fear or hatred.
33 What remains from my partner’s insult is The problem remains
a one-man argument. Since he encountered where it really is: with
my partner.
no adversary, he is the only one fighting. He
can get mad and shout, but it’s not an argument and everyone sees that.
TERMS
One-man argument
People
around ‘One-man’ because only one person is involved
would say “He (not necessarily a man, as women too can have
went crazy and a one-man fight,) ‘Argument’ because the atneeds to be treat- tacker sees it like one, although it isn’t argument
ed”, and not that — without an opponent it can’t be.
The attacker finds no resistance, no one contrawe fight. I really
dicts his opinion, so he ‘argues’ alone.
did manage not
Fig. 1.5 Scheme of a One-man argument

Attack comes from his irrational zone and doesn’t deserve my attention. My
partner remains the only one fighting.
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to get involved in an argument even though
I was insulted.

I had no argument, so I
feel no negative legacy.

I feel maybe better than
before the one-man
fight; it makes us a better couple.

At first, my partner
wins the fight (apparently).

Arguing
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And the cost to victims?
34 Respect, relationship, self-esteem — they
all suffer in a full-scale argument, as well as
in a semi-argument. Is there less damage
when the attack remains without defence?
35 For me, there is no negative legacy. No
fight, no harm. I don’t even feel offended;
on the contrary, I have a full understanding
of my partner’s troubles. Can I reproach a
pregnant woman for shouting whilst giving
birth? It’s natural! Inner pain or pressure
make us lose control.
36 I don’t respect my partner any less, because he did nothing wrong — he couldn’t
help it. I don’t put our relationship in jeopardy, because, for me, the one-man argument wasn’t an unpleasant moment; it was
neutral, or even a little funny. And my selfesteem? I’m proud of myself because I successfully avoided a dangerous argument.
37 It’s different for my partner, at least in
the first phase, before he recovers from his
‘blindness’. At first he thinks he has won the
battle — I didn’t reply so I admitted defeat.

38 Once the stress subsides and he sees
what he did, he feels humiliated. Fortunately, he didn’t cause any harm to me or our relationship, so he doesn’t have to feel guilty,
nor does he owe me an apology. He is not a
bad person, since he (eventually) saw his
mistakes. Like a driver who was drunk but
arrived home safe, he can say: “All in all, this
time I was very lucky indeed.”

Thinking about ...
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... implications

Later he sees that there
was no fight and that
he behaved wrongly; but
I rescued him.
Deeper &B. I

39 I derived that the best way to avoid a
dispute is to change it into a one-man argument, and that the only reliable way to do
that is no defence. Now I must get ready for
an ‘argument alarm’.

Step 1: Detection

With no defence, I also did the best for my
partner.

The sooner I detect an 40 To nip the danger in the bud I must catch
attack, the greater my the first signs of irrationality in my partner’s
chances to avoid the
words and behaviour. If I don’t, I could end
fight.

An identical sentence
can mean an attack
once, another time not.

MORE
Phases of an argument
I can see a fight as a whole, but for a better understanding it’s best to
split it into parts with similar features:
1) Provocation: the insult; words or behaviour triggering the fight
2) Duration: the shouting itself; phase of exchanging viewpoints
3) Outcome: the result; who ‘won’, what do we decide, how did it end
4) Legacy: what feelings remain of the fight in our minds and hearts;
what does the fight cause in the long-term.

An attack can arrive in
disguise and unexpectedly; I must be always
ready.
Case st. B, C

If I have a suspicion, I
can further investigate
to get the certainty.

Fig. 1.6 Dignity levels in four phases of an argument (full-scale, semi, one-man)

Partner
Full-scale argument
Semi-argument
One-man argument
My partner’s starting position is already bad — he attacks because his real problem makes him irrational. Unless I rescue him, he
will remain stuck during and after the fight, and will face its negative legacy (red and blue line). Only when it’s too late will he see
the damage he caused.

The safer the detection,
the more natural it is to
leave him alone in it.

up talking to a wall and end up in a quarrel
before I even realise.
41 The detection is quite difficult, because I
can’t rely on wording. “You are such an idiot”
doesn’t always mean that I’m being attacked;
it can be jokily critical, as pure as air. On the
other side, hearing “Let me guess: you’ve
had an extremely important meeting and
couldn’t call to say that you’ll be late, right?”
might as well show how furious my partner
is.
42 I must read between the lines. Tone,
voice, facial expression, body language —
they all express themselves more clearly
than words when it comes to revealing the
true inner state. I have the big advantage of
knowing all my partner’s moods and sensitive points. But I must definitely stay alert.
43 Like with fire, it’s better to strike one
alarm too many than one too few. I better
exaggerate in the prevention than in extinguishing arguments. When I have a suspicion, I can always ask to find out more, like:
“Do you have a sound attitude to this topic
or do you feel somehow troubled by it?”; his
shouting would solve my doubts — yes, he
has slipped. Such a test is quite hard and
could drive my partner crazy, but it works.
Only if he is innerly balanced can he stay
calm after a similarly direct question.
44 I can say that the harder the attack, the
less likely I am to accept an invitation to argue. Obvious slips of dignity, like shouting,
make it clear that I shouldn’t play along.

DETECT: Look beyond the wording; ask when
uncertain.
The detection of a slip 45 For more subtle detecting I will probably
can be honed.
need a lot of training. Fortunately, not a day

I can’t avoid the provocation — my partner is the one who attacks — but all other stages I can steer. Fighting back makes me as
miserable as he is (full-scale argument); discussion leads nowhere and eventually I must give up and bear the damage of a semi-fight;
but doing nothing holds the hope: even if it drives my partner crazy at first (green line above), I stay out of his fight and so it causes
no negative legacy (one-man argument).

passes without bringing dozens of opportunities to watch people losing their dignity —
sometimes in the mirror.

Step 2: Mind set-up
I need time to think be- 46 It’s usually about one day later that I
fore reacting.
know how I should have replied yesterday.

Me
Full-scale argument
Semi-argument
One-man argument
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No wonder, I had 24 hours to think and find
the best answer. I need time to reflect if I
want to avoid saying something wrong, and
I should take it.

47 I did detect a slight irritation in the sentence “Are you going to empty the garbage
bag or not?” and now I must put my mind
into the right shape to resist the temptation
to snap back. I pause and keep quiet before
I’m sure that I’m ready to react.
48 During my silence, I must upload into the
awareness all I know about such situations
and how it applies here and now:
• my partner slipped from the normal
level and is irrational
• it’s not bad (unless I make it bad by
taking it seriously)
• nothing my partner says can touch me,
because he doesn’t really mean it
• I’ll need no apology even if insulted
• I must lose in his eyes (one-man fight)
49 I must feel that the attack is not real. Then
I naturally don’t see it as a threat; instead I
see it through and can calmly think how to
rescue my partner from his real problem. I
also manage to play out some scenarios in
my mind and choose the best one.
50 Even if I need a long time to prepare myself, silence is harmless. It can even work as
a catalyst: when it makes my partner nervous, I have an additional proof that I’m not
facing the person I love, but his anger, tiredness, or another real problem. Moreover, silence is also a reaction that always works.

It’s better to remain silent until I find a safe
reaction.

I need to realise what is
really happening: some
real problem made my
partner slip.

I’m ready when I clearly
see that the attack is not
real.

I’m not in a hurry — silence is the most reliable
‘no defence’.

SET UP THE MIND: Take your time; think until
you stop feeling that you’ve been attacked.
Step 3: Correct reaction
Now it’s my turn to react. This might
seem to be the key phase as it’s the only active
one, but in reality the hardest part is already
behind me. What counts is the real attitude.
Wording wasn’t the most decisive point for
the detection, and even in the reaction it is
only a blanket for true feelings. If I behave by
the book, but think differently, I lie. Showing
tolerance if I don’t feel it won’t help.
52 Once I have succeeded in the mind setup, feel calm and not at all offended, I have
many options to choose from to show that
I’m not going to defend myself. I must do
what my heart says, but as an inspiration
and suggestion of terms I’ll define the main
types of possible reactions:
1) Ignoring
2) Filtering
3) Translating
4) Smiling
51

Ignoring
53 My partner is overreacting, but maybe not
in everything. Although the issue of laundry
makes him mad, in other topics he may be
fine. That’s my opportunity. If I switch our
conversation to a topic towards which he has
a sound attitude, we can ignore the problematic matter and talk normally. The argument
is avoided and we are again in harmony.

More important than
what I say is what I feel.
The closer my reaction
to the real feeling, the
safer.
Deeper &B. IV

I must find an effective
way to demonstrate my
non-defence.

Switch to a safe topic
gives my partner a
chance to calm down.
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He might stay normal 54 Seeing
when we return to the passing of
problematic issue later.

I ignore the whole subject because right now
we can’t talk about it
reasonably.

views in common again, and the
time could work wonders: when
we later come back to the sensitive subject,
chances are that my partner now feels OK
with it and doesn’t attack any more.
55 I’m not changing the subject because I
want to avoid it. It’s more like “Pity that we
can’t discuss it, but the conditions are clearly
unsuitable. Maybe later”, I refuse to continue
an unreasonable discussion — argument —
about the topic, now when normal talk is evidently impossible. It’s absolutely honest for
me to go for anything else that interests me;
and if I don’t find anything, remain silent.
Filtering

I filter out the rational 56 Another option is to filter out the reasonfrom the irrational at- able part of the unreasonable sentence. Usutack.

ally it means to take the real message while
... invited me
ignoring the form. My partner
into an argument with shouting, reproach
or disrespect in his voice; that is, mainly by
the way he said it. If I forget about the form,
which is not really meant, I get the purified
content and can react exclusively to that.
57 To fi lter out the ‘noise’ of the form is what
I do when I talk to someone at the airport —
the speech is terribly disturbed by the noise
of the air crafts, but I concentrate on the
meaning.

I translate the words of
the irrational partner
into a sentence my normal partner would ordinarily say.

Translating
58 When not only the form alone is wrong,
but also the wording and nothing good can
be filtered out, I might use translation. I try
to imagine what my partner would have said

if he had been normal, and react to this idealised version.
59 If he answers my innocent question “Shall
we go out for dinner tonight?” with shouting
“Don’t you dare even ask, you lazy cow, the
house is a complete mess”, I can translate it
as “No, dear, let’s finish the cleaning first.”
I may or may not say the adjusted wording aloud, but my answer in both cases is:
“You’re right, let’s go out another day.”
Smiling: addressing the real problem
60 This is the most advanced technique;
very demanding for both of us, yet usually
the most natural and effective. While the
first three reactions tried to make the best
out of the partner as he currently is, ‘smiling’ delves deeper into his mind. Here I try to
help him to solve his real problem.
61 My partner insulted me, because he has
a problem which bothers him and causes
him to attack. Even if the attack is huge, the
cause doesn’t have to be big or difficult; the
reasons of the inner imbalance are usually
quite simple. To me as an observer they may
even seem funny and make me smile — for
example his desire to dress better than his
boss.
62 I don’t grin at the serious matter of his
anger, but at the tiny childish problem that
made him angry. He shouts because he
needs a shirt (consequence), but in reality
he wants to impress his colleagues (cause) —
how sweet! With a smile, I can ask “Tell me,
dear; what’s your real problem?”

I react to the idealised
version and so ignore
the slip.

Thinking about ...

With Smiling we can 63 When this technique works, we not only
solve the real problem, avoid a fight, but also the one-man arguand dozens of its possiment. My partner is immediately saved from
ble consequences.

his sub-zero levels of dignity because the
slip is undone. But he doesn’t always let me
get under his skin. When I see that he feels
offended by my frankness, I must quickly
switch to another method.
Common for all

I directly address my
partner’s real problem.

In a correct reaction I 64 All four reactions guarantee that I don’t
always deal with my follow my partner in his fall to lower dignidignified partner, no
ty levels. Instead, I talk to him as if he was
matter his current bestill reasonable. This may as well help him
haviour.

to recover and pull himself up again, before
he becomes guilty of starting an argument. I
rescue him!

The real cause is often
childish, and so I smile
at it.

The consequences are
serious, the causes not.
The real problem is usually easy to solve.

Step 4: Check of neutral legacy
Checking the legacy 65 Last, I must verify if avoiding the fight
gives me the certainty brought the advantages it should have done
that I really wasn’t in— beyond the fact that I saved our neighvolved in the argument.

No negative legacy
means to view the incident as neutral, or even
as positive.

To avoid invisible legacy, I had better check
my feelings carefully.

Fig. 1.7

Options of No-defence reaction

All good reactions have one thing in common: I do communicate with my reasonable partner, not with
his anger, stress or tiredness. My beloved husband has never gone away; he is always here and the same.

bours from an acoustic show. I must look
inside me at the consequences of the oneman fight. Unfortunately I can’t check those
of my partner, but if I’m clean, I fashioned
the conditions most conducive to him feeling OK, too.
66 I should check all three parameters
which are jeopardised in an argument: how
I see my partner, what do I think of our relationship, and how do I perceive myself. The
no defence worked if in the case of all three,
I feel as good as I did before the attack. Or,
even better, because a well-solved problem
can sometimes bring us closer together.
67 How do I find out what I feel? I listen to
my heart and if it doesn’t speak on its own,
I can ask it some checking questions, like
those below.
Respect towards my partner
behaved foolishly. Do I think
worse person? Can I still admire him as before? Do I feel attracted and
in love as I used to? Answers no, yes, yes
mean that I have no problem here. The attack didn’t harm his image in my eyes.

If I condemn my partner 68 My partner
for the attack, respect is it makes him a
in jeopardy.

Our relationship
If the argument was 69 Do we do each other good? Do I want to
unpleasant for me, I feel spend my time with someone who is so unhurt and our relationstable that he is so quick to start insulting,
ship has suffered.

When I’m not sure that
everything is all right,
I didn’t succeed in the
No-defence method.

shouting and reproaching? Isn’t it different
from the beginning, when we were headover-heals in love? Maybe going off with
someone else or just being alone would be
better?
70 As long as I find such thinking ridiculous,
I can be sure that I don’t feel bad about what
happened. Any uncertainty would mean that
I’m not as tolerant as I showed, and must
search for the point which hurt me.
My self-esteem
third is probably also the most im— I could live with another partner,

When I felt guilty, I got 71 The
dragged into the argu- portant
ment.
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but not without belief in myself. And I lose it
in a fight when I give credit to what my partner says when he is out of normality. Am I
really as bad a person as my partner says?
He couldn’t treat me like that if he respected
me, could he?
72 I shouldn’t believe exaggerated accusations. Even if I must improve in many ways,
that’s no reason for losing self-esteem. On
the contrary, knowing my limits and opportunities makes me a better person.
Gut instinct says it all
73 A reliable sign of a negative legacy is bitterness — if I feel not quite relieved, something is not OK. Even if I can’t quite put a finger on it, there is a problem. After a properly
undefended attack, I should feel perfectly serene. But can I smile? Am I in a good mood?
74 Not just a bad feeling, but the absence of
a good mood is proof that I’ve suffered an inner injury. Then I must go through the whole
incident again and trace the cause of my
pain. At which point, exactly, did I lose my
serenity? Once found, the problem will be
easy to solve. An open talk with my partner
might help with both the tracing and healing
of the wound.

Truth in my partner’s
criticism has nothing
to do with the fight; my
self-esteem should remain untouched.
Case stud. D

Bitterness is a clear
indicator of negative
legacy.

I must find the trigger
which pushed me out of
normality. That also
solves the rest.

Troubleshooting: when I find
myself arguing
75 The heading is not accidental. I can really come to my senses in the middle of an
argument — when it dawns on me what I’m
doing. “Where am I and what’s going on? Ah,
yes, I’m arguing!”
76 Seeing whether I’m only defending (semiargument), or fighting back (full-scale argument) will show me how deeply in trouble I
am, and how much damage I must repair.
Fortunately, both kinds can be undone, and
the harm erased with no trace left.

Stopping a semi-argument
77 My partner attacks from an irrational
level, I stay calm and defend the reason. I’ve
just realised the pointlessness of a further
discussion and understand my mistake: with
my opposition, I gave my partner something
to fight and, because he sees my replies as
attacks, his wall grows only bigger.
78 Now there is only one thing to do: stop
defending. I let my partner ‘win’ and apply
the no-defence method. But that’s not all.
We already had an argument, so I must clean
the blood from the floor.
79 For my part, I must forgive myself for
letting myself be dragged into it at all. I had
likely already pardoned myself when I realised how wrong my defending was. The partner’s side of things is a more difficult one.
Our fight probably left him with all three
parts of the negative legacy. But I still have
a chance: if I confess the mistake I made in
discussing, he might stop doubting my qualities; if I apologise for not seeing his points,

Realisation that I lost
normality can take me
by surprise.

All arguments can be
undone completely; it’s
never too late for it.

It’s easier to stop a semiargument, because even
though we fight, I remained rational.

I must stop further
fighting, but also undo
the damage already
caused.

I didn’t start, but I
played along. Now I
must apologise for my
part in the argument,
which I failed to prevent.
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he might stop questioning his self-esteem
and, because we clarified all this, he sees
again the beauty of our relationship.
Undoing a full-scale argument
My
unreasonability 80 This case is much harder, but fortunatemakes it more difficult ly only for me. For my partner, the fight is
for me; for my partner
identical with the semi-argument — I am
are both types identical.

I need two steps to undo
the fight: become normal
and stop defending.

Then I must undo the
harm. Only when I
truly see my mistakes
I can effectively apologise.
Deeper &B. III
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also there a serious adversary to him, even
though I ‘only’ discuss. But in a full-scale
fight, I behave childishly or worse and have
to live with it.
81 We had a proper argument because I lost
my control and followed my partner to lower
dignity levels. Now I must first come back to
normality and then stop defending myself.
The first step I took already — I realised how
ridiculous I made myself by arguing. I see
the true reason for my slip and once I solve
it, I’m back on level zero. The second part is
just to stop fighting: I deliberately lose the
argument and so dismantle my defence.
82 I’m not a bad person because I made a
mistake; I’m a good person because I’m able
to recognise and undo it. That’s enough for
my inner peace. To purify myself in my partner’s eyes, however, I again owe him an apology for my errors. I can only hope he will see
that I am now a different person, who will
never make that mistake again.

The sooner, the better
83 Whether my partner hasn’t yet realised
that we are arguing, or I’m already standing
over a heap of broken pottery, I must immediately stop arguing. I should be glad that I
came to my senses during the fight, and not
too late. I saved us both from the typical
endings of fights: tough words, slamming of
doors or not talking to each other for weeks.
Most importantly, I avoided unsolved issues
which would come out in a future fight.
84 Anyway, next time, I’ll do better. In future, I’m going to immediately resist any invitation into an argument — “If you want to
argue, go on, but without me!”

If I realise my mistake
already during the
fight (Duration), I can
save unpleasant Outcome and Legacy.
Deeper &B. V

Best time to stop an
argument: before it begins.
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... case studies
A) No-defence method in an example

pushed out of normality and
into the ‘childish’ zone.
86 • In (2), I practically applied
Him [with reproach in his voice]
the filtering method, and as it
Where is my white shirt? You know I’ve got an important meeting today!
... (1)
reacts to the ‘normal’ partner,
Me [calm]
the answer was absolutely
It’s in the basket with the other clothes to iron.
... (2)
correct. I give him a chance to
[apparently
dissatisfi
ed
with
the
situation]
Him
return to normal.
Are you joking? It’s been weeks since I last had it on and you still don’t have it done? ... (3) 87 • But he didn’t use the chance.
Instead, in (3) he adds some
extra power to his irrational
85 • (1) is already a reproach and thus an attack. My partner invites me into a fight because he blames
blaming.
me for not finding his shirt. Perhaps a delay or anxiety from the meeting irritated him and
Completely wrong

Me

No-defence method in a nut shell
•
•
•
•

88

[offended by such a chauvinistic behaviour]

Wait a moment! So it’s me who’s supposed to
wash and iron, is it? And you’re the one with the
trousers on, right?
... (4)

when insulted, detect a possible slip
use silence as time in which to think
react to normal partner, not to insults
clarify bitterness, if you feel any

Better, but still wrong

Me

• This time I do much better. I keep my inner balance and stay
on the normal dignity level with the reaction (4). Nonetheless,
I defend from an unreal attack and we have a fight. Only a
semi-argument, but still an argument.
90 • In his consternation, my partner can’t be impressed with the
reasonability of my thoughts. Anything but obedience is for
him a resistance which forces him to take cover behind a wall.
The more I push, the more stubborn he will become: higher
wall, louder voice. The answer (5) will only confirm that we
are fighting; I can’t but admit to it.
89

[still calm]

I don’t think a woman is supposed to do all the
work in the household. We live in modern times: I
work as long as you do, so maybe you could iron
it yourself?
... (4)

After any argument, first cleanse yourself
innerly, and then apologise.

• After (3), at the latest, I should have detected his slip. But I
don’t and play along. My reply (4) shows that I’ve lost ground
as well and got offended by the unreal accusations. We both
slipped from the reason to emotions and ended in a fullscale argument. I wanted to defend the truth, but did it a
poor service — I’m childish, so my husband will think that the
issue of man-woman equality is a topic for childish people.

Him [even more irritated]
Don’t you see I’m late already? . . .

... (5)

Finally correct

IGNORING

FILTERING

Me

Me

Me

[still calm]

Have you time to
iron it yourself?
I have to be at
work earlier today. But if you really can’t, I’ll give
it a quick go.
... (4)

Fig. 1.8 Pointlessness of an argument: no common problem

My partner has a real problem.
Anything can trigger an attack.
I don’t see the real problem, only the consequence — attack.
My partner’s behaviour becomes a problem for me, because it insults me — we
generated an artificial problem.
I want to solve my problem: I fight back.
We argue about the artificial problem
and leave out what really matters.
The real problem of my partner is still
there and will have other consequences =>
new fights.
With the No-defence method, I turn the
attention directly toward his real problem
without generating any of my own.
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Him [surprised by this
reaction]

Oh! Yes, please
do it for me.
... (5)
• In (4) I react not to what my
partner said, but to what he
should have said; something
along the lines of “I’m delayed and I need the shirt,
what shall I do?” He’s right,
we have to solve the immediate problem.
92 • Even if the answer (5) is less
positive than the example given here, we will have no fight;
in the worst case he will have
a one-man argument.
91

[still calm]

(no reply)
93

... (4)

SMILING

[still calm]

(no reply)

Me

... (4)

• There is nothing reasonable 94 • There is no reasonable part
in the statement (3), so nothof the sentence (3) that I can
ing to react to. If I leave out
filter out as normal. My rereproaches and other childish
action to what I filtered out
talk, I see that he didn’t say
(nothing) is, logically, also
anything. That means that
nothing. Here both filtering
it’s still my partner’s turn to
and ignoring suggested the
say something reasonable.
same: silence.
MORE
Magic of silence
The last statement of every conversation floats in
the air for a long time; it remains in the ears. There
is a chance that the echo of the last words will help
my partner realise what nonsense it was he actually said.
It works when I answer with absolute silence. Already a sound, like “Er...” would disturb it — I would
take his mistake a little bit on me, instead of leaving it there, where it belongs.

[still calm]

Hey, can it be
that you are in
a delay and that
makes you overreact a little?
Come on, darling,
what’s your real
problem?
... (4)
• I forgive my partner all he
said and talk directly to what
made him talk like that — the
real problem, the reason for
the slip from normality. The
shirt is only the visible part of
the hidden trouble.
96 • Chances are that my partner
accepts the helping hand and
we avoid even the one-man
fight. Yet I should quickly
change method if I see a resistance. Smiling is the most
advanced and, when successful, the best reaction. But it
needs his co-operation.
95
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B) Foreseeable troubles

page 13

page 15

Knowing my partner’s 97 Often I can imagine in advance that my
weaknesses means to partner is going to be in a bad mood. When
guess when he will tend
his team loses an important match, he gets
to attack.

Such situations are
dangerous, but not if
I’m ready for them.

I expect him to be irrational, unless he proves
he isn’t.

sacked from his job or has a car accident, it
is understandable that he is irritated. Then
he sees hundreds of ‘good reasons’ to start
shouting. Similarly when he is drunk, ill, or
extremely tired.
98 In such situations, we easily end up
fighting. I might try to go a little easier on
my partner when I see it coming: I prepare
myself for the worst. How? I set the default
of detecting to ‘unreasonable’.
99 Normally I take his every sentence for
rational, and only when I’m suspicious do
I start with the detection. Here, however, I

A slip can be caused even 101 Apart from the
by a small, completely objectivity, dozens
unrelated problem.

Such problems are difficult to detect, but
easy to solve. All consequences are then solved
as well.

presume that everything my partner says
comes from a lower dignity level, driven by
frustration, anger or despair. When it looks
too normal, though, I start the inverted detection — isn’t this deed by chance a rational
one? Only when my analysis confirms the
normality do I react to it. Everything else I
treat with the No-defence method.
100 Practically it means that I don’t take my
partner seriously until I’m certain he is back
in his skin again. Perhaps I shouldn’t talk
much and just leave him to his inner fight. I
see through his wrong behaviour and look at
my beloved partner in his pure version. Our
love and respect are not endangered at all.

‘big’ reasons for losing
of tiny problems can
cause the same slip. These motives come and
go with such a speed that it’s a question of
seconds, and mostly pass unheeded. That
make them so difficult to detect.
102 Much of the time it is caused by a physical discomfort. I wonder what made my
partner so unnerved and, suddenly, after
dinner, it’s all gone — it was just his hunger.
The same goes for thirst, headache, need
for the bathroom, a stone in the shoe and
so forth. Too hot, too cold, too much noise
around, uncomfortable company — all can
result in a serious argument from the smallest of issues.
103 My partner doesn’t really want to fight
about whether I should buy the low-neck
dress or not, but his legs ache after two hours
of shopping and he just needs to sit down.
No matter how well we discuss, in dresses
we will find no solution. The subject of the
fight is of no importance. The blast of an ex-

D) A joke or an attack?

expressions are suspicious because they often indicate a slip from normality.

It’s not bad and I grant
him the freedom to be
frustrated for as long
as he wishes.

Irony is often a disguise
for anger or irritation,
and indicates current
lack of reasonability.

plosion is not caused by someone pushing
down the detonator, but by the apparently
innocent explosives. Similarly in the shopping case: once sat down, the problem with
the dress suddenly vanished.

Irony and sarcasm
105 Hearing my partner exclaiming “Excellent: you’re brilliant!” after I’ve broken our
hereditary vase is probably not meant literally. Could he still have a sound and practical
attitude? Maybe — if there’s a big smile on
his face — but usually it’s a sign that he is
hurt by the loss and is not going to pardon
me for a long time. With no defence, that is,
with no explaining, or attempts to justify
myself, I assume full responsibility and prevent an argument — that’s all I can do until
my partner regains a sound attitude. Only
when he sees that blame will not undo the
damage can we talk about buying a new vase
or how the breakage could have happened.
Shouting and aggression
106 What can be more explicit than that?

Criticism is underlining the problem, not
solving it.

Criticism
107 Criticism is a very reliable sign of the
slip, too. Not because my partner sees my
mistake, which is OK, but due to the way he
looks at it. With a sound attitude he would

page 12

page 9

There is a difference
between discussing a
problem
(irrational),
and searching for a solution.

Any blame in criticism
reliably indicates my
partner’s slip.

When feelings overcome
the reason, it is a sign of
lost rationality.

Suddenly I see how
wrong any defence is —
if the attack is removed,
defending becomes attacking.

tries to be kind, but somewhere deep down
he is troubled — by envy, jealousy, anger,
hurt pride, or simply a physical uneasiness.
113 The detecting then does a double duty:
for me — I avoid the fight — and for my partner — I help him to spot his real problem.

My not-defending will
give his real trouble the
chance to reveal itself.

II) Insight thanks to
misunderstanding

When we fight for a 114 A misunderstanding can help me to renon-existent cause, the alise my slit-up in a fight. It happens when I
issue clarifies automatioppose my partner’s attack and only after a
cally; but not the fight.

20

Complaints
111 Weeping, complaining, self-pitying —
these are another warnings that something
unsound is going on in my partner. If I play
along and try to console him, I can soon end
up in a deadlock and in an argument.

My partner is irritated
by my problem and
thus shifted out of normality. That’s why he
criticises me.

I) Saving myself is saving us both

My partner usually 112 Early detection of my partner’s slip is
isn’t aware of his inner half the success in preventing arguments.
problem, or doesn’t want
Attacks are mostly well hidden, not only
to admit it to himself.

Confusing the trigger for the real problem

We fight about a shirt, but the real problem is inside my partner’s chest — there is
the negative energy caused by the slip. This energy will find a way to get out. If it’s
not the shirt, another detonator will appear.

try to do the best according to the real situation: I do something badly and he knows
better, so he explains to me how I can improve. He sees it as an opportunity.
108 Criticism, however, means that he looked
at my mistake from the negative side and saw
it as a threat. He feels personally hurt and insulted by my mistake, and that pushed him
down from the normal dignity level. Trying
to help is dignified, criticising isn’t.
109 “I don’t like the way you talk about my
friends” is certainly only a consequence of
a deeper problem, and now is not the best
moment to discuss it — as long as he wants
to talk about the problem and not to find a
solution.
110 Because the word criticism is used in
many senses (constructive critic, well meant
critic, literal critic), there is a very thin border between the good use and the bad use.
However, when I notice a reproach in the
statement, it’s definitely the undignified
form.

... deeper & beyond

because of the innocent wording, but also
because my partner himself is not always
aware of having a problem. Maybe he truly

Fig. 1.9
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Knowing forms of talk 104 Funny remark, irony, sarcasm... is my
that are very likely ir- partner only joking, or is he covering up
rational makes detectsomething that bothers him? Some tones or
ing easier.

C) Everyday troubles

page 13

Bodily needs can be so
pressing that they overcome the reason.

Thinking about ...

while I see that it wasn’t an insult, just a misunderstanding. For example, he said “You
aren’t stupid”, and I heard, “You are stupid”.
Once we clarify it, the matter is solved. But
what about the fight?
115 Convinced that I was attacked I fought
back. His mistake, my mistake. But now that
his fault has disappeared, my irrationality
hangs in the air, isolated, without even an

excuse. The monstrosity of my “honoured
defence of the truth” is naked and evident.

No attack can justify my own arguing.
Also when the attack is real, my own part
in the argument is always like it is in the case
of misunderstanding — monstrous. Even
though it is partly hidden behind my partner’s mistakes, it is full of my own wrong
deeds.
116

I’m responsible for my
behaviour independently of my partner — his
errors don’t undo mine,
just make them less visible.
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III) Ready to apologise

Is saying “I’m sorry” 117 Apology seems to be a most natural thing,
automatically an apol- which we learn as children. Mum orders “Say
ogy?

What I apologise for is
crucial and not selfevident.

I apologise not for what
happened, but only
that it happened. That’s
not enough to undo the
harm.

I apologise for having reasons to behave
wrongly. I’m the victim
and will do it again.

Arguing (ANNEX)

RELATIONSHIPS

sorry to your sister,” I mutter “Sorry” and the
problem is apparently clarified. But is it really that easy?
118 When I come to my partner after a fight
and one day of not talking to one another and
try to apologise, we easily end up in the same
argument — “I said sorry, what more do you
want?”. But did I say “sorry, I was wrong”
or “sorry, I couldn’t help it”, or maybe even
“sorry, you were wrong”? Let’s examine the
three versions:
Repeating the accusations
1) “Sorry that I shouted at you, but you
said that thing about my mother, and ...”
119 That’s no apology at all. It’s a repetition
of what I said yesterday, maybe now with a
calm voice. I’m not ready to apologise, because I haven’t changed my views a bit.
Explanation of reasons
2) “Sorry that I shouted at you, I was
over-tired.”
120 That’s still no apology; that’s explaining why I did it. I’m still convinced that I
had very good reasons to behave like I did,

Thinking about ...

page 16

in other words, that I did nothing wrong. It
also means that if it happens again, I will
act exactly as I did yesterday, and that’s sad,
because we didn’t improve and we will fight
again. I see no own mistake so I don’t have
anything to apologise for.
True apology
3) “Sorry that I shouted at you. It was
very inappropriate”
121 I say that I regret having done what I did,
and that no explanation can excuse it. I made
a mistake. I apologise for it. Indirectly I also
say that if I’m ever again in the same situation, I will behave differently, because I
know better now.

V) Spiralling

Beating a problem with 127 Even a tiny argument can grow into a rebigger problems from ally huge fight — if we let it become a spiral.
the past leads to spiral
Unlike in a ‘simple’ fight, in a spiral we take
effect.

Open problems are used
in the fight; we lose our
dignity more and more.
In a true apology I say
“Now I know better, so
it will never happen
again”

When my partner forgives me, I’m not forgiven for what I did, but
am accepted as I am now
— different.

aboard poorly clarified arguments from the
past. First we argue about the subject, that
opens another, even bigger unsolved problem, then another and so on.
128 We wouldn’t fight like in the following
example, if we had clarified our previous
disagreements about decision-taking and
responsibility. We also wouldn’t feel that we
argue all the time.
• Now, decide: theatre or cinema? We don’t
have all night!
Topic: theatre
• Why me? You seem to be Mr Clever: you
decide.
Topic shift: decision taking
• Typical you, avoiding any responsibility.
Like with our wedding. Topic shift: responsibility
• Stop dragging up old issues; it’s so mean of
you!
New level: fight about the way of fighting
• And your shouting is OK? You’re always
looking for a fight. Next level: fight about fighting

I’m ready to apologise only when I see my
mistake, and also how to avoid it next time.
122 This is a real change in the position of
one of us, so we have a chance to solve the
argument. My partner has no reason to stay
angry with me now, when he faces a different
person — I really learnt from my mistakes.

Arguing (ANNEX)
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The spiral can’t be solved 129 When we shift to a new topic or even to
going backwards. Only another level, we are suddenly miles away
from the centre.

from the solution. We would have to solve

Fig. 1.11 Spiralling
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IV) As if nothing has happened:
real tolerance

Forgiving is more diffi- 123 I can get easily confused inside myself
cult than just showing and find out, too late, that what I considered
tolerance.

Something forgiven is
undone once and forever; it turned from negative to neutral, or even
positive.

When I don’t feel real
tolerance but don’t say
so, I fool myself and
my partner.

The problem still exists,
and can become even
greater with time.

talks or kissing, but I can’t — there’s something between us. It’s the legacy of the argument and it will come out, sooner or later.

forgotten I in fact never forgot. Tolerance
is the art of forgiving and I need it a lot: I
I can say ‘OK’ only if I really tolerate what
must pardon my partner his attack, shouting or insults and forgive myself when I get
happened.
involved. Unfortunately, words alone won’t
do the trick.
124 When I say “It’s OK, no problem”, I show
a great deal of tolerance. But do I really feel
as if nothing had happened?
Fig. 1.10 Tolerance in action
That’s exactly how it should feel
when I am tolerant: all damage is
It can be fun to watch the how a tiny problem can draw my
undone and there is nothing left.
partner in a serious one-man fight (here, a woman’s). But I
can enjoy it only if I really tolerate the excess.
After a fully clarified argument I
feel serene and my relationship
with my partner is as pure as it
was before.
125 On the other side, when a
fight is not completely forgiven, I
feel some residual bitterness inside. Even if my brain says there’s
nothing and I try to believe it, my
heart knows the truth. For me
the issue is not yet solved and
time alone won’t heal it. If I now
claim that it’s OK with me, I lied
and showed false tolerance.
126 I’m now supposed to fully enjoy my partner’s company, our

all the problems we have had over the years
before being able to decide between cinema
and theatre. We mixed up everything with
everything and made a spiral of problems
out of it.
130 A fight gets really spicy when we have a
history to quote: “you always do...”, “as usual...”, “like that time...” — we add the best of
old arguments to the current one. The bitterness of our previous fights adds up and
makes this fight chaos.
131 To stop the historical spiralling I must
clarify each disagreement until it leaves no
bitterness at all. With no negative legacy I
have nothing to add to the next argument.
The safest method to avoid negative legacy is
not to fight, and that’s where the No-defence
method comes in handy.

We jump to other, similarly sensible topics —
unsolved
arguments
from the past.

The only prevention is
not to leave any argument unclear from now
on.

... extension
132 Very similar are arguments with other
‘adversaries’: parents, colleagues, friends, or
strangers, and the No-defence method will
help me there as well. For example, the best
I can do for my shouting boss is to ‘translate’
his point into reasonability or just remain
silent.

I can also let other attackers beat themselves
down in a one-man argument.

133 With enough training in detection I can
see all fights as they actually are — not worrying at all. One or both sides simply slipped
from their normal dignity levels. My ‘laser
eye’ will make me perceive all arguments
as only half serious, and people to be half as
bad as before.

The true reason for every fight lies beyond the
discussed matter, in the
unsound attitude. That
is much easier to tolerate than the monstrous
deeds.

notes
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
My partner’s real problem (C = centre) leads to an insult (1; A = attack). I answer with counterattack (2), my partner with an even stronger response (3)
and so on. We completely leave the original topic and see bigger and bigger
problems — leftovers from unfinished arguments from our past.

.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................

TERMS
Historical spiralling
Spiralling is when a fight grows exponentially bigger, because in every reply we try to beat the previous. The word
‘historical’ demonstrates where we get ammunition from:
our personal history. We reignite old fights, mistakes, insults or attitudes and smash them at one another. Such a
concentration of problems can easily drown us both.
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.....................................................................................................................
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Self-management in the largest pos-

Little thoughts

RANDOM MATTERS

Little thoughts

within Mind and Self-management

sible sense. Everything that is not
only in my head (Mind) or not out

Random smaller and bigger thoughts, not necessarily in context with the other articles in this Book. Some of them might be dealt with further in one of the next Books.

So close … yet so far away

of my reach (outer world).
All I do belongs here. I have to man-

age all consequences of my behaviour; of leisure or work, of sleep or
travel or, of doing nothing.

(continues from the “Area of MIND”, page 7)

The mind decides whether I am satisfied or dissatisfied, but I can also try to help it from the
other side — by adjusting the objective situation.
Why not supply some strong arguments to the
mind to influence it, like comfort of health, beauty,
success and wealth, happy family life and friends?
•

•

My reputation can help me to feel good, and
lies mostly in my hands. How do I earn the
label I want attached to me? (Art. 2, Order:
only lost time?)
I need a good start to get that far, and not
only once, but every day. (Art. 3, Get up! It’s
morning)

1
Does it help going for the same, nearly right, but nevertheless
wrong option again and again?
What should I do if I see only one possible way of achieving a goal,
2
but arrive at a dead-end when I try it? The hard but logical outcome
is that I must try another way, because every other way is better than
this one. Also absurd and unheard solutions win by comparison with
the appealing, but blind path.
3
It makes my decision-making easier, because trying what didn’t
work again is definitely wrong. Correct is doing anything else but
that. For example, it’s useless discussing anything with someone
who doesn’t want to listen.
4
The new way may lead nowhere as well, but it reduces the number
of untested options and so brings me closer to the solution — unlike
the nearly right path, which gets me so close and yet so far away.

Flexibility
downwards
1
Have you ever heard
somebody
complaining
about a salary increase? We
easily adapt to a better life
standard; it is becoming
poorer that we don’t like. But
it can be learned.
2
We are satisfied with our
life standard when it’s higher
than our ambition for what
we would like to have. When,
for any reason, we face a decline but keep the ambition
on the original level, we suffer. Then we are prisoners of
wealth, scared of the future.
3
Trying to avoid crisis
is good, but bad luck happens. Then it remains only
to adjust the other side; our
ambitions. Flexibility in regards to expectations does
not mean to get used to suffering. Quite the contrary: it
means to avoid it. Even with
less money, we are serene
because we lowered the ambition to a suitable level.
4
How? The most reliable
solution seems to be to never
raise the ambition in the first
place and take all improvements of living standard as
an unexpected and temporary advantage. Flexibility
downwards sets me free.

(continues in the “Area of OUTER WORLD”, page 41)

Hopeless effort
This mouse will starve if
it doesn’t stop trying the
impossible way, no matter
how tempting it is.

Stockxpert.com

Short cuts in speech make long delays
Isn’t describing the reasons for an
1
opinion more important in a message than
the opinion itself?
2
It seems that every human is able to
choose the best out of all options he is
aware of. That would mean that different
opinions arise only due to different sets of
information people have, and the weight
they assigned to them.
3
If we managed to share with others all
our knowledge concerning the issue, the

Apology or forgiveness;
what comes first?
Isn’t requiring an apology an
1
attempt to solve the problem in the
wrong place?
2
If I feel an injustice, my mind is
in an unpleasant state and I suffer.
It is therefore my mind that must be
healed, not someone’s bad behaviour.

To get rid of hurt feelings I must
3
forgive — once I’ve really forgiven,
the feeling of injustice stops. Usually it means to forgive myself for
letting my mind suffer for an outside reason.
4
That’s why I don’t need any apology. If I needed it, it would mean

others would fully agree, or at least understand and respect our opinion.
Telling the whole story that lead to the
4
opinion is like giving ingredients instead
of bread. Everyone can then bake the same
loaf, or leave out the component they don’t
like. It may be much shorter than to exchange the opinions and then fight about
them, especially if there is already a wall
of misunderstanding.
5
Saying the long “Going left will get us
closer to the buildings and help us spot the
name of the restaurant we’re looking for
better” instead of only “I would turn left”
can actually save time.

that any moron who hurts my feelings is holding my inner peace hostage until he decides to apologise.
5
I prefer to forgive him whether
he likes it or not. Besides, even the
best apology won’t do the trick —
the problem is in me, and I myself
must solve it.
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1

Household & Co
What to do about the boring daily tasks, like cleaning or
making up the beds? Unpleasant jobs, but they must be done.
How to avoid them, enjoy them,
delegate them or, best of all, live
without them. In this rubric, I’ll
try to find some answers.

W

hat is the difference between an ordered and a disordered apartment?
The answer is easy: in an orderly room
all things are in their places, in a messy one
they are not. A tidy room radiates the sense that
someone is in control of it, invented a system and
adheres to it.
Fig. 2.1 Active order

The last people
who could have
seen the table
in active order
are leaving.
All others (and
also them, after
a while) just a
mess.

Fig. 2.2 A mess

“Disorder? Where? That’s my glass over there and there’s my
plate.” Partygoers remember the order, and just temporarily
adjusted it to practical needs. It’s different, but still orderly.

Order

HOUSEHOLD & CO

Fig. 2.3 Scheme of perceived order; followed disorder

of fir
Timing
Stockxpert.com

“My mum pays me a visit today. I put
my apartment in order, but two
minutes later, my little twins
make it look like it did before
again: like after an explosion!”
Does it make sense
Understanding
Know-how
to order a room, or
Universality
desk, when it’s
Density:
Focus:
going to be a
g
Keywords: Order; Followed disorder;
mess again
m
Active order; Mess; System; Control;
Static and Dynamic Order.
in a moment?

Thinking about ...

SUBJECTIVE
view

Area of SELF-MANAGEMENT

HOUSEHOLD & CO

st imp

ressio

n

ORDER
= apparent or evident system
and control, comprehensible

DISORDER
= no apparent system,
chaos, incomprehensible

1

2

3

Knowing the
hi
tory, the dyna smics
of transition

OBJECTIVE
view

Thinking about ...

ORDER

Using things

FOLLOWED DISORDER
= ACTIVE ORDER

(Static system)

L ossing
g controll

(Dynamic system)

MESS
(=chaos)
(Without system)
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But is this the only case of order? It would
mean that I can’t touch a thing, or else I create
disorder. If order was so static, having a glass of
water would break the system. But a glass is there
to be drunk from and holding it is not untidy. It
is a part of the dynamic system of order. Even
when I put it down on the window frame, it’s not
a mess. At least, not yet…
The glass on the window frame, which no
3
one would believe is in its standard place, is in
a dynamic order so long as I keep it there for a
purpose. For instance because it’s half-full and I
can easily reach it from where I stand. I see the
room as tidy as it was before I took the glass. In
a way, I feel as if the glass were in the cupboard
and has just been temporarily shifted elsewhere
for a purpose; deliberately and in a controlled
manner.
Also, for everyone else in the room, the sys4
tem is unharmed. My friends experienced the
static order, saw me taking the glass and putting
it in currently a suitable place. They followed the
dynamics and understand the followed disorder — all things are under control, so the room
is tidy. Exactly as at the on-going party on the
figure 2.1.
So far, so good. The trouble begins when my
5
aunt enters the door, and sees the room without
the dynamics. There is an abandoned, half-empty
glass where only plants should be. What a mess!
The first impression is spoiled and it would take
a lot of explaining to make the surprise guest see
things the same way we do. I could conclude that

Topics in th
is rubric

2
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mess is a snapshot of a dynamic order, where the
track of the transition has been lost.
I can’t blame my aunt for not understand6
ing our current order, however. It can happen
to me as well. She asks me to help her with her
car, and when I return after two hours, I see the
room with fresh eyes. My first impression is that,
sadly enough, it’s a mess. I vaguely remember
putting the glass somewhere, but really, why on
the window? My friends had some strange ideas,
too: beer bottles on the floor and a wineglass
on the bookshelf. What I remembered as a tidy
room is now a mess — now that I’ve forgotten the
dynamics.
That’s why I hate to enter the living room the
7
morning after a party; that’s why I see a messy
table in the picture 2.2.
Now I understand why I must tidy up again
8
and again, even though it won’t remain tidy for
long: because there is always someone receiving
a first impression, someone that needs to catch
the history of the active order from the correct
beginning — order.
If I manage to give the visitors (and myself)
9
the right first impression, I win. Order is therefore about timing. The room must be perfect
exactly when my mum knocks on the door. That
afterwards we might cook or the children make
a mess plays no part; she sees the order through
the mess.
When I get the timing right, order is not
at all lost time.

10

C r e at i n g a s y s t e m

Reputation depends on first impression:
1 Orderly, also when later disordered
2 Messy, because it’s unknown for how long
3 Messy

Very first encounter
That’s why children don’t see their rooms as messy
in the way their parents do, and don’t understand
why they’re always being asked to tidy up.

First impression
Seen after long time

=>

Protect myself from negative first impression.
I’d better tidy up my desk on Fridays. On Monday
it would just seem a mess.

notes
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
TERMS
Followed disorder / active order
These terms show the same thing from two different directions. I
use them for a situation, when items are not in their standard places, but only because they are currently in use. For example, plates
are on the table because somebody is eating. It is order, as long as
the purpose is evident (can be followed) and still exists.
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.....................................................................................................................
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Area of SELF-MANAGEMENT

MY 24 HOURS

Objective: I want to fi nd out the reasons and possibly also the
cure for the often unpleasant phase after I wake up and before
I’m fully awake.
Sources and methods: Own experiences, observations, testing and analytical reasoning.
Findings: The body needs time to wake itself and the mind
can’t accelerate it. Decisions made during this period often
prove incorrect once sleepiness has cleared. It’s safer to declare the morning mind irrational and to switch it off. Without thinking, I can execute morning activities as planned the
previous evening. I don’t waste any time with waking and it
helps to warm up the body. The first move is vital, and must
come before the tired mind starts taking wrong decisions.
However tired, I can always fi nd a task easy enough to do,

Structure of this article

I) Why use
alarm clock?

Topics in th
is rubric

1
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Implications

I

Case studies

Because real conditions
changed, desired option
often becomes impossible and only theoretical.

Example 1: identification of theoretical option; crying baby

V) Plan

III) Tiredness

Why do I really get up?
Analysis

When I get up, I always
want it, as it’s the best
real option. Other options are not real.

Deeper & Beyond

... analysis

deally, I wake up, jump out of bed and instantly find myself
on top form for the day ahead. There are mornings like this:
the good mornings. But can I make a good morning out of a
seemingly bad one, such as when I wake up dead-tired and my job
awaits me?

Why do I get up — the true motives
2
”On a day off, I stay in bed as long as I want”. Note the precise
wording — as long as I want. I decide the moment when I leave the
warmth of the bed. I get up when I don’t want to stay there any
more. Turned around, I can say “when I have something better
to do”. It plays no role if it’s something that I’m looking forward
to, like a nice breakfast, or something disturbing that pushes me
out of bed, like rheumatism. Lying in bed is simply not the most
convenient option any more.
I don’t always get up because I wouldn’t like to stay in bed
3
any more - after all, it’s warm and cosy in here - but most often
because the theoretical option of staying in bed and enjoying it is
not possible any more. The real situation is different. Like when I
must go to the toilet. I actually don’t have to; it’s up to me, but can
I enjoy staying in bed with an aching bladder that’s fit to burst? I’d
love to stay in bed, but I don’t want to now because it’s unpleasant.
What I really want right now is to get to the loo as soon as possible.
Emptying my bladder pleases me more than staying in bed and
suffering would.

Its first meaning is the real ‘I don’t want’.
Then I don’t want to wake up because staying
in bed is my desired option; what I consider
the best for me right now. The second meaning is ‘I wouldn’t like’, which is a theoretical
but now impossible option: ‘I’d rather not get
up... but my need to go to the toilet dictates
that I must’. What I really want here is to get
to the toilet. What I wish for is to stay in bed
and have no urge to urinate.
This awareness sets the whole ‘want’
5
business in another light. I always want
to get up, even at four o’clock in the morning, otherwise I wouldn’t do it. I want, but I
wouldn’t like. This is also true of work days. I
would like to stay in bed, but I would feel terrible if I missed the bus, arrived late at work
and so endangered my job, income and my
family. Getting up is the better option and I
want it. That’s why I get up and go.
It might seem like playing with words,
6
but it’s about sorting the meanings. I might
also say that I wake up because I compare
two real options: staying in bed in discomfort and going to the bathroom. Obviously,
the second wins. Because of my bladder,
staying in bed and enjoying it became an impossible, theoretical option; and so it stays
out of consideration; it doesn’t exist.
It’s not always easy to identify and then
7
rule out the theoretical option as impossible,
but dreaming is no help in real life. Here are
two more examples:
4.15am. My baby cries.
• Get up and calm the child? ✓ real option
• Sleep on happily?
χ theoretical option
• Stay in bed and suffer (noise, bad conscience)?
✓ real option
Comparing the two real options gives a
clear result: Though tired, I want to get up.
11am, Sunday. Should go jogging.
8
• Get up and go jogging?
✓ real option
• Sleep on happily?
χ theoretical option
• Stay in bed and suffer because of bad
conscience?
✓ real option

After each night, I
should be full of energy.
If I’m not, it’s a case of
emergency; but I must
deal with it.

Example 2: jogging vs.
sleeping

At weekends, I leave bed
in the moment when
staying there ceases to
be the best option.

Confusing the theoreti- 9
What happens with the impossible, yet
cal option for real can desired option to remain in bed and enjoy it?
ruin my day

Theoretical option causes problems with getting up?

I take it with me and it ruins my day.

The
unreal
option 10 I always wake up when my baby cries, but
makes me feel like I got if I don’t recognise the ideal option of undisup against my will; like
turbed sleep as impossible, I feel put upon.
I didn’t want to.

The real option of enjoying bed sometimes
finishes sooner than I’d
wish.

Even the best real choice
seems dreadful when
compared to the theoretical case — frustrating!

Getting up

MY 24 HOURS

There is a big difference 4
I must therefore revise the understandbetween ‘I want’ and ‘I ing of the expression “I don’t want to get up”.
would like’.

II) Pyramid
of tasks
IV) Discipline
D) Example
morning

What to do in advance?
How to deal with irrational mode
What right after ringing?
Irrationality of morning mode
What is my first task?
Evening mode and morning mode
When mind joins the body
When to get up?
How to cure bad mornings?

C) Why get up
immediately?

Fig. 3.1
Seeing the time limits — a day
has only 24 hours — allows me to
better realise the links, sequence
and need for priorities.

since all tasks can be split into tiny parts. Only the first part
on the detailed level becomes my immediate to-do task. Once
done, it is much easier to continue with the following task.
Results: The auto-pilot method, as outlined in this article, ensures satisfactory mornings, even when I haven’t had enough
sleep. If I use it also in other situations, I can entirely eliminate laziness — forever.

B) Alarm clock
far from bed?

My 24 hours
In this rubric, I will take a look
at my life from the perspective of
a single day.
Normally when I talk about
activities like work, sport or
learning, I do not consider
when exactly I do them. I look
at them horizontally. In this rubric, however, I want to analyse
the same activities vertically, as
they chronologically follow one
another.

Abstract

Thinking about ...

Extension

3

How to get up immediately the alarm
rings? Isn’t there a way to turn bad
mornings into good ones, giving
each day a successful start?
Getting up is one of the
things I do most frequently in my life — I
q
Understanding
Know-how
do it more often
Universality
than I go to work.
Density:
Focus:
But am I proKeywords: Sleep; Alarm clock; Biofessional in
rhythm; Pyramid of tasks; Discipline;
Tiredness; Planning; Real option; Irragetting
tional mode; Defaults.
up?

A) Alarm clock:
at what time?

Thinking about ...

Then I think that I didn’t want to get up, that
I did it against my will — although I did it
only in opposition to my dream, not my will.
Can I enjoy calming my child when I think I
could have been in the middle of the sweetest of dreams? Though not real, the ideal option keeps drilling in my head.
11 It’s this comparison with a dream, with
unreal and impossible options that makes
my reality seem dismal. I can’t make the
best out of the real situation and my happiness suffers.

12 This is also why I have difficulties getting up. I hate my work and I hate it when my
child screams. Because of them I have to get
up and worsen my situation. No, I shouldn’t
forget that I get up to improve my situation,
not to worsen it. The mistake I make is to
compare reality with the theoretical option.

When to get up?
13 Focusing on purely real options will also
clearly indicate when it is that I should leave
the bed - as soon as it becomes the better option. Once I have eliminated all non-existent
theoretical options, I will clearly feel when it
is that I want to get up.
14 Apart from physical needs — like the
aforementioned desire to use the loo — the
most frequent scourge of undisturbed sleep
is some kind of bad conscience. This visits
itself upon me as soon as I feel that I should
be doing something that I’m not. My sense of
duty pretty much won’t let me sleep.
15 Here lies the connection between my
mind and my real external obligations. I
have some daily rhythms, tasks and duties
that determine my time plan. When a task is
due and I don’t start working on it, the bad
conscience begins to wake. I decide my timeplan before I go to bed, so the right moment
for getting up is decided in advance as well.
Is morning success decided the evening before?
16 My morning real options are therefore
already determined the day before. When
exactly? If I want to take into consideration
the latest facts, like what time I go to bed, I
give tomorrow’s time-plan a last touch only
before going to bed. It’s also then that I set
the alarm clock.
17 The exact moment is important. Why?
Because my mood and physical condition in
the evening and in the morning differ a great
deal from one another.
18 The plan is prepared by a person who is fit
of mind and body, motivated and fully aware
of the positive effects of getting up early. The
time set on the alarm clock is the proof. In
the morning, however, we find someone who
is sleepy, exhausted, lazy and doesn’t give a
damn about the long term successes. He just
wants to stay in bed a little longer.
19 I’m obviously both people, but the situation makes me feel like two different persons. I can talk about an ‘evening I’ and a
‘morning I’. The ‘evening I’ is the ruler, because it sets up the plan. It has the ‘morning
I’ at its mercy and plays the decisive role in
the results of the following morning.
Two different worlds: evening and morning mode
20 Over night, what happened to the highly
motivated person that prepared such a tight
schedule? It can’t be that my goals and values
changed during those eight hours of sleep. It
must be something else. What else is there?
My body!

If I don’t free my mind
of the useless theoretical
option, regrets and depression will come.

Comparison of real options is easy and univocal, also when determining the moment to
get up.

Physical needs and bad
conscience turn ideal
choices into impossible,
theoretical options.

Bad conscience is determined by the plan
and the plan is already
decided the evening before.

Today’s plan was finalised before I went to bed
yesterday — when I set
the alarm clock.

I’m in different shape in
the evening and in the
morning.
Energetic and optimistic planner (evening)
stays against lazy and
tired executor (morning).

The evening planner decides the plan —> bad
conscience timing —>
time to wake up and, indirectly, the success of
the day, too.

What differs the most
between evening and
morning are the conditions of my body.
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Result of recovering
sleep right after waking: physical wreck.

It’s only the first impression; the good effect
of sleep will soon show
up.

Now I can’t be quite
sure whether I’m really
not ill.

My morning physical
conditions make even
an easy task seem hard,
although the motivation
remained the same.

Decision-taking
formula in the evening
and in the morning:
perceived effort changes
the result.

My mind is helpless
against the temporary
bodily weakness. But
I can make the best out
of it.

21 Eight hours in nearly the same position,
unimaginable whilst awake: that must be the
reason behind the change.
22 I go to bed in order to recover strength
and energy, though when I start a morning
check-up, I only get bad news, as it were:
physical forces — red zone; speed of reactions — red zone; speed of thinking — red
zone. All factors are worse now than they
were in the evening. My 100m sprint would
be slower now than it would have before I
went to bed last night. Why have I slept at
all, then?
23 Fortunately, experience from thousands
and thousands of mornings of my life remind me that this state is only temporary. I
will shortly be very capable and will see that
the sleep has paid off.
24 But right now, I doubt it. I feel feeble and
tired — what if I’m really ill? Maybe I should
skip some unnecessary tasks, like breakfast
or jogging? Perhaps additional sleep will
make me feel better...
25 This is the real difference between my
‘evening I’ and ‘morning I’: the physical
state. My motivation didn’t change a bit, but
as the body is weak, my starting position is
completely different. I still see the benefits of
jogging, but I now find it much harder to actually stand up and run. I feel utterly puny.
26 If it was possible to measure the change
in numbers, the formula would go something
like this:
Evening
• motivation to carry out the plan: 40
• how difficult I find it (while fit): 30
• Decision: 40 - 30 = 10 (I do it)
Morning
• motivation to carry out the plan: 40
• how difficult I find it (while sleepy): 60
• Decision: 40 - 60 = -20 (I stay in bed)
27 So, waking up on time is not a question
of motivation or discipline, it’s much more
about physical condition and therefore rests
in the hands of nature. The impact of my
mind is clearly limited. But the battle is not
over yet.

Which ‘I’ is the rational one?
In the morning there is 28 I have two perspectives on the day. The
a clash of views between ‘evening I’ thinks the plan easy and that I
the ‘evening I’ = plan,
should just go for it. The ‘morning I’ claims
and the ‘morning I’ =
it’s too demanding and I should cut back on
current feelings.

When I’m sleepy, the
feeling of being energetic seems miles away.
Experience says it’s just
round the corner.

Confusion of priorities
makes me take irrational decisions in the
morning.
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a few things — and, of course, that I should
prolong my sleep. Which one do I trust?
29 The thing I know about sleepiness is that
it’s as short as it is intense. Every morning I
feel terrible and can’t imagine how it could
ever be otherwise. Yet, every day, a couple
of hours later, I can’t believe I’ve ever been
sleepy. The well-fed don’t understand the
hungry.
30 In the morning, I see only one objective:
to get rid of the terrible feelings of sleepiness and fatigue. Just as when I’m ill, the
desire to be healthy again is the only thing I
can think of. It makes me forget everything

else: the healing becomes the sole priority.
Then I take exaggerated decisions, which I
find irrational when my body feels normal
again. Morning mode is one of these extreme
situations.
31 The reign of the ‘morning I’ can last a
couple of minutes or several hours, but it’s
only a small part of the day. This also suggests that ‘normal’ is to feel like I do in the
evening. For twenty-three hours a day I feel
that the plan is feasible, so I can as well call
it true, and the estimations of the ‘evening I’
as realistic.
32 If I’m normal and rational in the evening,
I must admit being abnormal and irrational
in the morning. That means that I can’t trust
the estimations of the ‘morning I’. I can’t
expect any sound and reasonable decisions
in such an abnormal state. I have no other
option than to declare myself irresponsible,
malfunctioning and untrustworthy in the
morning hours, and to withdraw any decision-taking powers from the ‘morning I’.
33 The ‘evening I’ is the ‘rational I’ and it
dominates the whole day (hopefully), whereas my ‘morning I’ could as well be called the
‘irrational I’.
Which ‘I’ rules in the morning?
34 As long as my body is sleepy, the only
decisions I can possibly make are irrational
and I will realise that later, as my body returns to normal. The ‘morning I’ yet dominates the scene.
35 All I can do is wait. I must wait until my
body regains its working temperature. Like a
cold car engine, it needs some time to warm
up. I can’t do anything about it with my
mind. Autosuggestion, forcing, discipline —
none of these things will help me now. Even
if they were helpful, in the hands of the irrational ‘morning I’ they would cause things
to happen that I would later regret. I’m in an
abnormal situation and have only my ‘morning I’ to rule. Everything that seems like a
good idea at the time could actually prove to
be very bad in a while, when I’m not sleepy
any more.
36 The good news is that no effort is required to make the ‘rational I’ come back.
Once my body is really awake, the decisions,
accordingly, become correct. My body automatically calls the reason back; the rightful
king has returned.
37 The only thing I can do is to limit the possible damage that the ‘morning I’ could cause.
In the best case I switch it off completely.
What happens if the ‘morning I’ rules?
38 If I let my ‘morning I’ decide, it will certainly come up with some incredible systematic improvements, like “From today on, I
won’t touch alcohol!” or “Tomorrow I will go
to bed two hours earlier”. In that moment,
these sorts of things seem like good ideas –
they might well solve the constant problem
of having an exhausted body.

Thinking about ...

The decisions are an 39 Later, though, when I reach my usual
overreaction to an emer- working temperature, such plans are no
gency situation and are
more rational. I feel OK - my body is full of
overruled once I’m raenergy. I don’t understand why the ‘morning
tional again.
Most of the day, I feel
different than I do in
the morning — normal.

In the morning, I feel
abnormal. I can’t trust
my morning decisions;
it’s a state of emergency.

The ‘morning I’ is the
‘irrational I’.

As long as I’m in the
morning mood — tired
and sleepy — ‘irrational
I’ rules.

Waiting for the body to
recover is the only thing
I can do.

When ‘morning I’ returns, it thinks that the
‘evening I’ acted differently because of lack of
discipline.

Both states of mind
fight and criticise one
another again and
again.

My self-confidence suffers. I doubt both my
constancy and my decisions.

Reason for hating
mornings: I have a bad
conscience in regards
to ‘how bad I was yesterday’. Later I will also
dislike what I do now.
This all only because I
trust the mad ruler —
my ‘morning I’

Once the body works
again, the decisions become rational beyond
morning mode.

The safest way to eliminate dangerous irrational decisions in the
morning is not to take
any.
My focus is limited in
the morning and I overestimate current problems.

I’ disagrees with a glass of wine and I don’t
think I should go to bed in the middle of an
interesting film. It feels like these suggestions came from another person; they seem
out of place. I must consider factors other
than the optimisation of sleep. I can’t accept
the narrow-minded proposals of the ‘irrational I’.
40 It’s obvious where this leads to. I go to
bed as late as usual, having taken the usual
amount of wine. Next morning, when the
‘sleepy I’ again takes the reins, it reasons as
it did the morning before — “Yes, I have to
do something with my daily regime.” It condemns the ‘evening I’ for not following good
advice. And it comes with regrets, sanctions
and stronger plans: “Tomorrow I must show
more discipline!”
41 Then returns the normal ‘rational I’ and
it starts all over again. There is a clash going
on between two mutually independent states
of mind. I lose two times a day and thus
twice have to proclaim myself a loser - first
when the ‘morning I’ blames the ‘rational I’,
second when the ‘rational I’ feels ashamed of
the ‘morning I’. All attacks are against me,
because I am both of the ‘Is’.
42 My self-esteem, therefore, also suffers
twice. First, because I perpetually fail to
keep my promises and, second, because I
can’t trust my morning decisions. In both
states, I swear to do something which I later
see as nonsense.
43 It’s also fairly obvious what the practical
result will be. My mornings become hell. I
hate the sound of the alarm clock — it means
that struggles against regrets and tiredness,
and fights against laziness and bad conscience are here again.
How to switch the ‘morning I’ off?

I need decisions to be ac- 44 If I don’t think in the morning, the ‘morntive in the morning, but ing I’ cannot do any harm. But I still need the
I can’t use the irrational
results of thinking — decisions. I need a dedecisions of the ‘morncision to get up, a decision to go to the bathing I’.

The ‘morning I’ will not
think if I don’t need its
decisions — I use those
taken in advance.
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room… in brief, for everything I do. Without
a decision — when, how — there is no movement. But we have already established that
I don’t want the decisions to be taken by the
‘morning I’. What decisions can I use then?
45 It’s like with picnics. I can’t cook in a
beautiful spot outside, but I want to eat
there. The solution? I cook in advance and
unwrap the prepared food when I get to the
place. The ‘rational I’ cooks in advance. I
don’t need the bad ‘morning I’ cook; it remains switched off.
‘Morning I’ reduced to a supervisor

Only 100% rational 46 If I prepare in advance a detailed sedecisions will convince
quence of tasks for the morning, the wrong
the ‘sleepy I’ not to inthinking will not even start. I must be caretervene.

ful, however, because the ‘morning I’ could

overrule any plan, if it can find a way of doing so, and ultimately end up as the only
ruler of the morning.
47 If I have the morning defaults prepared, In the morning, I don’t
the decision has already been made as to take decisions; I only
execute them — ‘mornwhen and what exactly I’m going to do. I just ing I’ can do no harm.
need enough brain-function to perform single activities, like not cutting myself while
shaving. There’s not much the ‘morning I’
can do wrong here, even if sleepy and irrational. I reduce the
TERMS
Morning defaults
function of the ‘morn- If I use the word ‘plan’ for the pre-deciing I’ from architect to sions, it could be understood as aggression
chief of construction. against the sovereignty of the ‘morning I’
The shape of the bridge — a plan means something that ‘must be
is safe; my morning done’, otherwise there are negative conactivities remain as sequences. It’d be better to describe these
as ‘morning standard’ or ‘morning default’,
the ‘rational I’ wanted
because these terms reduce the obligation
them.
to something that ‘could be done if not unsuitable’, and include no sanctions.

Supervisor with veto right
48 The ‘morning I’ also has another important function: it checks whether I have
enough physical capability to face the day.
Hence the reason I sometimes decide to stay
in bed. My reason (in this case, ruled over
by the ‘morning I’) evaluated another hour
or two of sleep as the best option. Such investment in the body should pay off since I
will be less sleepy and more efficient. That
I skipped jogging and shower and breakfast
is an inevitable sacrifice - so the ‘morning I’
thinks.
49 To sleep half an hour longer is a correctly calculated, but invariably wrong decision. The ‘morning I’ followed the logic: “I’m
physically tired, so can’t manage the whole
programme for the day. With a little more
sleep I will gain enough capability to go for
that party in the evening. Shame about the
jogging and breakfast, but the party is more
important.” What made the decision objectively wrong — objectively meaning seen
later in my normal mode — was the wrong
assumption made about the body. My body
is not as tired as it seems, it’s just not awake
yet. This wrongly estimated variable makes
the whole equation wrong.
50 This function of the ‘morning I’ is very
useful. Sometimes it really is the case that
sleeping longer is a better option than
spending the day as a zombie, even if it
means skipping some tasks. But because of
the misinterpretation of the body signals,
my ‘morning I’ rings the alarm bells 99% of
the mornings. Judgment will only be sound
once I get undistorted information about my
physical condition.
51 The impression I get of my bodily
strength will be distorted as long as it is
based upon feelings of tiredness. There is no
reliable relation between feeling tired and
being physically exhausted. Psyche can have
just as much an effect. I must eliminate the
tiredness first! Only then will I get a true impression of my physical state, and only then
can the ‘morning I’ be given the green light

Reason for sleeping in:
optimising decision of
my ‘morning I’ which
calculated that additional sleep pays off.

Questions of health
can’t be treated in advance, but morning optimising decisions are
rational only if based
on true info.

In most cases the info
about body condition
is distorted and the
alarms false.

Feeling of tiredness is
distorting signals of
my body.
Deeper &B. III
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to express its veto against being active. If it
still then thinks that sleeping longer pays
off, then it’s the correct decision - for now
and for later.
‘Morning I’ lurking for its veto chance
The ‘sleepy I’ waits for 52 Following morning defaults switches off
any irrationality in the the ‘morning I’, but not its useful veto right.
plan to use as an excuse
The morning mode relinquished its powers,
to return to bed.
I have decisions from
yesterday and don’t
need to think now.
When my thinking
is stopped, I don’t feel
tired. Body signals are
not distorted, but true.

With true info, decisions of my ‘morning
I’ become rational. Such
veto will not cause later
regrets.

When I trust the ‘morning I’, the presumption
is to stay in bed unless
there is a serious reason
to be active.

When I act on rational
decisions, the presumption is to be active unless there is a serious
reason to stop.
Only when I’m really
sure that a lengthier
sleep will pay do I dare
apply veto. The certainty comes only when I’m
active — the veto right is
in favour of moving.

but only conditionally.
53 I wake up and I’m too lazy even to think.
When I find out that my decisions are not
needed, I gratefully renounce all decisiontaking. I, the ‘morning I’, am switched off.
54 This gives the floor to the morning defaults. Rational decisions are taken; I just
need to follow them. I start doing my morning tasks: I get up, go to the bathroom and
so on. I’m sleepy, but I don’t feel tired — I’m
not thinking and therefore can’t come to the
conclusion that I’m tired. For the moment,
I’m rather brainless, sleepily following my
morning routine.
55 This condition allows the ‘morning I’ to
lurk and examine. Since I eliminated the distortion the tiredness caused, the signals of
the body now have their real value. If I see
that I fall asleep even when walking, I should
really postpone everything and sleep two
hours more.
56 The big difference is in the normality.
When the ‘morning I’ rules, I remain in bed
unless I’m absolutely sure that getting up is a
good idea. The least doubt, even 1% of tiredness, means that I do nothing. Doing nothing is the normal, standard situation.
57 Now, when I follow the morning defaults,
it’s normal to move - that’s what the ‘evening
I’ decided. The ‘morning I’ can stop me only
with a veto, but it needs 100% certainty for
this to occur.
58 The ‘morning I’ wants to find any reason
it can for the veto and return to bed, but it
needs my move to get the undistorted signal from the body. That’s why it waits for
the next move, and the one after that, in the
hope that the ultimate argument for the veto
comes - but it seldom does.

Summary of conclusions:
• Confusing real options with impossible
dreams causes dissatisfaction.
• Morning’s success is determined the
evening before.
• Morning mode is an abnormal situation and
causes irrational decisions to be made.
• Clash between morning mode and normal mode causes regrets and dislike of
mornings.
• I have problems with getting up because
I believe that my body is much more exhausted than it actually is.
• Irrational morning mode and tiredness can
be eliminated if I rely on rational decisions,
prepared in advance.
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... implications
59 Now that I have the analyses, I’m ready
to make something of it. I need a concrete
method that will guarantee successful
mornings.
60 My morning is good if I (i) optimally use
the time before I really awake, and (ii) can
call my morning ‘satisfactory’. The first goal
is real, the second somewhat psychological.
61 The way to achieve both is to switch off
the ‘morning I’, but be active at the same
time. Then I can sleep longer and won’t depend on things out of my control — like on
how much time my body needs to get ‘really’
awake.

To prepare in advance
62 The analyses tell me that the preparation
for the morning is crucial for its success. I
must use the rationality of the ‘evening I’ and
get ready to face the ‘sleepy I’, both in psyche
and in reality. These I need in advance:
63 1) 100% conviction that the decisions I
take when sleepy (by ‘morning I’) are irrational. The first thing that comes to my mind
when I wake up should be: “Oh, I feel tired
and sleepy, but the truth is not as it seems to
me right now”.
64 2) Detailed morning defaults. This is a
package of concrete decisions taken when
I’m normal and must clarify what, when and
how I will do things. Then it prevents the
‘morning I’ from using its own destructive
thinking.
65 3) Alarm clock set to correct time. Its
ringing will kick-off for the morning. The set
time must be rational; the one I truly think
best. If I try to ‘help’ the sleepy me and set it
for before or after the rational time, it could
blow the whole operation.
When the morning comes
66 Of my two goals each morning, one relates more to the mind, the other to the
body.
The mind:
67 My first thought (I’m currently the ‘sleepy
I’) is to remember that, right now, any thinking would result in wrong decisions. Considerations like “Am I tired?”, “Did I sleep well”
or “What will I do now” are therefore out of
the question.
68 I’m sleepy and it’s normal. That’s natural and I can’t do anything about it; not with
my head. And I don’t have to, because it
will pass away of its own accord. My mind
is not needed here, so I’m free to continue
my dreaming. Instead of dealing with the
morning routine, I can think about greater
and distant things — “How will my day look
like once I’m awake?” “What will I have for
dinner?”
The body:
69 Now I just have to mechanically follow
the morning defaults. My mind, the ‘morning
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I’, gave me this freedom in relinquishing its
rule - apart from the veto right, of course.
I need to turn knowledge
into know-how.

My goals concern both
body and mind.

I must give my body
the time to wake, but
already have it to hand
for my morning tasks.
This will bring satisfaction.

‘Evening I’ guarantees
the rationality of the
preparation.

I must be so convinced
about the irrationality
of the ‘morning I’ that
I believe it even in the
morning.

I can preserve the rational decisions in the form
of a to-do list.
Deeper &B. V

Correct time on the
alarm clock gives rationality a chance.
Case st. A, B

The start is half the work
The switching-off mech- 70 The trick for both the body and the head
anism: I start moving is to execute the first movement before the
before thinking =>
mind has the time to think. What I need is an
reflex-move
automatic, near reflex reaction to the alarm
Case st. C

clock’s ringing. I hear ringing and ooooh —
I’ve made the movement. A small movement
changed my whole world and will influence
the success or failure of the day. Why? Because the first step has been
TERMS
Reflex-move
made and the first step makes it
Why this name? The first movecloser to the second, and so on.
ment (task, part of task) must be
I started my active day as schedexecuted automatically as soon
as the alarm clock rings — like uled. The ‘morning I’ is now
a reflex of the body => reflex- definitely bypassed, since my
moves are lead by the decisions
move.
of the ‘evening I’.
Example of reflex-move: 71 Let’s say the movement I choose is to
turning on a lamp.
switch on the bedside lamp. The alarm clock
rings, so what I do is turn the lamp on. That’s
it: that’s all I had to do. I not only started the
day, but cannot effectively continue sleeping.
Why? Because the light is on and the body
starts waking up. Darkness is a signal for
sleep; light for waking up.
Double-effect of the 72 The reflex-move had a dual purpose.
reflex-move: sleep is in- First, it started the auto-piloted execution of
terrupted and I started
morning defaults and by-passed the thinkbeing active.
ing - I move and I don’t think. Second, it
completely changed my situation. It broke
up the sleeping mode and switched me to
another mode: half-awake.

Useful, automatic and
sleep-breaking — that’s
a good reflex-move.

The correct reflex-move
73 The automatic move can be anything
from removing the blanket to standing up or

The method must deal
both with approach and
behaviour.

Stockxpert.com
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I can’t trust my morning opinions anyway,
so not having them is
best.

My body runs on autopilot, so I can let my
mind sleep or daydream.

I don’t need the brain
and can do the tasks as
planned.

Fig. 3.2 Reflex-move cuts off only a small part of
my morning defaults, but it brings me a great deal
closer to the next task; but only if I do it quickly,
before my mind starts thinking.

just stretching my arms, but some tasks are
more effective than others. The movement
a) must be meaningful, and
b) must prevent me from going back to
sleep again.
74 The task is meaningful if it’s something
real and worth doing. Standing up is OK —
it’s the first step on my way to the bathroom;
jumping up and down isn’t. The first task
should already be part of the morning defaults and my morning preparation.
75 As for b), it should maximally change
the physical conditions and so interrupt the
sleep. Plainly, it should make sleeping difficult. If there’s light, both the body and mind
receive a signal that the night is over. The
same if I opened the window, removed the
blanket, took off my pyjamas and so forth.
Sleeping is interrupted and waking up is
inevitable.
76 Just switching off the alarm clock is
therefore no good as a reflex-move. Once the
ringing stops, sleeping is as easy as it was
before.
Going forward easier than going back
77 The reflex-move did one more thing - it
made the next step much easier, usually even
easier than the reverse movement. When I’m
already standing, it’s easier to go to the bathroom than to fall asleep: I’m now too awake
for that. Maybe not exactly easier, but when
I now decide what to do, the next move is the
likely winner. Going to the bathroom seemed
impossible and irrational while I was still
under the duvet, but now it becomes the obvious choice.
78 That’s why the first step is the only obstacle I must care about. Everything else will
become a to-do task later on, and then under
completely different circumstances.
What if I’m too lazy to do the reflex-move?
79 The analyses showed that the cure does
not lie in being strong or disciplined. What
I can do is to choose a reflex-move so easy
that I can surely manage it no matter what
my level of tiredness is. How is it that I have
so much choice? Because I don’t have to do
the whole task — I can divide it and face only
its first part.
80 If I can’t bring myself to go to the bathroom, I just start the process from the beginning — I stand up. If standing up is still too
much to ask, I can sit on the bed, or even just
remove the blanket. The conditions change
and I stand in front of a new decision: “Do I
continue with the next move?”
My morning is safe
81 And that’s it. I completed the reflex-move,
and now moving forward with the next tasks
is easier than going back. The more movements I am from sleeping, the less attractive
the bed becomes. The body is more awake
and I can manage more and more complicated tasks - shaving, reading, jogging. I’m

The reflex-move must be
as well the first part of
the morning defaults; it
works as a trigger.

If it also makes undisturbed sleep impossible, I
get a double security.

Switching the alarm
clock off makes no such
change.

... task becomes much
Next
easier when I’ve already
made the first move.
Also, the good feeling
that I’m already active
that brings with it helps
here.

Only the immediate
task is my to-do task;
others are irrelevant for
now.
Deeper &B. II

Every task becomes
easy if I divide them up
enough.
Trying to be disciplined
would be wrong.
Deeper &B. IV

Example: going to the
bathroom.

The first move started a
chain-reaction and my
morning defaults become true, step-by-step.
With every move I’m
also more awake.
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on my feet, active and happy. Well, not yet
happy, because there is no brain to declare
that. But I will be happy as soon as I start
actually thinking…
What happens when I become normal?
My decisions become 82 Once I’m really awake, my body is so fit
rational again, because that it called the ‘rational I’ back from its
the body now sends true
night wandering. My thinking is clear again
signals.

and I can trust my decisions.

I wasted no time with 83 The nice thing is that I used the wait
waiting.
meaningfully. I didn’t find myself in bed, but

Everything done in the
auto-pilot mode is ‘for
free’ — the best cost-benefit ratio I can get.

My mornings lie between reality and sleep,
but the results are real.

washed, shaven, replete and stretched and
having already read the newspaper. Is this a
miracle?
84 No, I just followed my morning defaults:
I took a shower, shaved, did some exercise
and had breakfast — and that all on ‘autopilot’. I used up time which would otherwise
be dead or full of self-pitying. All I achieved,
therefore, was more or less for free. It cost
no time, no self-conviction, stress, fighting
with discipline, nor regrets; my brain was
not even there to think about such matters.
85 The auto-pilot is in a sense only another
form of sleeping or the half-awake mode. I
move, but I don’t think. Yes, I cannot perform demanding or creative tasks, but it’s
more than enough for the normal morning
routine.

morning was bad, major damage can still be
prevented.
88 First I must find out what I did wrong:
• Did I have no morning defaults?
• Had I no or, else, did I perform a wrong
reflex-move?
• Was my alarm clock set to a cheating time?
• Did I believe what my ‘irrational I’ said?
89 I can’t undo what happened in the morning, but I can stop the negative influence it
might still have. I still assess the morning
as bad, but not due to feelings - I can’t feel
them now in this different situation - but because of the words I remember. The words
describe the feelings I had in the morning,
like “terribly tired”, “depressed” and so on,
and I still believe them.
90 With the knowledge from the analyses,
and once I have identified the mistake, I can
laugh at myself and delete these words from
my head - they all come from the ‘morning
I’, so they are worthless. I forgive myself and
instead of seeing it as bad, I maybe see the
morning as mediocre. And I can say “I understand my mistakes and the experience
makes me wiser”.

The only valid evaluation of the morning is
the one of real achievements; by the ‘rational
I’.

MY 24 HOURS
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... case studies
First I must identify the
true mistake — usually
an easy task.
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A) What time should I set the
alarm clock for?

The time is decided in 91 This is another important decision,
the evening by the ‘ra- which I take in advance. The question here is
tional I’.
I can’t change the reality, but my wrong perception of it.

When I’ve worked out
my mistake, I can stop
the chain reaction by ignoring any judgment
of the ‘morning I’.

Auto-pilot method in a nut shell

Do I hate mornings?
86 I wouldn’t know; I don’t remember any
feelings because my head was not switched
on. By the time my mind has caught up with
the body, I’m sitting at the table sipping my
coffee. All similar questions are suddenly
out of place: do I have difficulty getting up?
Am I lazy? Am I tired when I wake up? The
real result is that I use the time in the morning in a really good way — why shouldn’t I be
satisfied?

Thinking about ...

IN ADVANCE
• Prepare a detailed rational plan
• Decide the triggering move
• Don’t trust the morning opinions
IN THE MORNING
• Start the day with the reflex-move!

how I deal with the fact that I’m going to be
sleepy in the morning.
What counts is the ref- 92 I know when I should get up – it’s easy to
erence of time on the calculate. My options for setting the alarm
alarm clock to the due
clock are therefore three: before the due
time.
time, exactly at, or after.
(a) Getting up later 93 Let’s start with the latest. What happens
than when I’m due to if I let the alarm clock wake me later than I
means stress or incomshould? I will have to run like crazy or leave
plete preparation.
the house perhaps unshaven or hungry. Not
to mention the glasses I might break in my
rushing about. I don’t want anything like
this happening, so this option is no good.
(b) Including a snooze 94 Setting the alarm 10 minutes before the
undermines the alarm due time gives me time to overcome sleepias a signal to get up
ness and to prepare for getting up. The clocks
and interrupts proper
even have this ‘snooze’ function that causes
sleeping time.
the ringing to repeat every eight minutes or
so. Unfortunately, in practice
TERMS
Due time
Due time is what I call the latest it turns the initial alarm into a
time at which I can still manage mere warning: “Only ten more
all necessary morning activities minutes’ sleep.” It may seem as
without too much stress. Calcu- though I’m gaining 10 precious
lated backwards, it’s the time minutes of dreaming, but in
required to leave the house mi- fact, I take the time not off the
nus the time needed for prepa- preparation, but from the otherration.
wise uninterrupted sleep.
Checking whether I’m 95 The result? After the short nap it becomes
fresh after the sleep-in just as difficult to get up as before, plus my
turns on the ‘sleepy I’
sleep was unnecessarily broken up, and my
and can lead to disapthinking is turned on. I wanted to use the
pointments.
extra time to overcome tiredness, but how
do I check the results? With my ‘morning I’.
That’s the only mode of thinking I have right
now — and so I switch it on. If I’m already
in fine fettle, then great. But if my morning

thinking informs me that I’m still too tired
and wretched to get up, another bad morning is about to begin.
96 What did I do wrong? I didn’t give myself
the chance to be normal in the morning. I
had the prejudice “I’m lazy and irrational in
the morning”, and treated myself that way.
I gave myself an ultimatum: “You have 10
minutes in which wake up.”
97 It was my ‘rational I’ that made the mistake. It supposed that I can’t be rational in
the morning. What does it do to my self-esteem if I admit that I’m not in any condition
to be rational? By giving up hope, I made
the perfect outcome impossible. This option
is not good because I would deliberately include the irrationality in my plan.
98 Once those two options are excluded, the
remaining third one must be the winner. If I
set the alarm clock for the due time, I enable
myself to behave rationally in the morning.
That’s the most I can do – I cannot force or
demand it. Instead of clashes of interests —
where the “sleepy I” wants to sleep as long as
possible, while the “rational I” deliberately
shortens the sleep — I reach a perfect harmony. I remain consistent and so created the
optimum conditions for my self-confidence.
I can be proud, because I’m always rational.
99 Unless I enjoy stress or the morning
nap really that much, the only correct time
for setting the alarm clock is the due time.
One question helps me to check to see if I did
well: “Would I set the same time if I had the
certainty that I will not be sleepy tomorrow
morning?”

By counting on irrationality and setting a
time limit for the body
I treat myself like a
child.

This option is bad because it makes the rational impossible.

(c) Alarm clock at due
time at least enables me
to stay rational in the
morning. This brings
harmony and self-confidence.

The wisest option to take
is to set the alarm clock
to the due time and so to
remain rational at all
times.

Troubleshooting
It’s never too late to stop 87 If it has already happened and I find
the effect of old mis- myself one afternoon feeling that today’s
takes.

Second best option
is to be physically
tired, but satisfied
with the morning
anyway.
This is when I
need the auto-pilot
method.

An OK morning
is when I can’t
remember it — it
was neither good,
nor bad (probably
I got by in the
zombie-mode.)

The best morning is one where I
wake up fresh and eager to start
the day.
This matter is purely physical and
I must deal with nutrition, body
activity and biorhythm to achieve
it. Long sleep might be a good start.
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The fewer mistakes I make and the sooner I
acknowledge them, the less bad my morning. It’s
never too late to recognise that I’m under stress,
believing my ‘sleepy I’, cheating on myself or being
disciplined.
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It was a bad
morning and
I made all the
mistakes I could.
But I realised
it, laughed at
myself and set an
amnesty.
At least I gained
valuable experiences.

A bad morning.
Dissatisfied and
tired, I’m on to
a loser before
the day has even
begun.
Nice plans for
‘improvements’
suggested by the
‘morning I’ could
be the last straw.

Fig. 3.3 Instead of a black and white vision of good morning —
bad morning, I found many shades of grey. However tired, I can
always remain rational and make the best out of the real options.

B) Why is placing the alarm clock
on the window not a good idea?

It should help me to over- 100 When I put the alarm clock far away from
come laziness.
the bed, I do it with the intention of “waking
But it’s irrational even
that lazy bear” that I presume myself to be in
for the ‘morning I’, and
the morning. So far, so good. In the morning,
feels like a cheat.

It’s a cheat because the
only reason for placing
it there was lack of trust
in the ‘morning I’ =>
a trap.

The cheat cannot be concealed - I can betray others, but not myself.

however, instead of being happy that I’m already on my feet, I will be furious that someone tried to cheat me. In this case it was me,
my ‘rational I’.
101 Why is it cheating? Because standing up
just to switch off the alarm clock is unnecessary. I could have put it closer to the bed.
It’s irrational and the only purpose of it was
to get me out of bed. And the ‘evening I’ did
it intentionally. It prepared a trap for the
‘morning I’. It showed a lack of respect and
treated me like a child. I have every reason to
feel angry about it and to ask for revenge.
102 The cheat can never be successful. The
‘evening I’ is replaced by the ‘morning I’, but
the memory stays the same – and there is a

Fig. 3.4 If I have
to catch the bus at
7 and need 1 hour in which to eat breakfast, get dressed etc., the
alarm clock should wake me up at 6 sharp (even though 6.05
might bring a healthy push: ‘Now I really can’t waste time.’)

record of the plot. One ‘I’ cannot catch the
other by surprise.
103 Anger turned on the ‘morning I’ and it
regains power. My lazy side won again. Why?
Because my hard-working side tried to cheat
it. The mistake lies fully on the side of the
‘rational I’, which behaved – to put it mildly
– irrationally.
104 The trick with the alarm clock can get me
out of the bed, but is not good for my selfesteem. I’m then a schizophrenic cheating
on myself. How should I become balanced,
and how can I trust myself?
105 It looks like I must rely on honesty, treating myself as an ‘equal’ every time... and put
the alarm clock back on the bedside table.

Preparing traps is irrational.

Clash between ‘rational
I’ and ‘morning I’ diminishes my self-confidence.
I cannot place the alarm
clock far from bed unless for anything other
than for the purpose of
waking up..
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C) Why wake up right after the
first ring?
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I already know ‘how’. The auto-pilot
method with the ‘reflex-move’ certainly
helps. But why should I wake up right away?
107 The physical advantage is that I prolong
the uninterrupted sleep. I don’t have any
scientific proof for it, but if I could choose
between sleeping one hour without being
disturbed or one hour with three rings of the
alarm clock in between, I’d prefer the first
option. It certainly has something to do with

How: auto-pilot method. 106

Undisturbed sleep is
physically, and in my
perception, better than
an interrupted one.
Multiple rings reduce
the quality of sleep.

the memory. I don’t remember anything from
sleep, but I recall all interruptions. They
bring back sense of time that I lose while
sleeping, and I could feel that I’ve slept little
or badly. Any preparation for awaking in the
form of anticipated ringing therefore shortens the sleep, in reality and in my view.
108 As for the psyche, I get the satisfaction of
feeling that I’m being disciplined if I get up
straight away. This may represent an important winning point in my day’s score. I feel
good because I succeeded in something so
difficult as getting up ...

Time
7.05

7.05
to
7.15

7.15
to
7.30

7.30
to
7.45

Body — movements

Mind (morning I)

Veto right of morning I

Reflex-move
Alarm clock rings. Absentmindedly, I switch
it off and in the same movement turn on the
lamp and pull the grammar book out of the
drawer.

I’ve hardly noticed that I’m not
asleep any more, thinking is not
yet here.

No intervention of veto before the
reflex-move — it was too quick for
it.

Practically
sleeping;
3%

No decision-taking — switched
off. I’m bringing unfinished
night-time dreams to an end.
Learning is a side activity.

Intensive calculations as to whether sleeping a little longer wouldn’t
outbalance the good of learning;
result: I’m not sure, so no veto.

Still partly
sleeping;
10%

All movements are automatic, so
my mind is distant. I daydream
and make plans for my work —
quite sure that I’ll be fully awake
by then.

Should I go back to sleep after
showering? Should I leave out the
cold water part? Is it really necessary to shave today? I’m searching for strong arguments, but find
none. Result: no veto.

I feel much
better after
showering, but
far from fit;
50%

The tasks became more demanding and hazardous, so more concentration is required. But there
is still enough brainpower to
happily carry on daydreaming.

Going back to sleep is now only
a far away option. Now I fight for
skipping less pleasant tasks like
cleaning in favour of favourite
ones, like an imminent breakfast.

Concentration
brought further
points;
60%

Still somewhere else, taking no
decisions for the here and now.

Wouldn’t it be better to jump to
the breakfast straight away and
put veto on exercises? Result: insufficient arguments, no veto.

My body is
now nearly
warmed-up;
85%

Now I’m awake enough to concentrate on what I’m reading and
to allow my mind to think about
the world in general.

There are not many possibilities for
veto anymore; the last chance is to
skip the cleaning. Or maybe take a
day off and sleep? No veto.

Full stomach
feels nice, but
makes sleepy;
85%

As a penalty for the extra five
minutes of sleep I must now hurry, and I need my brain for that. I
must really concentrate.

No veto attempts any more. Now
it’s about enjoying the little competition with the time — will I be
in time to catch the tram?

Little time
pressure awakens further;
95%

Language learning
I read the pages partially with just one eye;
regular losses of concentration, but there is a
gradual improvement.
Shower
Highlight of the morning. I can enjoy the
warmth of the water for a long, long time.
That’s why I managed to get up. For health
purposes, I add a cold shower at the end,
which results in making me feel warm when
I turn the water off.
Shaving & hair
Going through hundreds-of-time tested motions when shaving and drying hair. I include
a quick tidying-up the bathroom if there is no
veto on that.

7.45
to
8.00

Physical exercises
An attempt to keep myself fit (which might
eventually be of more benefit to the head
than the body). Some push-ups, knee-bends
and stretching. And making-up the bed.

8.00
to
8.13

Breakfast
Standard breakfast, decided by ‘evening I’, is
the safest. I don’t want to imagine what my
‘morning I’ would propose to eat. Reading
newspaper is a natural addition, but hurry!

8.13
to
8.21

Dressing & tidying up
I put on the rest of my clothes and wash up,
or dust the floor, to ensure against having a
big clean at the weekend.

How awake?

112 The hasty walk to the tram stop brings the last straw. I’m fully awake . . . and happy, because now I realise
what was actually happening this morning: now I’m in good shape and that’s the proof that my body was only
sleepy, not exhausted. It’s good that I didn’t sleep longer, because I’ve managed a load of useful stuff more valuable to me than extra sleep. It didn’t require discipline, and I felt neither lazy nor tired.
113 Another morning at 7.05: I’ve again slept from 11.20pm, but had only 5 hours of sleep the night before. I perform the reflex-move as per usual. My thinking is off and I’ve started the defaults — however the now undistorted
signals of my body warn me: “dangerous exhaustion”. I get a veto on being active and decide on 1 extra hour’s
sleep.
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... deeper & beyond
I) Why use an alarm clock?
It strengthens the feeling of self-control.

D) An example morning
It’s 11.20pm and I’m in bed, ready to sleep. Now I must decide my morning programme and the time to get up.
I must be at the tram stop at 8.26am. Before that I want to manage (my morning defaults):
a. foreign language — 10 min;
b. shower — 15 min;
c. shaving & hair — 15 min;
d. physical exercises — 15 min;
e. breakfast — 15 min;
f. dressing & tidying up — 10 min.
110 That makes 1 hour and 20 minutes in total. I need 6 minutes of fast walking to get to the tram; that means
I should set the alarm clock for 7 o’clock sharp. I can make a last compromise to prolong today’s already short
sleep: I let the alarm ring at 7.05. Then I must be quite quick, but I can still manage everything without stress.
111 As the reflex-move I switch on the light and open the grammar book — both straight after the alarm goes off.
109

Thinking about ...

Morning defaults are
rational because they
are prepared in advance
and include no traps.
Sleeping longer makes
me effective, but early
start brings definite
results.
The more sleepy I am,
the more I depend on the
reflex-move.

I don’t control time 114 Certainly the main reason to use an
whilst asleep. I need alarm clock is that in sleep I lose sense of
an alarm clock if time
time. Can I guarantee waking up at 5.47?
matters.

No time limit for sleep,
no alarm clock needed.

Alarm clock can make
me sleep easy.

Probably not. But what if I have to wake up
that early to catch a plane? Either I don’t go
to bed at all, or I sleep uneasily and wake up
every 10 minutes in my fear about being late.
I could ask someone to wake me up or, if I
don’t want to bother anyone, there is still the
alarm function of the clock.
115 I don’t need any such method when I
have enough time to sleep. Why would I set
an alarm clock at the weekends? It’s unlikely
that I’ll sleep longer than 11 hours, and I have
no appointments.
116 This is true if I limit the function of the
alarm clock to ‘appliance to shorten sleep’.
Is it really the clock’s intention to disturb
me when I want to continue dreaming? The
comparison of situations with and without
alarm clock suggested instead the function
‘appliance to unsure an undisturbed sleep’.
How?
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Fig. 3.5 An alarm clock is as guilty as, let’s say, a mirror or
a calendar – they all just inform me of facts. No use shooting the messenger, is there?

Delegating tasks to the alarm clock
One simple function 117 Alarm clocks can do only one thing — rethat can absorb many mind me of a certain time. A massive thing!
tasks.
I only do one task at a
time; the others are just
queueing-up. I keep
them in mind so that I
don’t forget them.

I used time of sleepiness
sensibly and avoided
stress and subsequent
regrets.
This veto was a rational
decision and I have no
reason to regret it later.

When I sleep, all other
activities are inactive.
Why bother my mind
with them?

It means I can entrust them with even the
most difficult tasks... at least for a while.
118 I have many things to do, but as I have
no clones, I can only carry out one at a time.
When I’m driving, I’m not at work, and when
I’m at work, I’m not cleaning the house.
While I’m busy with one activity (driving),
the others have to wait (work, family). Just
wait. Right now, I do nothing on the non-active task. I only keep it in mind. And why do
I keep the non-active task in mind? Because
when I’m ready with the active one, I have to
remind myself to start the next.
119 Sleeping is also a task. When I’m tired,
it even becomes the task with the highest importance. In sleep, I can do nothing
else, so all other tasks must wait. The only
‘work’ I can do in regard to them is to keep
them in mind. And this I can delegate to the
alarm clock. ‘Dear alarm clock, you take over

breakfast until 6.00am. Then you wake me
up and I’ll go on with it’.
120 In this sense, the alarm clock is actually set to work. I can liberate my mind of
all other duties and sleep easy, because I entrusted them to the alarm clock. Its ringing
will make sure that I will not be late in doing
them — no worries.
Why should I free my mind for the night?
121 Alarm clocks work like any memo, check
list or even hunger — they are all reminding
tools. Thanks to them I can empty my mind,
and the duty will not be forgotten.
122 What if I don’t write a memo or don’t set
the alarm clock? I have to keep my mind focused on the task the whole time, otherwise
I risk forgetting it. To forget a task means exactly the same thing as not to do it at all. The
plane leaves without me if I sleep in.
123 But if I also have to bear in mind what
comes next, I cannot fully focus on what I’m
doing right now. It reduces my current performance. The consequences can be quite
severe — I cut the wrong artery if I’m a distracted surgeon. Even if nothing happens,
my mind is unnecessarily overloaded with
multitasking and I get stressed.
124 My night will be plagued by uneasy
dreams, frequent waking up and, then a horrible morning. A reliable alarm clock can
take this burden off me.
Using alarm clock for a longer sleep?
125 Writing down a task doesn’t mean that I
suddenly have more work to do just because
there are more items on my to-do list. Similarly, setting an alarm clock doesn’t mean I
have less sleep in front of me.
126 If my goal is to sleep as long as I can on a
Sunday, at least 13 hours to recover from the
whole week, I certainly don’t need the alarm
clock to shorten my sleep — but maybe to
prolong it.
127 Alarm clock can take over the control of
time. It will tell me when I’ve slept enough
after 5 hours, as well as after 13 hours. If I
don’t set the alarm, it’s up to me to check the
‘score’ with the watch every time I wake up,
maybe at 9, 10.30, at 11 and so on. Then I
concentrate on time instead of sleeping easy
(trying to sleep for a long time is also a form
of control and needs management). I’m less
relaxed and more likely to wake up frequently. A funny thing happens: I sleep less just
because I haven’t set the alarm clock.
128 Alarm clock? Useful every time I want
to inf luence my sleep; to shorten it as
well as to make it longer. And definitely
to sleep more freely.

I can free my mind of
all queuing tasks because alarm clock takes
over the reminding.

Alarm clock is a memory tool, like a to-do list
or note.
I can’t let go of a future
task (to forget it would
mean failure) unless I
set a reminder.

If I free my mind of future tasks, I can fully
focus on the current one.
I achieve better performance and prevent stress.

The more I trust the
alarm clock, the more
my mind lets go of what
tomorrow will bring.

Alarm clock is not there
to shorten my sleep.

Example: when I need a
long sleep.

Setting alarm clock
makes me forget time
and sleep better and for
longer.

Conclusion:
always
useful when time matters; not just to wake up
early.
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The morning preparation as a whole is too
great a burden for a
tired body.

Splitting the task takes
me onto a different level
of details. Only the first
task is a to-do task =>
my immediate work decreased.

On more detailed level,
the 2nd, 3rd, etc. tasks
become irrelevant for
now.

The detailed level can be
further split. This again
reduces my immediate
to-do list.

I divide and divide till
I find the level at which
the first (and only)
task is easy even when
I’m sleepy.

my back, lifting my left arm and flicking the
switch on… From a certain level of detail,
things can get silly, like, say, dividing the
movements of my arm into single impulses
from the brain — but if that’s the only level
that can convince me to move, then why
not?
135 The principle is identical on every level —
only the first sub-task is the ‘to-do’ task; the
others are, for the moment, irrelevant.
Which level is the real one?
136 All and none. It’s comparable to looking
at a photo. On the complete picture I see two
persons, but only just (Picture 1). At another
level, I can say it’s a photo of a man and a
woman (2). Zooming even more reveals a
red skirt (3) and on the fourth level I would
swear it’s just a bunch of pixels (4).
1

(0x zoom)

2

(10x zoom)

3

Thinking about ...

Why use different levels of details?

On each level, only the
timely first task is
real.
Fig 3.7

Switching to more detailed level is necessary
when I can’t achieve the
result on the complex
level.

Example: zooming photo alters what I see and
care about.

(50x zoom)

4

(300x zoom)

When sleepy, switching
to detailed levels might
be necessary.

Fig. 3.6 I can zoom-in on each obstacle until I find a level on which
the first step is so easy that I go for it. The rest is then a piece of cake.

All four photographs are true. All produce the same image in the end, it just takes
a couple of more steps — if I put the remaining 49 pieces around the picture (3), I see the
same photograph as in (1), only bigger. OK,
the fourth photo is already a little abstract,
but (1), (2) and (3) can also stay perfectly
alone as real and complete pictures.
138 What’s more, I can’t be sure that picture
(1) isn’t just a cut-out of an even bigger picture, with ships and houses, can I? If I correctly say “It doesn’t matter; to me is the
photograph complete”, I can claim the same
about (2) and (3). The man at her side is as
unimportant to the nice detail of the lady’s
skirt (3) as the ships in picture one.
139 With the same truthfulness, I can zoom
out ‘shower’ from the ‘preparation for work’
and then also ‘standing up’ from the task
‘shower’. The other sub-tasks only come later. For now, and on this level, they lose their
importance.
137

Zoomed picture is still
the same picture; I just
cannot see it all at once.

The zooming can continue in varying degrees, nonetheless the
picture remains complete.

The same sub-tasks can
be grouped by different
key criteria (time, scope,
place, and others).

Other sub-tasks can
be used to complete the
same task.
As long as the goal is
achieved, I’m flexible in
choosing the means.

‘Shower’ and ‘standing
up’ are also complete on
their levels, and so the
only thing to do.
My goal is to be prepared
for the day; I can divide
it as I please.

The means ‘shower’ becomes itself a goal when
further split.

Fig. 3.7 Every task can be divided into more detailed activities. While
still in bed, I care only about the first sub-task on each level. Morning
preparation is also only a sub-task for a task on a higher level.

(Blue zones show real tasks)
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Switching to less de- 140 The usefulness of switching levels is nicetailed levels saves time ly apparent in giving orders. If I say to my
and effort.

Stockxpert.com

I can see each task on many different levof details. The more I divide it, the easier
each single step becomes. That makes it a
powerful weapon in combating laziness.
130 My goal for the morning is to prepare
for work. It’s half an hour of activity, usually hurried. If I imagine all this while still
comfortably lying in my warm bed, it’s not
an alternative; I prefer to sleep just that little
bit longer.
131 But if I break the task up into sub-tasks,
it gets less scary: shower, getting dressed,
breakfast. Did I gain anything? The sum of
the three is still the whole of the original
task, isn’t it? Yes, but the nice surprise is that
only the first sub-task awaits me when I get
out of bed. My to-do list shrank from 30 min
to 10 min.
• prepare for work (30 min)
• shower (10 min)
132 What happened with the getting dressed
and breakfast? They’re not my goals now.
They will happen, once I finish the shower,
but it will be a different situation; I will only
decide then whether to do them. At this
level of detail, the two successive tasks are
as remote as ‘carrying out my job’ on the
level before. First, I prepare for work; I fully
concentrate on it, and only then will I deal
with my job. On this lower level I only think
about showering; getting dressed and having breakfast do not exist.
133 If 10 minutes still look like a lot of work
to do straight after waking up, I can again
go one level lower. To take a shower means
to stand up, walk to the bathroom, undress,
get in, turn the water on, and so on. Here,
the first and the only real task is to stand up.
Instead of 10 minutes, I actually only have
10 seconds of work. All other activities are
remote and, for now, not worth bothering
about.
• prepare for work (30 min)
• shower (10 min)
• stand up (10 sec)
134 This might already be a reasonable deal,
even for a sleepy body — just stand up and
the morning is safe. But I could continue dividing, on and on. Standing up could become
turning on the light, removing the blanket,
sitting on the bed, standing up. Even turning
on the light could be split into rolling onto
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II) Pyramid of tasks

page 31
Reason for zooming a 129
task — it becomes easier els
when done step by step.
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secretary “send a fax to our factory, please”,
she’ll know what to do (concise level). On her
first day, however, I had to give her the phone
number, show her the fax machine and explain how to use it (detailed level). Now I
don’t do all that to save time and effort — one
very good reason for using different levels.
141 That was a good reason for switching to
lower levels of details. But is there a reason
to go from simple to detailed? Wouldn’t it
be foolish to complicate things more than is
necessary? Unfortunately, sometimes it is
necessary. On the first day, I had to explain
the details to the secretary, otherwise she
wouldn’t have been able to send the fax. And
here’s the good motive I was looking for —
it’s reasonable to switch to details if the concentrated level is too difficult. When I can’t
carry 20 crates of beer all at once (concentrated level), I take them one by one (details).
If I don’t see the people on the photograph
well enough, I zoom in.
142 This is what I can do with my morning
preparation: when I’m too tired to swallow
it all at once, I cut it into pieces until I find a
piece that is small enough.

Can I split a task differently?
143 Instead of dividing the morning preparation into showering, getting dressed and
having breakfast, I could have split it by the
rooms where they each take place: bathroom,
wardrobe and kitchen would cover the same
sub-tasks. This way might be more practical,
for example, if I’m to better co-ordinate with
my room-mates.
144 I could also have taken jogging, cleaning
and taking the kids to school as sub-tasks of
morning preparation, with the same effect —
I’m awake and ready to start working.
145 All I want is to achieve the task; here,
morning preparation. How do I do it can
vary from day to day. The task — the upper
level — is my goal. The sub-tasks — the detailed, lower level — are only means by which
to help me get the task done. The means can
be replaced without jeopardising the result,
just as I can take a different chisel to carve
the same sculpture.
146 My goal in the morning preparation is
not to take a shower and to have a coffee,
but to get ready for the main daily activity,
physically and mentally. Whether I achieve
that with jogging instead of a shower, or by
leaving both out, is not important.
Nested flexibility: when goals become means
147 Morning preparation is the goal, shower
a means. But when I split shower into subtasks, I make it to a goal, and standing up,
walking to the bathroom and the rest its
means. I can even further divide standing
up, making a goal out of it and means out of
its sub-tasks.

148 Means are flexible and can be replaced,
goals are not — they are the motive and the
scope. But I see that moving to a level higher
also shifts the stiffness and the flexibility.
What was once a goal, becomes a replaceable
means. The correctness of each level — that
is, every goal — therefore depends on the
correct choice of goal(s) on the levels above.
149 Every change of level also shifts the goal
and means characteristics. They are not absolute, but relative to the zoom that I’m currently considering; put plainly, to the point
of view. Every goal becomes only a means for
the level above.
150 I can show the jumps between the levels
on a long-distance walk. I have 5,000km
in front of me, but that distance also comprises the distances of 1,000 kilometres, one
kilometre, as well as 1 metre. All these short
distances are ‘zooms’ of a part of my journey and can be useful milestones by which to
plan and measure my progress. “Tomorrow I
will walk 10km” or “I’ve already passed the
1,000km mark.” They are at once real and
unreal, flexible and rigid, means and goals —
depending which level I’m on. Also morning
preparation is only a step on a long journey.

Task / sub-task
Successful career

Getting a job

University degree

Good in maths

Studying maths today

Morning preparation

Taking shower

Standing up

Turning on the light

Moving left arm
Sending signal: move
left arm

Within the level above,
even the goals are flexible.

This change from goal
to means happens on
every level; the goal depends on the current
level of zoom.

Example: levels of details compared to a long
walk.

Relation to upper / lower level
MEANS for ... (satisfied life?)

100,000 km

GOAL for getting a job
MEANS for success. career

20,000 km

GOAL for university degree
MEANS for getting a job

5,000 km

GOAL for good in maths
MEANS for university degree
GOAL for studying maths today
MEANS for ‘good in maths’
GOAL for morning preparation
MEANS for studying maths today
GOAL for taking shower
MEANS for morning preparation
GOAL for standing up
MEANS for taking shower

MEANS for standing up

1 km

100 m

5m

10 cm

GOAL for moving left arm
MEANS for turning on the light
GOAL for sending signal: move

GOAL for ...

1,000 km

50 cm

GOAL for turning on the light

MEANS for moving left arm

Like walking ... km

1 cm

3 mm

Fig. 3.8 Not only I can freely select the sub-tasks
(means), I’m fully flexible also in adjusting the task itself
(goal). I just have to move up a level.

151 Switching to a more detailed level
proves useful for getting out of bed. I can
always find a sub-task easy enough relative to my actual tiredness.

Summary: task-splitting helps in achieving
successful mornings.
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III) Physical and psychological
tiredness.

Physical tiredness is 152 Physical tiredness is something I can’t
objective; mind can’t overcome with will. No matter how much I
force the body to do imwish to jump or run, my body isn’t fit to compossible.

I’m either ill or short
on energy supply. Not
enough sleep can be one
of the causes.

Psychological tiredness
- mind is tired, body
fresh.

Difficult to say, because
both kinds are mixed.
However, find this out is
extremely important.

Physical and psychological tiredness are
independent of one another.

Physical tiredness cannot be felt as tiredness.
If I feel tired, I feel the
psychological one.

page 31

ply. It’s like trying to lift 300kg — I really
want to lift it, but I simply can’t manage it
physically.
153 I’m physically tired when exhausted
or ill. In both such cases there’s a problem
within my body; in the first there is a malfunction, in the second, I used up my energy
resources. My body lacks some essential
supply —water, food or, sleep!
154 However, sometimes I feel tired despite
my body having everything it needs. I would
call this ‘psychological tiredness’. It means
that it’s my mind that’s tired.

Is my morning tiredness physical or psychological?
155 If I’ve only had three hours’ good sleep,
the answer is easy. No matter what I do with
my mind, the physical tiredness is definitely
there. On a normal morning, however, it’s
difficult to distinguish between the two. And
I need to know — if it’s just laziness, I can
break it, but forcing a weakened body into
activity might be dangerous. In the other extreme, resting when not physically tired isn’t
the best idea, either.
156 Both kinds of tiredness are quite independent. If I’ve just won a marathon, I’m excited and willing to jump, but physically too
knackered. On the other hand, a lazy weekend in front of the TV leaves me with all my
physical forces, but sleepy and passive.
157 From this, I deduct that physical tiredness exists independently of what I feel. It’s
objective; the real condition of my body. This
means that I can’t feel it. To put it better, I
feel it, but not as tiredness. I rather understand it more than I actually feel it. When I

Getting up (ANNEX)
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Discipline as side effect of my wishes

try to run and ‘understand’ that my muscles
are in pain, then I’m exhausted or ill.
158 If I try the same test when I feel tired, the
result is completely spoiled. Of course I get
signals that I’m not fit, but the signals would
be the same even if my body was perfectly
fresh. My mind is tired and this sufficiently
covers all facts about my body. The signal
says ‘exhausted’, in any case. This means that
I can’t trust the feeling. It’s worse than that:
the feeling is actually the obstacle to the real
understanding of my physical condition.
159 To see how my body is doing I must first
get rid of the psychological tiredness. As long
as I’m sleepy, I can’t really say what I am.
No useful function of feeling tired?
160 On a normal morning, it’s very probable
that I’m neither ill nor exhausted and that
I feel tired only in my mind. But I can’t be
certain. It could just be that my body is trying to warn me, to tell me to slow down. Like
pain or hunger, tiredness is an alarm system
of my body, isn’t it? This little bit of doubt is
enough to convince me to sleep longer or to
leave out jogging or exercises.
161 Now, however, I have great news. I must
get rid of tiredness anyway, whether I’m really physically exhausted or not. Otherwise
I will never find out the truth. I have 100%
certainty that feeling tired is of no practical use, as it completely fails to work as an
indicator of bodily weaknesses; it’s even an
obstacle to the detection of them.
162 Now I can with 100% safety treat every
tiredness as if it was just psychological, because it’s also the best way to find out when it
isn’t. And since being psychologically tired is
always useless, there is no danger in switching off thinking in the morning (‘morning I’)
and, with it, any feeling of tiredness.

Feeling tired makes
it impossible to understand the real state of
my body.

I will find out the true
condition only when
I’m not influenced by
tiredness.

If I do what I wish, inner discipline is not involved and outer is just
a side effect.

I don’t ignore tiredness
because I fear that it
flags up a real physical
weakness.
If I do what I actually
don’t want to do (discipline), I can’t assume
responsibility.

I must get rid of tiredness even if I’m ill or
exhausted; it’s the best
way to find out.

The source of tiredness
is not important; I can
get rid of it without
fearing the risk of an
injury.

I’m not an adult, independent person if I’m
not accountable for my
deeds. My self-esteem
suffers. Inner discipline
is wrong.

Even plans prepared by
myself are foreign in
the moment of decision.

The evaluation of outer
discipline is based purely on result; on real behaviour.

I’m against it now,
whether it comes from
others or from me in the
past. I can’t enforce my
future will.

Morning defaults: acting out of discipline?
179 I still need to know that whether using
the defaults prepared in advance isn’t acting
out of inner discipline and therefore bad. I
wake up, outer discipline and also defaults
suggest that I should become active, but I
want to sleep. Then again, I know that the
defaults are rational, my ‘morning I’ isn’t.
What shall I do?
Old wishes become outer discipline
180 The auto-pilot method suggests a
switching of roles. The ‘morning I’ will
173 The idea that I should get up
still decide, but the ‘evening I’ will make
early comes either from anoththe proposals — they are integrated in
er person —my coach, parents
the
defaults. I take the defaults as
or teachers — or from myself.
a standard morning proBut even if it was me that
gramme (proposal) that
created the plan, it wasn’t
goes on unless stopped
the present me.
for serious reasons by
174 If it was my current ‘I’, I
the ‘morning I’ (deciwould inevitably come to the
sions). This is a big
same decision now as when I
change to the original
created the ‘disciplined’ plan to
set-up, where the ‘normal’
wake up at 6.00. It would now be
was to stay in bed until
my wish and not a question of dismotivated to move.
cipline. But it isn’t and so it comes
from another ‘I’. That ‘I’ had a dif181 But what happened
to my wish? The wish
ferent perception of reality, it wasn’t
is still there, just
sleepy, but now I am. That’s why it
switched from its
makes no difference whether the
role as a decisionexpectation of my behaviour comes
maker to a defendfrom another person or from the past.
er. It turned into
It brings about the same clash
the veto right.
between the ‘evening I’ and the
Fig. 3.9 This may be a quick way to wake
‘morning I’.
up, but if I drink coffee for its energising efm
.co
ert
xp

spend every minute near the new girl in my
class. ‘Inner discipline’ is therefore about the
reasons behind my decisions; something no
one else can see, judge or enforce.
166 While for the inner discipline feelings
are everything, the outer view judges only
on results. Why I went to school and how I
felt about it is unimportant; my parents and
teachers want me there. I want my own children to be there when the time comes. “What
a disciplined child” we would say. How come?
Because just as no one can see into my mind,
I can’t see into the minds of others. Observing their real behaviour is as close as I get to
the people around me.
167 To call my own decision ‘disciplined’, I
need far more than just certain behaviour.
What are my real motives, how do I feel
about them and how do I see the decision
later, from another perspective? All play a
role in it.

Inner discipline is only
when I decide against
my real present wish.

if not, they respect the consistency of my behaviour. But what about the inner discipline;
is it equally positive?
169 When do I say that I made a decision due
to discipline? Only when doing something
that goes against my actual wishes. Otherwise I would call it free will and not discipline. I would say that I do what I think best
according to the situation. Then I do what I
want, and not what I’m supposed to do.
170 That doesn’t mean that my free decision is necessarily at odd with what could
be called disciplined (outer discipline). But
if others like what I do, that’s just a positive
side effect. I would have behaved the same
way even if they didn’t and so have no reason
to describe it as a decision borne out of discipline. Only when I have to behave as I would
not like to, but in accordance with someone
else’s wishes, do I act out of inner discipline.
171 The danger of behaving out of inner
discipline is that I act on someone else’s
behalf; I’m doing it for someone else. And
why should I assume responsibility for another person’s decisions? If everything goes
well, I don’t mind accepting the praise, but
if there’s a problem I’m suddenly not culpable. Someone else is to blame; the one who
made me do it: my boss, wife, parents, the
government — they decided, and I only did
what they wanted.
172 In making such decisions, I wrongly attribute my mistake to the fact that I listened
to the devil. I regret that I didn’t trust my
own feelings and so admit to having a weak
personality. My self-confidence once again
took a powerful blow. That’s why acting out
of inner discipline is always wrong, dangerous and self-destructive.

Discipline is bad for self-esteem
175 Because experience tells me that what I
currently want is not the best option in the
long-term. That if I do what I wish and not
what I should, I will later regret it. It warns
me that I might be in an abnormal mode, like
on mornings.
176 My previous, ‘rational I’ told me to practice guitar now at 6.00. I don’t feel like practicing, and even though I remember the reasoning of the ‘evening I’ — “one day you will
be a great guitarist and everyone will admire
you” — at this very moment in time, I don’t
give a damn. I just want to sleep.
177 If I start playing guitar in such a situation,
I do it out of inner discipline, and against my
own wish. How well I do things I don’t want
to do? I perform badly, hate them and definitely don’t enjoy them. I don’t even want to
make progress; making progress would be
to prove that I was wrong in wishing not to
practice. All this acts as an obstacle in the
way of successful guitar practice.
178 What’s even worse, inevitably I’m going
to regret doing the ‘right’ thing. Either I regret my laziness, “yes, I was lazy and stupid”,
or, if my practicing session was bad (perhaps
due to my negative attitude), I will regret
that I sacrificed sleep for nothing. All decisions I don’t wish for but take out of inner
discipline have failure and regrets built into
them. They lead to regrets, bad conscience
and ultimately lower my self-esteem.

ck
Sto

Inner discipline exists
only inside my mind.
It lies in the motives behind my decisions.

up at 6.00, brushes his teeth 3 times a day
and goes jogging, but I don’t actually see inside his head. I don’t know why he decided
to do such things and how difficult the decision to do them was. Nor do I know if he’s
really happy with his disciplined behaviour
or whether he later has regrets about it. I’m
going to call this the ‘outer discipline’.
164 I am also seen from outside. Everyone
but me see my body only, and not my mind.
In me, outer discipline is the visible part of
my decisions, my real movements.
165 Then there is what I consider being disciplined in my mind; the feelings and motives behind my decisions. It’s not always the
same as the outer discipline. My parents call
it discipline when I go to school, but for me
it can be pure pleasure; maybe I just want to

Thinking about ...

Outer discipline is al- 168 Being seen as disciplined by other people
ways good.
is always good. They like what I do and, even

IV) Outer and inner discipline

Outer discipline is what 163 Discipline from outside is what I see of
is externally visible — other people; just their decisions, their real
how a person really bemovements. I see that my neighbour gets
haves.

Others see me only in
the view of outer discipline.

Getting up (ANNEX)

Inner discipline comprises all feelings and
re-evaluations in time.

My desire to wish what
others (or me in the past)
want is understandable,
but I can’t force it.

What I previously really felt are just words
if I don’t feel that way
any more.

As my opinion is different, I internally wish
the disciplined behaviour to turn out to be
wrong.

Disciplined behaviour
means I will regret it,
no matter what the result is.

Outer discipline, if from
trusted source, suggests
rational tasks, but I
can’t do them out of inner discipline.

Switch of presumption
to ‘act as says outer discipline’ makes me active
and respects my wishes.

My current wish turns
into the veto right and
prevents acting out of
inner discipline.

fect, I admit to having irrational mornings.
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V) How to prepare the morning
defaults?

Correct programme for 182 The
morning is vital for the prepare
success of the auto-pilot
mission
method.

I also need tasks that
refresh my body. However, their main purpose
must be different.

The plan must be valid
also if I’m not sleepy. I
prepare it for a rational
person.
Having a standard
plan adds routine to the
performance and saves
on planning time.

last important question is how to
the to-do list for the morning. Its
is to provide the ‘brainless’ zombie
with enough rational decisions to prosper
until the time that I’m fully awake. It will
probably involve hygiene, breakfast, basic
cleaning, maybe some physical exercise and
similar tasks.
183 The goals of the morning defaults are (a)
to start with the necessary daily activities
and (b) to wake up my body. The more bodyawakening ingredients, the sooner I will become fully functional and get back my ‘normal I’. On the other hand, adding refreshing,
but useless tasks would be cheating on my
‘morning I’ and could spoil everything. I
may be sleepy, but I’m not stupid. I definitely
won’t willingly waste energy on extras.
184 I should really only include necessary activities. I’m drafting a rational plan for how
to best prepare for the day, not a trap to wake
up a lazy child.
185 I will probably end up with a standard
version of my mornings, or two versions —
one for weekdays and one for weekends. This
is good. It saves time in planning and helps
me to avoid mornings with no defaults.

186 Maybe I can deduce some guiding criteria from good and bad experiences with different plans. Here are those I can think of
now:

It must be suitable for a
half-awake person.

Criteria

Why?

Long
enough

I should plan generously for the case that my body needs more time
to wake up — it’s ‘nature’ and I can’t accelerate it. It should suffice
to plan until I get to work; there, I already have another ruler (hopefully not equally brainless).

Rather
easy

I’m safe with easy tasks that do not require much brainpower — a
half-awake body driven by auto-pilot doesn’t have much. The difficulty can gradually be increased.

Smooth
sequence

The more natural the sequence, the easier I get to the next without
needing to think too much.

Stable in
time

If I can repeat the same tasks in the same order on a regular basis,
it becomes a routine. Then I can optimise every movement and become quicker and quicker.

Universal

This applies mainly to physical activities. A plan that I can do not only
at home but elsewhere as well can be of advantage. The less I depend on weather or special equipment, the less probably I will skip
it when it rains or snows (jogging, cycling). The best default is when
I can do it anywhere, throughout the year (or a whole lifetime).

Rationality

The tasks must be useful as such. I can’t include an activity designed
to just wake me up - this is not sufficiently rational, and even when
sleepy, I would notice. I might cheat everybody other than myself.

Waking
features

If my list includes items like a cold shower or a sprint, it’s a natural
alarm clock for the body. However, I must mainly do them for other
reasons like health or fitness, or I get a veto from the ‘morning I’.

... extension
The auto-pilot method is 187 I can use the auto-pilot method every
universal.
time I’m in an irrational mode, or when I feel

I need a correct interpretation of the situation in the words of the
method.

Outer discipline can become the leading force
in my life, even though
I don’t use inner discipline.

Laziness is then completely extinguished.

a little lazy. Like when I’m supposed to do 15
push-ups, but feel a bit weak.
188 I just need to correctly link the situation
to the single pieces of the method:
• do 15 push-ups is the default (= trustworthy outer discipline)
• start with just one push-up is the reflexmove (= simplifying the task by moving to
another level of details)
• “I shouldn’t do it; maybe I’m ill” is the veto
right (= my real wish and refusal of inner
discipline)
• “Maybe I’m just lazy” is the distrust in the
current signals (= possible psychological
tiredness)
189 Now I can stop thinking (similar to
switching off the ‘morning I’), move and see.
My goal is a single push-up. Once I’ve done
that, I can reassess the situation: “Do I feel
too bad to do another?” If I’m unsure, I try
another one, and so on. I will probably end
doing all 15 push-ups.
190 Laziness tried to stop me with the excuse
of tiredness, but I destroyed every doubt
that the tiredness can really be physical. If I
manage the same every time, I can delete the
word ‘lazy’ from my vocabulary, forever.
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Area
Area of
of OUTER
OUTER WORLD
WORLD

Thinking about ...

Social and natural phenomena
around me. How I see them influences my optimum reactions. Outer
world is the source of my experiences.

(Understanding of other people is covered in
both previous areas, as projection of myself into
their situation).

(continues from the “Area of Self-management”, page 23)

I’m not alone on Earth and need to understand
the world around in order to fit in. Knowing how
to adapt can ease my way to satisfaction.
•

What happens if I choose passivity instead of
action? Can I achieve good results anyway?
(Art. 4, Dissolving in time)

•

An appointment is an attempt to co-ordinate
with others. Why should I disappoint them?
(Art. 5, Always be on time)

(continues in the next Book)
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The simplest troubleshooting method
of all is to let the problem disappear by itself; sooner or later it
p
will go away.
Is it a method, or is it only
an attempt to justify lazziness or incapability?
Understanding
Know-how
Where and when is
Universality
it a good choice
Density:
Focus:
to do nothing?

4

Problem solving

Topics in th
is rubric

A rubric about finding solutions
and ways out of problems and
troubles. It offers a general view
at methods, experiences, dos
and don’ts.

1

S

now is a typical candidate for the dissolving
Keywords: Problem solving; Provimethod of solution — it usually disappears
sory; Serenity; From now on.
within a couple of days and my problem of
snow-covered drive virtually melts away. I just
wait for the sun does the work.
Waiting and doing nothing about the problem
2
is the basic idea of the dissolving method. The
none is to work well on a half and let the other
natural flow of time changes things (or things
half dissolve.
change in time), and it is possible that it soon
• When I must choose between extinguishing
brings with it more favourable circumstances in
fires and their prevention; in other words, bewhich the problem doesn’t exist any more. Warm
tween running after consequences or solving
weather melts snow and ice; bad bosses and polithe basic problem. Then I should deal with the
ticians retire; regimes come and go.
core problem while the rest dissolves in time.
Time does not always solve the difficulty it• As a default provisory until I decide what active
3
self, but it can still solve it for me: either the probaction to take (decision-making goes on).
lem becomes distant and stops bothering me, or
I should avoid dissolving when doing noth8
I get away from the problem (see Fig. 4.3). If I
ing would be out of fear (“someone might critiam the retiring politician, all promises I didn’t
cise me”), indecisiveness (“I’m not sure what, so
deliver upon are no longer a trouble of mine, but
I’ll do nothing”), laziness (“I’ll do it tomorrow,
of the new government.
I promise”), or similar distorted reasons. Such
Unfortunately, no one can see into the future
motives create a dirty conscience and could lead
4
and no one can guarantee that my wait will bring
to serious regrets. I would live in fear of the rewith it a happy ending. If the solution isn’t forthsult, without inner peace and serenity.
coming, then I must try another way. But how
I should think better of it even if I only sus9
long can I wait?
pect that laziness or alike could be behind it. It’s
If I wait for the snow along the Arctic Circle
easy to confuse passivity with a sound decision to
5
to melt away, that could easily take a few months.
let the problem dissolve, in myself and in others.
But if I need to drive my car before that happens,
I’m at a loss and must change approach. The dissolving method
Fig. 4.1 Solving by not solving
means to hope for a favourable
This driver apparently decided to let Time get rid of his problem. Was it a strategy
change and so it’s playing chess
or just laziness?
with Fate. The result is out of my
hands, and I shouldn’t risk it if I
can’t afford to lose.
When to use it and when to avoid it?
6
Dissolving costs me nothing, so
it pays off when the situation can’t
get any worse — at best I gain, at
worst I break even. I have a prospect of improvement, and no danger
of a worsening. And it can’t go any
worse when I didn’t have a chance
to solve the problem actively anyway, either because I don’t know
how to or I’m busy elsewhere.
These situations are perfect for
7
dissolving:
• When I don’t actually mind the problem.
• When I can’t possibly manage all the problems.
Better than touching on many and finishing

Dissolving

PROBLEM SOLVING

Fig. 4.2 Scheme of problem solving methods

DISSOLVING METHOD

As decision
(best strategy)
Danger of
confusing

No action
As passivity
(residual
option)

Recognised

…

Action
(or attempt)

PROBLEM

Unaware

…

(coming soon)

(coming soon)

Fig. 4.3 Possible outcomes of dissolving method
Examples:
My partner insults me —> I do
nothing —> solved when he calms
down.

4

PROBLEM

1

I away from problem

2

Solved

3

Unsolved

I owed money to the bank —>
paid nothing for many years —>
unsolved, the bank now sues me.
A mouse kept squeaking in my
walls —> I did nothing —> now it
has moved to my neighbour’s flat.
I hated the polluting factory
nearby —> did nothing —> I was
transferred to another city.

Problem away from me

time

now

TERMS
Dissolving method
‘Dissolving’ because the problem disappears, dissolves in time.
‘Method’ I call it just to distinguish it from a casual or wrongly decided passivity towards a problem.
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Me

Area of OUTER WORLD

PROBLEM SOLVING

(zone of
my reach)

Thinking about ...

10 By the way, it’s not only problems but also
opportunities that dissolve in time if I do nothing about them.

TERMS
Sound attitude
When I approach things without prejudice — either good or bad —
and not personally attached to a certain version of reality. I have a
sound attitude to a person or a situation when I’m ready to accept
them as they are and don’t try to see them in a certain way due to
my emotions (fear, stress, bad conscience, etc.).
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Area of OUTER WORLD

HABITS

Why is it such a struggle to be on time
for work or an appointment?
SSome people are punctual, others aren’t. Is that something
inherited we can do nothing about?
How can I get a repuUnderstanding
Know-how
tation for being a
Universality
punctual person
p
Density:
Focus:
and
prevent
Keywords: Timing; Priority; Plan;
delays?
d

5

Abstract
Objective: To discover a systematic failure behind tardiness if
any, and fi nd out how to prevent delays.
Sources and methods: Own experiences, observations, testing and analytical reasoning.
Findings: When I arrive too soon or too late and something
goes wrong, I lay part of the blame at my door. I’m completely
not to blame, however, when I arrive on time and respect the
schedule. I’m late because I either (i) underestimated the time
needed, (ii) am not honest in the planning or (iii) didn’t really
want to be on time because I saw other things being more important. Whereas (i) is a simple mistake of there and then, (ii)
and (iii) are systematic problems and can be eliminated.
Conclusions: I can get rid of all systematic errors with the

simple method of ‘Planning from here’. Th rough multitasking I can increase security margins and turn waiting into
full-value time, thus overcoming many unsystematic errors
and still arrive punctually. Th is makes me be on time while
renouncing on the minimum of other tasks — a considerable
increase in total life performance.

I) Delayed
or late

III) Result, not
calculations

Why am I delayed?
Analysis

Implications

Case studies

Deeper & beyond

Correcting what was not
the real problem can create a new one.

1

“S

orry I’m late, it’s the terrible traffic”. If the roads had
been clear, I would have made it, but as it is, I arrived at
the meeting five minutes late. Everyone looked at me as
if I’d killed someone when I entered the room and interrupted my
boss’s speech. Delayed. Again.
That, of course, is the official version. The truth is that I was
2
already running when I left the house. But only because I finished
my breakfast later than I ought to have done — not that I took
longer eating, but I got out of the shower 9 minutes later than usual. I moved quicker than other days, shortened the time it took me
to shower and brush my teeth and put my clothes on. I had to be
quick because I… woke up 20 minutes late!
And there it is: the real cause of my delay. Why, then, the story
3
about traffic? I didn’t completely lie to my boss; the traffic played
its own role in my arriving late, but not as its actual cause. It was
the last hope, and it failed. My original delay was 20 minutes, I
shortened it to 8 before getting on the road and had hoped catch
up on time altogether with some Formula One-style driving. Only
thing is, I wasn’t the only overslept boy racer on the road. I managed to cut only another 3 minutes and thus arrived late.
The following example can help me to divide the blame be4
tween oversleeping and traffic. Is it the life guard’s fault if some-

one drowns? He didn’t force the swimmer to
overestimate his powers, nor did he bit his
leg off. The life guard enters the story only
when the damage is already done and the
man is drowning. He wasn’t the cause of the
accident. The saviour simply wasn’t lucky
enough to prevent the swimmer’s mistake
from becoming fatal. Whether he should
have managed or not is another story on another level.
Here, the traffic is innocent, so too the
5
shower and the breakfast — they didn’t
worsen my situation. The only real problem,
the thing to blame, is getting up late.
Shifting the blame to traffic was not ac6
cidental, though. Transport played a very
special role in the whole story of the delay
because it was the last thing I did before arriving. I hoped that the shower or the breakfast would be so short that I would recover
the 20 minutes, and I also counted on extremely quick drive. The hope dies last, and
it died on my way to work.
I blame the traffic because, unluckily, it
7
was the last activity and so the hope-killer.
But the traffic, as with the life guard, just
didn’t manage to undo an already created
trouble. If I confuse this failed trial of recovery with guilt, I will end up buying a faster
car instead of a new alarm clock — fi xing the
wrong thing.

I can prevent delay only if I differentiate between its real cause and the failed attempts
to catch-up.

Systematic problem of
unrealistic
planning
can be completely eliminated.

Why am I delayed?
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Bad-luck delays and bad-plan delays
was caused by overalarm clock ran out of
batteries, or another unforeseeable accident
occurred. Such cases cannot be prevented; I
can only make them less dramatic.
Then there is another kind, where the de9
lay lies with my bad plan. I thought I would
get there in 10 minutes, but I needed 14. If

Accidents cannot be 8
The delay above
prevented, just counted sleeping. Perhaps my
with.

... analysis

Topics in th
is rubric

Any hope of catchingup dies with the last
task.

II) Uncertainty
is certain

Extension

D) Timing of
deadline shift

Stop current delays
How to add recyclable security margin
Calculate backwards
How to avoid new delays
Add security margin
How to stop chain delays
Remember Point GO
What’s wrong with delays?
Do and hope
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Structure of this article
C) Impossible
deadlines

Fig. 5.1

Default; Security margin; Deadline.

B) False schedules

Habits
Habits, or characteristic features, are the ways in which I
generally behave. That which is
natural to me, and which I usually do.
Hard-working, regular, precise, punctual — which of these
features is really desirable and
how to acquire them; or how to
get rid of those negative ones —
that’s what this rubric is basically
about.

A) Hurry or not

Thinking about ...

it is an error in estimation, it is understandable — besides, I’m no soothsayer. But was
the plan ever at least theoretically feasible,
even with the original estimation? If not, if
I omitted something important, I myself am
the cause of the delay. Then I was delayed before I’d even started.

What’s wrong with being late?
To answer this question I need help of
another example. The scheduled departure
of the airport shuttle bus is 10.30, but I’m
late. Fortunately, the bus was delayed as
well, to 10.33, so I still manage to get on the
bus and catch my flight. Thank heavens, or,
better, thanks to the kind driver.
11 A week later I’m due to fly again. This
time, I have to check in 5 minutes earlier,
but the bus should make it — at least according to the schedule. I got on the bus in time,
but the kind driver again wants to make the
latecomers happy. At 10.41, when the bus finally gets moving with me on board, I know
in advance that, this time, I’m going to miss
the plane.
12 The driver did someone a favour, but
that’s no help for me. I’ve missed the flight
and can demand compensation from the
transport company for the failure of their
service. The same would happen if the bus
had departed at 10.27 and I’d missed the
connection because of that. There is only
one time where neither I nor anyone else
can blame the driver — the scheduled 10.30,
when he is on time.
10

Protected by being on time
13 If the bus leaves exactly on time — that
is, between 10.30.00 and 10.30.59, all those
delayed can only blame themselves. An angry latecomer might shout “Bloody driver,
couldn’t he have waited just one minute,”
when he runs after the bus at 10.31, but he
knows very well that the driver did nothing
wrong. On the contrary, his precision is laud-

Too late or too early is a
mistake, and could have
consequences.

Being on time means
no mistake, and there
won’t be negative consequences.

Fig. 5.2 Real cause of delay
The initial delay in
a chain is not easy to
find.

Driving is not the reason I’m late, it’s only a victim of a chain-delay caused by
sleeping too long.

Once late, other tasks
are shifted into delays
as well.
Case stud. A

A failed attempt to
catch up on time cannot
be blamed for the delay;
it didn’t worsen it, just
didn’t improve it.
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lose the whole day. I must find the minimal,
but sufficient time for preparation.

Fig. 5.3 How guilt depends on delays

Time cannot be spent twice
Let’s say I’m reading an interesting book
on a rainy afternoon, but must attend my
boss’s garden party at 7pm and shouldn’t
miss the opening toast.
25 It’s just a 10-minute drive away, so at
6.50 I drop the book and go. The traffic is
OK; nonetheless exactly 7.07pm, I’m apologising to the whole assembled party for the
inexplicable delay. What went wrong, was it
the traffic again?
26 I left a hole in my plan. At 6.50 I stopped
reading but at the very moment I was supposed to be driving off. I should ask Superman how to in one second get two floors
down, but meanwhile I can concentrate
on more realistic planning — without time
holes.
24

Mr. Green misses the plane because the bus was delayed.
Mr. Yellow catches the plane because the bus was delayed.
Mr. Red misses the plane because the bus wasn’t delayed
enough (“if he had waited just another 22 seconds ...”).
The bus driver now carries the can for all three cases just
because he wasn’t on schedule.
Late start means that a
delay is practically inevitable.

Like every mistake, also
being late or early could
pass without negative
consequences.

Being on time makes
a huge difference in regards to the division of
guilt.

able. They had an agreed time, and while the
bus driver stuck to the deal, they didn’t.
14 It can happen that a late departure does
no harm or that everyone profits from it
when the bus leaves a couple of minutes in
advance. All are happy and no one blames
anyone. Though being either sooner or too
late exposes me to a danger — if something
goes wrong, I can be to blame for it.
15 If the bus has an accident, people will say
it’s the driver’s fault: “If he hadn’t waited for
the delayed passenger, we wouldn’t have met
so much traffic and we would have arrived
safe.” My colleagues can see the failed negotiations as a consequence of my delayed arrival at the meeting. However ridiculous
such blames are, I can’t prove them wrong,
as there is no proof for what would have happened if…

Being on time can do as much damage as being too early or too late, but if I’m on time, I
can’t be held responsible for the harm done.
Punctuality means I 16 The exact moment of appointment has
did all I could. Whatever the power to protect from blame all those
happens cannot be my
that are punctual. Turning this fact around,
fault.

I can answer the question from the heading:
being delayed is bad, because if there are
troubles, I become co-responsible for them.
More exact is to say that it’s potentially bad
or dangerous. What can definitely be said is
that being on time is good, because I’m protected from blame.

How to be on time?
A mistake in delay left 17 The real
uncorrected can create a in the bud,
chain-reaction, or even a
subsequent
spiral of consequences.

cause of the delay, if not nipped
generates a chain-reaction. All
tasks start later and are predestined for a late, too. In a tightly planned
period, it could be that I still fight with a
delay caused a week ago. All my activities
are shifted into a permanent time-slip. I get
home late, go to bed late, so wake up later,
get to work late and need to stay longer — it
can become a vicious circle, where one delay
causes the next.
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18 That’s why, when searching for a method
to be on time, I must consider two scenarios.
In one, I’m already delayed, and want to reverse it. In the second, I’m running on time
and want to keep it that way. The good news
is that if I succeed in the second scenario and
avoid delays for good, the first scenario won’t
happen any more. No more spirals or chaindelays — isn’t that a huge incentive to give
it a try?

a) How to become delay-free
19 How to get out of the vicious circle of delays, which cause other delays? That’s easy:
I must stop all activities which are already
in delay, and make a fresh start. Suddenly
I’m on time again and ready for life without
delays.
20 I can take a day off, go to bed early and
wake up on time the next morning. I can skip
jogging, take one patient less or sit down
and wait. Wait, until I realise that running
behind things brings nothing. Five hectic
meetings in a row, when I come so late that
I must leave before the conclusions could be
reached, means eight hours of work with no
real result. And, most importantly, it spoils
my schedule for tomorrow because all 5
more meetings are still to be concluded. On
the other hand, 3 successfully finished appointments leave me with only 2 left for tomorrow, and a good result for today.
21 To renounce something may be a hard
decision to make, but it is a rational one. Yes,
I make a real sacrifice now in change for a
likely loss tomorrow, but today’s cost is acceptable, whereas the potential loss is unacceptably high. I stop playing a game with
fortune if I go for a good option, instead of
chasing the best.
b) How to avoid new delays
22 Now just to find out how not to get delayed ever after and I’m done. I’ve cut all previous delays and am currently on time. Now
I mustn’t spoil it.
23 I must get ready for each appointment so
long in advance that I can guarantee a punctual arrival. But how much in advance will
do? I don’t want to end up dressing prematurely from 11am for an evening party and

Preventing fresh delays
is possible only when
the chain of old delays
is brought to a halt.

Fig. 5.4 Spending time twice
At the same time in two places, that’s what a typical delay-causing plan looks
like.

Stopping old delays
means to stop catching up and accept the
defeat.

Nearly achieved is still
not achieved.

Starting a new task 27 I made two
needs preparation, which got that it’s not
takes some time.

big mistakes. Firstly, I foronly pure drive-time I must
count on — I must change, go to the toilet,
gift-wrap a bottle of wine, lock the door and
get to the car. I neglected this necessary

Fig. 5.5 Corrections towards feasibility

Only if I don’t mind
losing the currently
available good option
can I wait for an even
better one.
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Either I start moving sooner, or I’m late before I even start.
These two corrections make punctuality at least possible.

transition because it
TERMS
Point GO
is composed of mini Point GO is what I call the time when I must
activities, each of stop doing what I’m doing and start working
which is so brief to on the preparation for an appointment. It is
mention. Combined, the result of the calculation that states how
however, they equal much time, at the least, I need to arrive on
the 3 or 4 minutes time. Starting any later than that results in late
by which I miss the arrival.
appointed time.
28 The second mistake also adds to the de- Ending a task also
lay. I failed to consider that before I start costs time, which might
be missing from my
something new, I must end the old. The book plan.
must be closed and put away and I must get
upstairs to the wardrobe, from where I calculated the transition. Another 2 or 3 minutes, which make the difference.
29 I must correct my initial plan in accord- Only with both transiance with these two gaps, the transition be- tions can I gather a realistic time plan.
longing to the new task and the transition
Fig. 5.6
connected to the ending of the old activity.
Once I include the transition between where
I am now (reading) and the transport, I have
a feasible plan, which brings me there on
time.
Attaching old transition to the new
30 I saw that in my plan I must consider two
transitions, one belonging to the old task,
the second to the new. The transport therefore requires 14 minutes instead of 10, and
getting ready for the new task takes 3 minutes: “I need 14 minutes to get to the party
and 3 minutes to get ready for getting ready
for the party,” in itself sounds a bit weird. I
don’t want a complex calculation; I just want
to know when to stop reading. More figures
would just confuse me.
31 The solution is to consider the end of
the reading as a part of the preparation for
the party. Besides, I’m only interrupting the
reading because I’m going to the party. Marking the page in the book and putting it on the
shelf is already preparation for the evening,
and I include it into the backward calculation. The result is exactly what I need: 6.43,
time to close the book, stand up and go — the
Point GO.
Even the best plan is useless, if forgotten
32 The decisive advantage of having just one
time to remember is that it makes it easier
to focus on it and to remember. What would
remain of a perfect plan if I finished an ex-

As long as the mind
considers a whole formula, the result is not
fully realised.
Deeper &B. III

Merging all the things
that need doing into one
task gives one result.

One result allows one to
become fully aware of,
to understand, imagine, and remember.

Fig. 5.6 Smooth transition between activities

Sufficiently early start
makes getting there on
time at least possible.

Some time is needed to not
only start a new main activity,
but also end the old one. Both
transitions belong in my time
planning.
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Details of the task can
be loaded into the mind
only once it is started.
Before that, only Point
GO is needed.

With consecutive tasks,
the next starts automatically on time, if
the previous (i) started
on time and (ii) was
performed at the given
speed. Interim check not
required.

Point GO is all I need to
remember in advance.

Time cushion allows me
to overcome some unexpected time losses.

Even the highest security margin brings me
only potentially closer.
Deeper &B. II

The correct length of
the security margin is
subjective, given by how
much reserve one needs
to fight personal anxiety and fears.
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citing paragraph in my book, looked at the
watch and saw that it’s already 6.49?
33 My plan includes several activities, like
going upstairs, changing, driving. In my
backward calculation I decided in which
order I want to do them and estimated the
duration, and I got what I needed — the start
moment. I know that ‘driving’ comes after
‘getting to the car’ and before ‘parking the
car’ in my plan and, if I had written it down, I
would see that it is scheduled to start at 6.50
and end at 6.59. With every task finished in
time, I made a good starting point for the
next and I could calculate these milestones
or checkpoints for all the activities.
34 But I don’t have to remember all these
times, nor write anything down. In something as simple as the preparation for a
party, one task naturally follows the other
and so forth. I won’t forget to dry my hair,
because it’s wet.
35 Also, remembering all the starting and
ending times is superfluous. When I’m estimating and reserving time for the single
tasks, like showering or dressing or walking
to the bus stop, I count on a certain speed.
This then determines, to what extent I must
hurry. I will probably apply a constant pace
to all activities, for example for the grade
“swiftly”. I don’t need to remember the starttime for each of them, because I know that if
I move swiftly, I will be perfectly on time.
36 This all underlines the importance of the
only info I need to memorise — the Point GO.
One time is easier to remember and to focus
on, and the danger of forgetting is considerably reduced. I know what, and I know when.
If I stop reading at Point GO — and everything works well — I will be there on time.
Better safe than sorry
37 But what if it doesn’t go well, if there is
something I definitely must do before I leave,
or I leave the keys upstairs, or my car doesn’t
start? Even the best calculation could omit
something, or something unexpected can
happen. I don’t want this to jeopardise my
punctuality, so I’d better start a couple of
minutes sooner.
38 Why not an hour sooner? Because I have
better things to do than spend the whole afternoon dealing with preparations. Moreover, the need is only potential — maybe
everything will go just fine. Anyway, even
with an hour’ cushion, I still can’t absolutely
guarantee that I’ll arrive on time.
39 I must add as much security margin
as feels right.
TERMS
Security margin
In that case,
It’s the time I add to the
when
someplanned preparation just in
thing happens,
case something goes wrong.
my
sincere
reFor example, the bus stop is
10 minutes from here, but I set action is “Pity,
off 15 minutes in advance. The but I did what
5 minutes, which I hopefully I can”. In all
won’t need, are my security other cases, it
margin.
is rather “Why

didn’t I start sooner? I should have known
this might happen.”
40 The time cushion is therefore a compromise between the sacrificed time and the
importance I attach to arriving on time.
Greater security margin means that I must
cut other things, like reading, while smaller
margin puts the deadline at greater risk.
41 I can’t exclude the unexpected, but I
can work a great deal on the other side of
the equation: making the invested time less
costly.
Starting sooner without time losses
42 Waiting in front of a restaurant for my
date or an hour for the train is simply a
waste of time. When this happens, I started
too soon — that is, I added too great a margin. The fact about the time cushion is that
if I need it to cover a problem, it’s always
too short, and if I don’t, because everything
works as planned, I regret it. The unused
margin means that I either arrive too soon
(which is as dangerous as too late and I don’t
want to risk it), or I wait outside. And that
can feel like an eternity.
43 But what if I could enjoy these dead
times? Then I could start much sooner because I know the extra time will be put to
good use: either to combat unexpected troubles and still be on time or for something
better than waiting.
44 If I’m ready for the possibility that I will
be waiting around and prepare an alternative occupation — I can take my book along
— I will not just be waiting, but also using the
time sensibly. The time I take as the security
margin is not lost; I’m only borrowing it and
get it back anyway if it remains unused.
45 Here I need to multitask. I start moving
at 6.35 but take my book along in any case.
In the best case I will use the eight minutes
from 6.52 till 7 o’clock for reading again,
only this time in the car in front of my boss’s
house. I made absolutely sure I’m on time,
and had the maximum of reading, too.
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Also, a reduced lunch break can be all it
takes to absorb minor chain delays.

How much I can lose
is compared with how
much I definitely lose
when I start sooner.

Until I get rid of delays and stress, I cannot guarantee being punctual for any appointment. I must forget about the past; it’s
what happens from now on that matters.
49

50 Now I need a detailed plan, a feasible way
which allows me to arrive on time. The more
time I need, the sooner I must start with
the preparation — in the calculation, I move
from a fixed point in the future (time of the
appointment, deadline) towards now.
51 The backward calculation is very natural,
but dangerous at the same time. It’s easy to
forget that knowing the schedule of the tram
is not what I need to know. I must continue
to the point and place where I am now and
include all I must do between here and getting on the tram. I don’t only want to arrive
on time, but also fully-dressed, don’t I?
52 That means that from the calculation, I
need just two things: (i) the list of tasks —
the plan, and (ii) time when to start — the
Point GO.

Security margin is
well-spent if it was
needed to ensure on time
arrival. Otherwise it
makes one too early, or
waiting outside.

Waiting doesn’t occupy
the whole capacity and
can be filled with additional activity, seen as
useful.

Waiting then becomes
only the background
and the useful activity
comes to the fore; time is
well-spent.

Fig. 5.8 Multitasking
Take your office with you and waiting results in no more just waiting.

Working on the original
task (waiting) and an
additional one means
multitasking; two or
more at a time.

Fig. 5.7 Starting with reserve
With a security margin I arrive on time even when I face difficulties. If there
are none, I can still put the wait to good use. Point GO is the secure start.

The present shows true
results only if not crippled by burdens from
the past.

STEP 1) Calculate backwards till
here

Lowering the sure costs
of security margin is
possible because this
loss is subjective.

MORE
Other people’s delays
To use the waiting in such a way
that I don’t see it as a waste of time
is particularly useful as a protection against delays of other people.
Then I’m not angry that they waste
my precious time. Maybe it’s even
a pity that the train is already here
or the shop keeper arrived, as I was
enjoying the wait.

... implications
46 Converting the analysis
into an action plan should be
a piece of cake. Now I know
how I can profit from being
on time and just need to manage it with as little pain as
possible.

STEP 0) Stop current delays
a) leave out what is already delayed
47 It’s no use trying to catch the evading
wave in front of me, when there is another
one just behind me. Having to cancel an appointment, which I can’t deal with properly
anyway, is an acceptable price to pay if it allows me to get back in control of my time.
b) wait for a break
Time cures all delays, 48 Another possibility of starting anew
unless new ones are cre- without delays lies in natural breaks and
ated.

empty pauses. Every morning represents
fresh opportunity and if that’s not enough,
a holiday will get me back on track for sure.

Stockxpert.com
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Backwards calculation
shifts the resulting
Point GO closer to the
here and now.

All interim times can
be forgotten; only Point
GO and speed are needed.

MORE
Ex-post guesses are the best
Instead of estimating and calculating how much time I will need for a
shower and to dress, I could do it right away and then come back to reading. Because I surround it with the reading, which is flexible, I dedicate
only as much times as is needed.
I do part of the preparation now, and can better estimate the rest. It’s
not always possible but it can be the best strategy.

STEP 2) Add a lot of cheap security margin
53 This is, however, still only a raw Point
GO, relying on the ideal plan. The smallest
problem would mean a delay. I need to add
some reserve, especially if it costs me nothing — I will recycle the time if I get there in
the optimum time.

Also the raw Point GO
can be forgotten, once I
add the security margin and get the final
Point GO.

a) get the idea
54 I don’t need to gamble with destiny. I prepare for both options, that is also for the case
in which I won’t use the extra time. It means
to get ready for a long waiting period. I need
something to do. The ideal thing would be to
continue with what I was doing when interrupted, but there are certainly many other
things better than waiting. I can read, I can
sing, I can work — anything that is better
than just nothing.
55 I just have to consider where and under
which conditions I will be waiting. Cooking,
for example, will probably not be possible.
b) take the equipment
56 It’s not just a book or laptop that I need
to carry with me; I shouldn’t forget anything
that makes suitable conditions for the plan.
An umbrella in spring and autumn, a warm

Being prepared for useful waiting is always
good, but should be
compare to the costs
of carrying the equipment.
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... case studies
A) To hurry or not to hurry

page 44

Quicker than optimally 64 I can’t afford to be late today, but I overmeans doing it not opti- slept, and only if I’m really quick can I get to
mally. It’s a risk.

Risking can also result
in a loss.

The result of the risk
cannot be foreseen, both
options are real.

Not the loss, but it’s that
I could have accepted the
good option that I later
regret.

The security margin
can be very big, because
it is reusable.

coat in winter, a head cushion for the car,
something to eat and drink or even a portable chair — when I’m there, I might regret
not having taken them.
57 With good entertainment ‘to go’ I can
add a huge security margin, because even if
I must wait, I’ll use the time well. My chances of being on time increase immensely and
I lose nothing. The time I add is cheap and,
so to say, recyclable.
c) plan more rather than less

The more security mar- 58 The time is cheap as long as I really use
gin, the better.
it. It can happen that I spend part of the se-

curity margin because the ideal plan had a
hiccup, but there is still some time to wait.
Unfortunately I need something like a critical mass of it, so that it pays off to pull out
the MP3 player or open the book. Having
too much security margin is no problem
because I enjoy the waiting, so I’d better
add more rather than less. If I can’t decide
between starting 5 or 10 minutes sooner, 10
it must be.

moving. If nothing unexpected happens,
I’m knocking on the boss’s door at 7pm.

STEP 4) Do and hope
When the Point GO comes and I start
the preparation, there’s not much I can do
any more. The time-plan is tight and either
it works out all right, or it doesn’t. What remains is to work through the tasks step-bystep, trying to keep to the decided speed.
62 I shouldn’t lose focus on the deadline
I have ahead, though. By default I do only
what was planned; everything else must
wait. If it really is necessary to add an additional task, bad luck, because it will be
the real cause of my delay. Fortunately
I know how to deal with it: I must accept
the circumstances and that I’m going to be
late, and despite the delay, resume the now
shifted original plan. Then I end up with
just one problem, instead of letting stress
and despair create new ones.
63 It’s certainly not going to be the last
time I’m late, but it can be the last delay
that I can be to blame for.
61

Playtime
I can risk only if I take 68 When can I risk a gamble with fate?
the bad option as cer- When I can afford to lose; that is, when I’m
tain; lose in advance.

The rest depends on
performing as expected,
and on luck.

Changing the plan after the Point GO could
make the deadline impossible.
Case stud. C

When I don’t want the
bad option, I can’t risk.

I’m in a hurry because
I can’t arrive any later,
bad option would be
unacceptable so I can’t
risk. Accelerating is not
an option.

Deeper &B. I

STEP 3) Memorise the Point GO

To calculate the correct
Point GO and to assure
that it won’t be forgotten is all that can done
in advance of a punctual arrival.
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remember and focus on; all the rest comes
automatically. Now I can do other things
and forget about the future task — as long
as I’m sure I won’t forget 6.35, the Point
GO.
60 I enjoy reading without any anxiety until 6.35 sharp, when I close the book and get

I must content myself
with the delay I already
have.

Planning-from-here method in a nut shell
IN ADVANCE
• stop any old delays
PREPARATION
• plan backwards up to here and now
• add recyclable extra time, just in case
• focus on when to get moving (Point GO)

ready to pay for the consequences of my risk.
A Sunday, for example, is a good day to try
out ultra-rapid shaving. Even if it ends me
cutting myself, I have time. Like in sport,
winning is fine, but losing is no tragedy.
69 If I can’t afford to lose, I can’t play. If I
mustn’t be late to work in the first place, I
certainly can’t afford to be even later. That’s
why I can’t take a risk. I would be fully exposed to the caprice of luck and lose control over my life. No matter how probable
or nearly sure it is that everything goes just
fine, I would severely regret it if it didn’t.
Slower means quicker
70 This means that when I feel in a hurry,
I must resist the temptation to rush. On the
contrary, I must be more careful now, because I really can’t afford further delays. To
slow down when I’m late seems like a paradox, but only until I take into account that
calming down will allow me to be quicker.
71 Stress equals panic, and that’s no good
for a quick and effective preparation for
work. Once I get rid of this disturbance and
calm down, my mind can focus and I have a
real chance to cut the delay. Moreover, I have
the certainty that at least I won’t prolong the
delay I already have.

My new rule: In a hurry? Then slow down!
Stockxpert.com

If the Point GO is prop- 59 After I’ve added the security margin
erly realised in the to the ideal plan, I get what I need — the
mind, forgetting is imdefinitive Point GO. This is what I must
probable.

work on time. But being even quicker than
on normal mornings means to go beyond efficiency and risk something going wrong.
65 I shave mega-fast to save a couple of seconds, but if I cut my face, I lose many minutes while waiting for the bleeding to stop. A
“quick” glass of milk can easily become the
longest ever, if I drop the glass and spend 5
minutes cleaning up broken shards.
66 What did I achieve? I tried to correct a
mistake from the past (oversleeping) and
risked making additional mistakes. I played
roulette with fortune and when I lost, I
raised the stakes: either I miraculously arrive on time, or double the delay.
67 Like in all hazardous games, there is the
attraction of winning, but damnation in losing — remorse. The loss itself is no problem;
I can cut my face or break a glass even if I’m
not in hurry, but then it happened without it
being my direct fault. In the hazardous game
of hurrying, however, a voice in my head will
always say “Why didn’t I stay calm. Now I’m
not only late, but also injured.”

72 This rule
is true because there
is always
the most effective way in
everything I’m doing, an optimum balance between speed and
quality. It is different for everyone, and I can
also get quicker with practice, but there is
always a current optimum. There is an optimum stream for pouring tea into a bottle
as well as for how I shave — effective and
safe shaving takes a certain amount of time.
Hurrying means trying to do it in less time,
which throws me out of the optimum. Quality and safety are endangered.
Sto
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The same with another proof: Good, or Ideal way?
73 With a delay I have three ways to go on:
• IDEAL WAY: UNDOING THE DELAY. Stress,
extra speed => risk of increasing delay
• BAD WAY:
INCREASING
THE
DELAY.
Stress, extra speed; created problems
• GOOD WAY: DELAY UNCHANGED. Calm,
normal speed; the problem remains
where it was.
74 These are the three possible outcomes,
but my choices are, unfortunately, only two:
either I act normally => Good way, or I speed
up => Ideal way or Bad way. Which one it
will be in the second case, the Ideal or the
Bad, I cannot say. It’s not in my hands to determine it; I need a strike of luck. Whenever
I go for speed, I must accept both options in
one. The Ideal and the Bad outcomes cannot
be separated, I buy them as a package and
can take only both, or none.
75 As I can’t afford getting to work even later than I already am, I have to content myself
with the Good way. I’m not in a position for
a gamble.
76 Practical impact is that the Ideal outcome
can be left out from the decision-making. I
compare only the Good way and the Bad way.
If I can survive the disappointment of failed
acceleration, I can take my chances; otherwise I can’t. When I’m ready to lose, I’m also
ready to win, without depending on the good
outcome — I’m still in control of my life.
Answer
77 How do I best pour tea into a bottle when
I have time? I pour it slowly, to get it into and
not around the bottle. And when I’m in a
hurry? Even slower, because I don’t have
time to make new tea if spilt.

Frequent things I usually do optimally.
Quicker means less
than optimal.

I can act in two ways
only, one good and one
possibly bad.

Correct decision compares only real options:
the good against the bad.
I take risking losing for
sure, in advance.

In a hurry I must calm
down so that I don’t arrive even later than I already will.

The quickest way is to never get into a hurry; I don’t need to slow down, can afford
risk and save time when it works well.
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C) Unrealistic deadlines

Too short an available 87 “Come around tomorrow at about 9am”
time makes a deadline may sound OK, but if my friend lives in
impossible.

When I oversleep, the damage is already done. It’s bad, but unchangeable. What I can change is only from now on, but a difference can still be made.
If I hurry to catch up, I reschedule the remaining tasks using
“how much time I have left”. The unrealistic case becomes my
new expectation, and I am unhappy if it fails.
Breakfast, usually 15 minutes; I manage in 12, but am completely
dissatisfied — in new calculation, I had only 7 minutes for it.
“I was terribly slow with breakfast and transport and arrived 14
minutes late.”
If, instead, I take the delay as a new starting position (as it really
is) and only postpone the original plan, I eat as planned and, if I
save a minute or two, I’ll be happy. If not, it went at least OK.
“I’m happy because I reduced the original delay from 20 to 16
minutes.”

If also quality is given,
the deadline is Impossible. Without quality
criteria, every deadline
is met by mere flow of
time.
Impossible deadline is a
mistake in planning.

B) Punctual start thanks to false
schedule?

Escaping from a problem is like a cat chasing its tail; it cannot
succeed.

Instead of one problem
there are two.

I’m fully responsible
for the new problem of
adjusting to the original one.

The original problem is
not visible through the
one I created, and the
wrong seems correct.
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78 I want to start the meeting as scheduled
at 9 o’clock, but one third of the people are
not here yet. I’m really tempted to arrange
the next meeting for 8.45, so that we can really start at 9. But is it a solution?
79 That’s like with taxes — I want to gather
20%, but some people cheat, so I claim 30%
to get at least the real 20%. There is just one
little hitch — more people will cheat because
the taxes are unreasonably high. What do I
do, set them to 40%? Then to 50%, 60% and
100%? And the meeting to 6.30?
80 The original problem is that some people
are always late. Instead of solving that one I
try to go around it and set a 15 min cushion.
This, however, creates another real problem
— overly long meetings.
81 What’s worse, this time it is my problem.
In anticipating the schedule I covered the
real mistakes of other people with my own.
And it won’t help either. I cheated and so I
gave them a rightful motive for delays and
frauds. Now they are correct when claiming
that the meetings last too long (or that a 30%
tax is unreasonably high), and do nothing
wrong when they boycott it by coming late.

Awarding bad and punishing good
82 I adjusted the start to 8.45, but those
arriving on time made fools of themselves.
They renounced on their breakfast to arrive
punctually, and now they sit and wait. The
latecomers enjoyed their morning and still
missed nothing from the meeting, because it

really started only at 9 — “Next time I’ll be
clever and come later as well.”
83 With my mistake I switched good and
evil. Those who come late are not shamefully late; they are “clever”. Also cheating on
taxes becomes a form of justified disagreement with the economic tyranny of the government. Those that suffer are the punctual
ones, because they have to wait, and those
who duly pay taxes: they now pay 30% to
compensate what the cheaters withheld.
Rewind
84 If I want to improve this pitiful situation,
I must undo my mistake — currently I’m the
one in the wrong — and set the start back to 9
o’clock. The problem of latecomers, the only
real problem, is again visible and so there is
a chance that they will change. Seeing the
problem is a precondition for solving it.
85 False schedule means integrating the
original mistake into the system, covering it
and destroy any chance of correcting it.
86 The meeting is now correctly scheduled,
but when do I really start it? Should I wait
for the latecomers? If I do, they will not be
latecomers: “I’m not late, the meeting hasn’t
started yet.” Why should they be punctual
next time?

Danger: someone will
try to solve the second
problem, creating a
third (spiral).

The only solution is to
unwind the spiral, undo
my mistake and try
another solution.

Even the original situation is better than the
pseudo-corrected.
Adjusting to a mistake
makes the mistake look
right and the correct
look wrong.

I must start the meeting on time in order not to cover the real problem with a
new one. Starting on time safeguards me
against any blame.

America and I’m in Europe, the deadline is
impossible. Even if I drop everything and
hurry, I’m not going to make it. If only he had
told me two days ago …
88 One reason that makes a deadline impossible is when I’m told too late. The time
it takes to achieve it is simply longer than
the time I actually have — between now and
the deadline. Another case is when I know in
advance, but don’t start moving until it’s too
late. But this article has already demonstrated how to avoid that. The question is what to
do with wrong deadlines set by others, typically by bosses?
89 I either sacrifice quality and hand over
what I have, or I deliver what I should, but
later. It becomes truly impossible if not only
the deadline, but also the quality is fi xed;
then only a miracle can help.
90 Wrong deadline means wrong planning
and so the failure due to an impossible submission date is not mine. Knowing this, I
can avoid trying to manage the impossible
and getting stressed and risking even bigger
tragedies — wrong results, mistakes or acci-

dents. Instead I can do the best I can; that is,
to be my most efficient.
91 Tight schedule wouldn’t let me work optimally and must be adjusted. Next to the
respectable deadline of the management I
must place another one, based on my own
realistic calculation. I work aiming only according to mine, the quality-based deadline
and, therefore, in the most productive way.
92 I can’t ignore the official deadline, of
course, but I can see it as an interim presentation of my results. On the day of the deadline I take what I have and submit it. “That’s
the best that could be done within the given
time.”
93 Now I can’t give up. I must continue the
work until I’m ready; that is, up to my realistic deadline. Then I deliver the result once
more, this time one that is ready and final.
94 By the time anyone starts complaining
about poor quality or things missing from
what I’ve submitted, I’ll hopefully be done
with the work as a whole. Even if I can’t
complete the work after the official deadline, I did what I could and the only person
to be blamed is the one that fi xed the wrong
deadline.

Working on lower rather than optimal level (in
hurry) would make the
result only worse.

The best way of gaining
result is to take the impossible deadline only
as interim and aim at a
realistic one.

Later is better than never (when delivering poor
quality by the original
deadline is tantamount
to delivering nothing).

D) Does postponement mean
more time?
To postpone deadline be- 95 Delivering
fore the work even start- cult and some
ed helps in no way.

on time is always diffiextra time most welcome.
However, not every postponement of the
deadline brings the expected effect in
terms of relaxed working or better quality; it very much depends on when do I
get the postponement or extension.

(case description)

Original situation
96 [1 June] I should submit the thesis by 30
September. It’s four months from now, which
is not much, but still enough to do a good
job. Right now I’m only writing on occasion,
but I’m going to really knuckle down later
on. I estimated that I need two months of
writing, one week for editing and one week
for layout, print and binding. That gives me
one and a half months for information gathering. (I originally had two months, but the
first two weeks I dedicated to meditation — I
went surfing.)

have been the ideal division of the extra
time: half for working, half for relaxing.
99 Now it only remains to prolong the data
gathering, and shift all other phases. Maybe
I’ll find something interesting to add some
extra value to my thesis.
Result
100 [29 September] I’m desperate. Why didn’t
I start writing sooner? I gathered so much
material that I only finished today. I have
one day in which to do the layout, print and
binding — a sleepless night ahead of me.
What went wrong?
101 A later deadline should theoretically
mean better quality or less stress, or, in the
best case, both. Shortly before the submission, I find I would give anything to have one

Deadline postponement
in the passive phase
doesn’t help.

Fig. 5.10 Phases of tasks with a deadline
Each phase is productive to different degrees. Point GO marks the biggest
change: from 0 to something; that’s when I start working on it.

Change
97 Other students complained how tight
the schedule is and managed to acquire an
extension of one month. What does it mean
for me?
98 First of all I’m sad. If they had told me
two days ago, I would have stayed at the
beach for another two weeks. That would
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Time criteria is easy to
evaluate — it’s definite.
Defining quality, on
the other hand, can be
difficult.

Deadline suggests that
something ends, which
makes a corner situation where it is about all
or nothing = finish.

Passive phase is the
time, which I don’t directly count to the task.

Emptying the mind of
the last activity and focusing on the next takes
some time —warming
up phase.

Always on time (ANNEX)
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or two more days. In another moment, like
in the case above, it brings nothing. Why is
that?
102 It has to do with the general impact of
the deadline. A deadline could be expressed
in words like: “Do the best you can so that
it is ready by this date.” Out of two flexible
parameters, time and quality, I fi x the TIME
and ask to maximise the quality within
this limit. The deadline gets priority ahead
of quality. If I wanted to fi x the QUALITY,
however, I would have to say: “Deliver a perfect thesis as soon as you can“, and the time
would remain open. The problem with fi xing
quality is that everything can be further improved, ever and ever for 100 years, so the
word “perfect” must be replaced by welldefined criteria if I want to finish one day.
Time, on the contrary, is perfectly distinct.
103 This also means that there is something
like a finish — pulling out all my reserves
just to give everything in the last minutes,
hours or days. The finish is longer for marathon runners and shorter for 100m runners,
but there is one in each race. Why? Because
now it’s all or nothing. Saving any reserves
for after the deadline would be pointless, so
I’m going to give the last energy I have now.
Working with deadlines is also a kind of
competition, a race against time.
104 And there is always a pause time, when
I’m not yet working on the task, when I do
something else. It might just be a couple of
seconds if I decide to start on the task right
away, but I can say it’s there.
105 And by necessity there is also a phase of
warming up, settling into the topic or work,
transition from the previous activity into the
new one. Here I’m not yet 100% productive.
From these phases I can draw a scheme of
effectiveness or output in the effort to meet

Fig. 5.11 Timing of extra time

The effect of extra time changes according to the point when I get it.

Postponement in the active phase can bring improvements.

I cannot decide which
phase to add the extra
time into; it depends
when I get it.
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a deadline, useful for the launch of a space
shuttle as well as for cleaning of the apartment before visitors arrive.
106 Any prolongation of available time —
postponement of the deadline — brings me
some benefit only if I am already in the active
phase. Whereas prolonging B, C or D can result in a better thesis, extra time in the phase
A will only prolong the passive phase. That’s
good for the other activities, but no help for
my task. I will simply start it later.
107 Why don’t I start sooner with the active
phase when I have some extra time in phase
A? Why don’t I prolong any other phase in-
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... deeper & beyond

stead? Because I see no reason for it. I estimated the time so that I will be able to deliver the desired quality within the deadline,
probably even with a security margin. Here
and now I still have no reason to question my
estimation. If I had, I would start working
on the deadline right away and not enjoy the
passive phase. That’s why I can say that postponement announced in the passive phase
doesn’t give me any extra time for work, because I use it somewhere else.
How to do it better?
108 All other options are better, because the
intensity is then higher. The closer to the
deadline, the better, which means that D is
better placed than C, which again is better
than B.
109 To prolong the finish D, however, is
rather problematic. It is like changing the
marathon distance to 43 kilometres to give
the athletes some extra sprinting at the end.
Instead, they would just start finishing later,
so that doesn’t work. Unless they don’t know
it in advance.
110 Once I initiate the finish, I reach the
maximum intensity or, for the runners, the
maximum speed. If I now get some extra
metres, or hours, I would use them twice
as well as, for example, in the warming-up
phase. Now is the optimum time to postpone
the deadline. Thanks to the high intensity, I
need only a minimal shift for a huge increase
in quality.
111 Practically, it means that no postponement is necessary. I must strictly aim at the
original deadline and do everything possible
to meet it, including the finish. But I don’t
give up on the finish-line, rather I continue
at the highest pace until something stops me
(real deadlines are usually not that strict as
in sport). The couple of hours delay might be
tolerated because the huge improvement of
the result is worth it. Leaving the deadlines
as they are to benefit from the drive of the
finish, and only then announcing the deadline’s month-long amnesty for late deliveries
is the way the professor could do it better.
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I) Delayed or just late?

Late is late, but either 112 My working day starts at 8, but I arrive
I’m satisfied with it or at 8.05. Am I delayed or late? I shouldn’t ask
I’m not.

The higher the current
intensity, the greater
the benefit of extra time.

Prolonging finish is
a risk; resources could
be exhausted before the
end.

Delayed means I failed
to achieve. Late, that I
did other things first.

How I see it depends on
my expectations.

The most effective is the
just in the nick of time
prolongation at the end
of the finish.
I failed to meet my expectations and I regret
it (delayed). I did it as
I wanted (late).

That means to postpone
the deadline when the
deadline comes, which
changes it from a postponement into a pardoning for later deliveries.

my boss, because for him it is the exactly the
same thing. Also, in both cases I lose protection against blame. But there is a difference
inside my head.
113 I am delayed if I tried to be on time, but
didn’t manage to be so — even the elevator
was exceptionally slow today. And I’m late,
but not delayed, when I drop into a shop on
my way to work because I can’t risk someone
else buying the last pair of those wonderful
red shoes on display.
114 In the first case, I failed to achieve my
goal; in the second, I changed the goal and
achieved it just fine. In going to the shop I
decided that it had a higher priority than being on time and was aware that I’d be at the
best 5 minutes late. And the expectation was
justified.
115 Someone can question my abilities if I’m
delayed, but not if I’m late — then only my
decisions can seem wrong.
116 It has a big impact on my psychology. I
feel guilty when I’m delayed, and I apologise
for my mistake, whereas I only feel sorry
when I’m late and don’t feel guilty at all. I
just regret that it wasn’t possible to manage
both, the shop — which was essential and I
don’t doubt that — and coming on time as

well — which I would love to do, but not at
the expense of losing out on the shoes.
117 In being late (not delayed) I shift the
deadline and create a new one, my own,
which becomes my new target. If I manage
to meet that one, I’m only late. If I don’t, I’m
delayed whilst being late as well. But even
then I feel guilty only for the delay — for the
difference between my new inner target and
the time I arrive.
118 Whereas I was probably stressed out by
my delay, anxious and feeling guilty, I felt
perfectly alright while arriving at the same
time, but only late — I had everything under
control, which can’t be said about the first
case.
119 Conclusion: Immediately after I make a
mistake, like waking up too late, I should recalculate the time needed and set up a new,
inner deadline. This is my new target and if I
meet it, then I did the best I could according
to the situation, and I left the mistake where
it happened: woke up too late. No spirals, no
stress, no guilty feelings.

When late (postponed
deadline) I can possibly
also be additionally delayed.

There might be a sound
reason for late arrival,
for instance an unrealistic deadline.

When something unexpected happens and I’m
behind schedule, the best
thing to do is to adjust
the expectations and to
achieve arriving just
late, not delayed.

There is always enough time to shift a
deadline; the postponement should be postponed until the very end, or beyond.
Fig. 5.12 Zero effect of extra time in A

Stockxpert.com

Shifting the deadline before I even started working on the task (phase A) is
completely useless and only prolongs the passive phase.
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II) Uncertainty is certain
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I simply can’t be late; not this time. I
added such a security margin to my calculations that even if I miss three trams and two
trains, I will still manage to get to the airport
on time. But when I arrive there, I’m gutted:
the flight was cancelled.
121 No one can guess what the future will
bring and that makes every plan just an intention. Even if I manage to integrate road
works or political demonstrations blocking
the streets into my plan, I can hardly foresee bus breakdowns, train wrecks or a pickpocket nicking all my money. Then there is
always some probability that I might break
a leg, get hit by a car or die of a heart attack
— probably the result of being so stressed
about arriving on time. And when my legs
are stable, it might happen that the Earth
stirs — an earthquake might occur.
122 There will always be unpredictable events
that have the potential to destroy the efforts
I’m taking to be on time. Fortunately no one
can, and no one will, blame me for coming in
late when my son had to be taken to hospital.
There is a limit to how far I can go in ensuring I’m on time, and it is there that my sense
of being responsible for being late ends.
123 If I arrive late and say to myself “I was
stupid for not thinking of that”, it means that
my security margin was too small. But if my
120

Future is utterly unpredictable.

I feel responsible only
for things that I believe
I can influence.

The security margin
is correct when I limit
all dangers I would feel
guilty for not having
prevented.
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If there is no exact point
at which to be ‘on time’,
no one can be.
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conscience is clear and whispers “no one
could have foreseen that happening”, I’m
OK with what happened, because it was out
of my control. In the first case it’s my fault,
in the second I don’t feel guilty at all. So I
should correct my ambitions from “I want
to be on time” to a more precise “I want to
make all reasonable efforts to be on time”.
124 Instead of depending on the result — not
completely in my hands — I focus only on
what I can influence, and remain prepared
for the obstacles life can put in my way. Why
should I feel guilty for an earthquake? I did
what could reasonably be expected of me or,
put better, what I expected from myself, and
the rest is just ‘nature’.
Time, the most limiting resource
125 The difference lies in short-range and
long-range precautions. If my appointment
is tomorrow, I can’t do much — I only have
24 hours. But if the conference is in one
year’s time, I can do a lot. Buy a car or going
on foot are both still feasible and will save
me problems with public transport. For an
appointment in five years from now I can do
a lot to ensure punctuality, up to becoming
a mayor and in this function improve the
public transport system. But I always only
have time from now to the deadline at my
disposal.
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• we need a 15-minute break
• it’s 11.12, so we should reconvene at 11.27
• that’s difficult to remember, so let’s make
it 11.30
“We will continue at 11.30 sharp,” is what
they must hear.

I needn’t be bothered by
that which I cannot influence.

132 That’s why it’s no good memorising that
the boss’s party starts at seven, because it
leaves me with a formula and not with the
result. I would have to subtract the time for
the drive, getting dressed etc. every time I
think of it. It’s much easier to remember just
the Point GO: “at 6.35, I must get moving.”

Giving the result makes
it possible to be on time,
and to remember it.

Fig. 5.13 Three types of results
In the examples above I took as the result the type END (end of
the break). Sometimes the result is of another type, START (calculation of the Point GO for a party) or DURATION (is it long
enough to manage?). Then I simply turn the calculating formula
around.
Result S: start = end - duration
Result E: end = start + duration
Result D: duration = end - start
I take for result what I can best use as the Point GO. The best
point of view calculation depends on where my active role lies.
For example, I need duration when I have a stopwatch and am
boiling eggs. They should boil for 7 minutes, and that’s all that
matters. The stopwatch’s ringing will inform me of the Point GO.
If I don’t use the stopwatch, though, I really need the Result E —
the time at which I should switch off the hob. If I focus on that
time, my eggs will always be perfect.

There is a limit to what
can be altered within
the given time. Without
a time limit (theoretical), preparation for accidents would also be
unlimited.

... extension

III) I need results, not calculations
126 It’s true that 11 + 6 equals 17, but I don’t
answer with such a formula when a person
asks me what time it is. I tell him it’s 17.00
hours, or just 5 o’clock. Why don’t I say “It’s
eleven plus six”? Because I want to inform,
not confuse. 17 is a clear figure and tells me
what I need, while 11 plus 6 makes my head
echo with a six and a eleven which have very
little to do with 17.00 hours.
127 Similarly, it’d be pointless telling a restaurant guest that his steak costs 17,48 plus
19% VAT. He doesn’t want a maths test, he
wants the result, and calculations distract
from the result.
128 This issue plays a big role in being on
time. For example, a theatre intermission
is 15 minutes, which is a clear and definite
number, but as no one remembers exactly
what time the first part ended, it’s not easy
to be back in our seats on time. It is, in fact,
impossible, because no one knows when
‘the time’ is exactly. Who checks their watch
when the curtain goes down and who knows
whether the intermission time includes the
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three-minute applause? How much simpler
it would have been if we were told: “Part two
begins at 8.45”.
129 A few minutes in a theatre is nothing,
of course. But a business meeting faces the
same mystery: “Why did the break last 25
minutes when 15 were announced?” Exactly
because a 15-minute-break was announced,
instead of the time, at which the meeting was
set to continue.
130 The chairperson left the people with a
riddle: “Guess when I count the 15 minutes
from and how I round them?” My watch
shows 11.12, so at 11.27, I’m sitting and waiting. The next man estimated 11.25, another
one rounded the break to 11.30, and experienced participants know that the meeting
won’t start before 11.40, and therefore arrive
at 11.39 (or, even better, with a ‘1 minute’ delay — 11.41).
131 If I want to be a good chairman, I must
do the calculation for the others, aloud or in
my head, and make everybody focus on the
clear and definite result (Point GO):

Multitasking is the key 133 Multitasking can go much further than
to enjoying every sec- just to fill in waiting-time gaps. To the extent
ond of life.

that I can shift all bothersome tasks, like
transport, cleaning or earning money to the
background, and do something enjoyable in
the foreground at the same time. The loathed
tasks get done as a side-effect of something
I like, so I live fully in every moment. Since
I don’t sacrifice anything for the future, I
will have no expectations. I live only in the
present, which makes me independent from
good luck and thus truly in control of my
life.

Deadline is only end of 134 Imagine a life without deadlines, with
the task, not of the goal schedules driven only by quality. Then I
(every task is a means
could permanently remain on my highest
for something bigger).
Total performance is performance level, and so guarantee the bigtherefore more important gest total output. Stress would be replaced
than any deadline.
by pleasant work intensity.
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Instead of giving a figure within a calculation, I should turn focus
to the result.

.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
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Little thoughts

RANDOM MATTERS

Little thoughts
Synergy effect is usually referred to as something positive.
Some people work together and
they create more than they all
would manage alone.
2
Unfortunately, the lever can
also work the other way: the total
harm, caused by the combined
mistakes of several people, is

more devastating than damage
done by the single mistakes.
Husband’s accusation in a
3
fight provokes a greater insult
by his wife and they might end
strangling one another. The mistakes spiral due to the negative
synergy effect.

Dangerous negative predictions
I want, of course, to be right in my predictions about the future
— when I bet on a horse, I’m happy if it wins. That’s what makes negative predictions dangerous.
2
If I tell my daughter “You’ll never be happy with that guy”, I have
created a personal conflict of interests. I want to see her happy, but I
also want my prediction to be right and to be admired for being a good
judge of character. Part of me — the part that likes to be right — is
secretly hoping for the bad scenario to occur.
3
This isn’t a problem if I can’t influence the result in the first place. I
certainly won’t drive to the race course to poison competitors’ horses.
When I’m closer to the facts, however, unknowingly I could be assisting the evil. By gossiping about my son-in-law, for instance. Negative
supposition created self-fulfilling prophecy.
4
This could be one explanation as to why positive thinking can really influence results: my desire to be right also fights for success.
1

Limitless options
end in one decision
Imagine the richest man in
1
the world searching for a hotel. Of
course he can sleep wherever he
wants (his jet can take him into any
place within a matter of hours), but
that’s also his problem. He can’t really make a full use of his limitless
possibilities, unless he switches hotels a hundred times each night or
sleeps outside.
2
Eventually, he must choose just
one place that makes all other options redundant. What would have
changed if the hotel he has chosen
was the only one at his disposal?
Nothing. Maybe not having to think
about whether he could have made a
better choice will cause him to enjoy
the night even more.
3
What is the real use of there being ten people in love with you, fifteen job offers or eight cars in the
garage? Having limitless opportunities sounds attractive, but even
having one more than I need is too
many, pointless and maybe even
negative.

Driven by past, or future?
1
Are our actions not always done for the sake of what’s to
Instead of seeing the present as ‘the end of the past’, we
3
come, never for the sake of the past? Including such things as
could understand it as ‘the beginning of the future’. We repair
revenge, repair, punishment, recovery, rest and so on? The past
the car so that in one week from now we can look back and be
can never ever be undone and no matter what we do, it will stay
happy that it’s again working. The present is important because
the same. We rest not because we are tired from the past, but
it is going to become the next past, the ‘future past’.
because we want to have energy in the future. We repair things
4
The model of looking backwards from the future is much
not because they were broken, but because we want them to
more practical in life. The continuity of past problems, unfulwork in the future. The
filled desires or expectabreakage is not the motive;
t
tions
is interrupted and
‘Future past’ view of present
if we didn’t want to use the
I now make decisions
Seeing present as something that is going to become
car anymore, we wouldn’t
f
free
from reproach or
past very soon seems to better explain our choices.
repair it.
b
bad
conscience. They
2
Given the nature of
a died with the past,
all
time, it makes perfect
a only their impact on
and
sense. What has happened
t present situation rethe
stays happened; the past is
m
minds
of them, like ashes
dead. The future, however,
r
remind
of once dangerwe shape with what we do
o
ous,
but now cold fire.
now, and that makes our
5
Imagining how we’re
deeds worth doing. More
g
going
to feel about toimportant than the past
d
day’s
decisions tomoris how our current activity
r
row
helps us to make
fits into the future — the
d
decisions
we later don’t
past gives us the condition
r
regret.
to face and the experienc6
It reminds us that
es, the future supplies mow always live only from
we
tivation and purpose.
n
now
on.
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within Outer world

Negative synergy effect
1
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If unsure, use defaults
I should have defaults for every
situation and if I don’t, I should go
for the generally accepted way.
They will give me time and provisory direction when I can’t find a
100% certain decision — while I’m
in the search-mode.
Art. 3: §47 (p. 29), I need defaults for the morning
§183 (p. 40)
programme, for a reaction to an

Art. 1: §50 (p. 13), §94
(p. 17)
Art. 4: §7 (p. 42)

Experience = active knowledg
ge of a
method tha
at worked in a co
a
oncrete
case, and
d can help elsewheere.
Here I want to generatee such
H
exp
perience out of whatt I’ve
leeearned in this Book.
These principles, ruules
and tendencies are
now part of my
know-how:
my concisee
1
manual
of life.
o

attack of my partner (silence), as
well as for troubleshooting (dissolving method).
If I set my defaults in a moment
of serenity and sound attitude,
they will be in-line with my longterm goals and steer me that way
— unless I overrule them because
I currently know better.

100% decisions only
I should only make choices I’m
absolutely convinced of. Only
these guarantee no later regrets.
If I’m not sure that a decision is
right, I must postpone the final
word and start an aware search
for it, and remain in search-mode
until I find it. In the meantime, I
should follow defaults.
Art. 3: §56-57 (p. 30), The absence of certainty is
§180-181 (p. 39)
what holds the ‘morning I’ back

and allows defaults to save my
mornings. That’s how I decide
how much security margin I add
to the ideal plan, so that it feels
Art. 1: §50 (p. 13), 100% right. And that’s why I use
§94 (p. 17)
silence before working out how to
respond to my partner’s attack.
When I find the no-doubt decision, I can be sure that it forever
remains the correct one, as it is
the best I could do then and there.
Art. 5: §39-40 (p. 48),
§123 (p. 56)

Only real options count
In my decision-making, I must
always consider only real options
and leave out attractive, but nonexisting ones. Then my decisions
are correct.
Art. 3: §6-12 (p. 27)
Enjoying bed when I should
be in an important meeting is
an unreal option, because I feel
Art. 1: §22-23 (p. 10) guilty. Attempting discussion with
my enraged partner is equally out

2

Art. 5: §73-76 (p. 51)

3

of question — it would become a
semi-argument. I also can’t hurry,
as being quick and safe is no real
alternative, just a gamble.
Otherwise ideal options are
often turned into unreal ones by
bad conscience. The less potential
remorse I build into my life (promises, deadlines, plans), the more
options will remain real.
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Always from now on

what I make of it now.
Any punishment or correction of
past problems would be to fight
ghosts, confusing real (now) with
nonexistent continuity of the past.
I would make wrong choices for
the real situation. Every second is
a new NOW, requiring new optimum solutions.

The relationship is all mine

Unfortunately,
f t
t l I can’t
’t guarantee
t th
thatt I use tterms iin exactly
tl th
the same sense as someone else
l might
i ht understand
d t d th
them. TTo avoid
id confusion,
f i
h
here are some d
defi
finitions
iti
off how
h
I understand
d t d and
d
use some frequently used words.

5

for my answer to every partner’s
action; I can’t blame him or her.
Art. 1: §10-11 (p. 9), That’s why I must manage not to
§12-14 (p. 10), §77 lose respect towards my partner
(p. 15), §116 (p. 19)
when he or she attacks me.
I can love people who hate me,
be kind to people who attack me
and, of course, vice versa. The
relationship is all mine.

Good is good enough
Per default, if I have a good
present option, I should take it. I
shouldn’t hope for a perfect option to come, unless I don’t mind
losing this one, when I can risk
taking the gamble with Fate.
Art. 5: §21 (p. 46), That’s why I use a security
§39, 42 (p. 48), Fig. 5.9 margin to arrive punctually, even
(p. 52)
though it costs time in comparison
with the ideal, but unsure op-

6

tion. That’s why I choose the
less attractive indoor morning
programme — not perfect, but
Art. 1: §25-28 (p. 11) available in all weather conditions.
And I prefer losing an argument
before it begins, rather than later
and more painfully.
If the present option isn’t good,
I can’t take it — it would kill the
hope of ever finding a good one.
Art. 3: §186 - “Universal” (p. 40)

Leave the problem where it is
I must leave the mistake where
it is, otherwise I risk blanketing
it with a new one. So I keep the
chance of a solution to the problem alive. If the mistake is mine, I
must fully accept the blame, and
go on correctly from now on.
Art. 1: §8 (p. 9), §30- That’s why I can’t cover my part31 (p. 11), §112-113 ner’s attack with my own wrong
(p. 19)

7

reaction. That’s why I don’t risk
cutting my face by shaving quickly
just because I forgot to set the
Art. 3: §97 (p. 33), alarm clock. That’s why I wake up
§113 (p. 34)
on time even after a party.
The more I keep the mistake
bare, the more attention stays
where it should — with the problem and its solution.
Art. 5: §65-67 (p. 51)
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Glossary

4

I must forget the past and make
the best out of the current situation. I can’t do anything about the
past — it’s dead — but a lot for
this present and the present after
it (future).
Art. 1: Fig. 1.6 (p. 12) However spiteful my partner’s
attack or however delayed I
Art. 5: §49 (p. 49), Fig.
already am, what counts is only
5.9 (p. 52)

A relationship is, in fact, two
independent relationships: mine
towards my partner, and my partner’s towards me. There’s nothing
metaphysical hanging above us.
I’m responsible for the whole
of my relationship, whatever the
partner (or anyone else) does or
feels. I bear 100% responsibility
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D

F

deadline 44, 48-50, 53-57.
decision 21, 23, 28-34, 38, 39,
42, 43, 46, 51, 58, 59.
deeper & beyond 6, 19, 26,
35, 55.
default 18, 29, 40, 42, 44, 50, 60.
defence 8, 10-19, 21.
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discipline 26, 38, 39.
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38, 55, 56, 61.
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opinion 11, 23, 39.
order 24, 25.
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experience 28, 32, 39, 59.
extension 21, 40, 57.
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idea 6, 28, 30, 33, 39, 42, 49.
irrational 26, 30.

L
legacy 9, 12, 16.
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Point GO 44, 47-50, 53, 56, 57.
Priorities 26.
priority 9, 28, 35, 54, 55.

M
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means 13, 15, 21, 23, 24, 35, 37,
39, 49, 53, 57, 60.
mind 6, 7, 9, 13, 14, 22, 23, 26,
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reputation 5, 8, 22, 44.
self-management 6, 7, 22, 23,

26, 41.
serenity 3, 15, 42, 59, 61.
sound attitude/ decision 13, 19,
28, 29, 42, 43, 55, 59.
sustainable/y 57, 61.

T
TERMS 9, 10, 11, 21, 25, 29, 31,
33, 43, 47, 48.
tiredness 4, 13, 14, 29, 30, 31, 33,
37, 38, 40.
tolerance 8, 13, 20.
tool 3, 35, 57, 61.

W
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Next to come

WHAT’S NEXT

It isn’t just that
tha
at there isn’t space
a
enough in this
iss Book to say all that
sshould be said,
s
but mainly, the
hasn’t
rest hasn
n’t been written yet.
n
everything
If eve
eerything goes well,
in tthe next issue, you
sshould
h
read about
these topics:
When should I argue? (Part II)
The second part of the analyses of arguing, this time focusing on its less pleasant
side — when it’s my own fault. I’ll try to understand all possible motives for igniting a
fight with my partner, look at the effectiveness of all kinds of arguments and how to make
the best out of it. It is just possible that the solution will be not to argue at all.

Enemy: Flexible work-

Who’s on for improv-

ing time
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I

t’s much easier to write for others, because then you
don’t need to care about feelings. When an author suggests
a 1000-calories diet, to learn regularly, or never to shout
at your partner, he (or she) leaves out countless influences,
like laziness or an ill child or problems at work.
He writes for people that he sees from outside and objectively, but when he tries to use his own suggestions, he
must consider his own motives, fears and subjective values
in every decision. His writing may therefore apply to all
others (if they can think like robots) but not to himself.
I took on a much bigger challenge. I aspire to include

the personal and subjective, so that the rules, principles
and tendencies don’t lose their validity when a real person
uses them in real life. Besides, every reader also has his or
her own inner world to face. But only to ourselves are we
each one of us an ‘I’ — for all others we are the impersonal
‘you’, as we are normally addressed in books or articles.
‘I’ is not limiting the number of recipients to one person; very much the contrary. ‘You’ is valid for everyone but
the author, whereas ‘I’ includes him. I use the ‘I’-mode to
underline and remind that this magazine applies not only
to everyone else (his or her ‘I’), but to me, as well.

N

Stockxpert.com

What to do if there is more
desire in my dreams than in
reality? How to divide the
roles and prepare my own
mind for improvement.

24 Books, 24 short insights into the concept, purpose, reasons and decisions concerning the magazine, for those who want to know more about how and why.

Who is the author is of no relevance for the purpose of this magazine, but someone might ask: what kind of person writes things like this. To feed such curiosity, in
every Book I reveal something about myself. This time, I recall, or try to recall, how I came to write Manual of Life.

Stockxpert.com

How to manage all the work
and yet come home early?
Impossible? Maybe there’s a
way. Thinking about flexibility
of working hours outside and
inside my head.

About

ot everyone writes down thoughts about life; I do, but I don’t think I’m
somehow different for doing so. Maybe I kept asking at an age when most people
have given up already, or perhaps I was just lucky that the answers started coming. They did, first as a feeling, then as useful hints for my own life, yet they were
stuck in my head and wouldn’t come out. When I tried to express some of them, I
sounded extreme and weird. I didn’t have active knowledge of the thoughts and
links between them, nor suitable terms; nor did I know where to begin.
In the idea of a magazine, which was born some time in 2005, I found a way
how to overcome these problems all at once. Writing for a wider audience would
force me to make myself clear and to deliver only useful stuff. Furthermore, I could
hide the missing start — in magazines, it’s normal to jump here and there — and in
the long run have the time to develop my own terminology and, most importantly,
to finish the theories on the way. Readers’ responses might even bring an incredible boost.
But the roots of my exploration go further back than 2005, to when I was 13
years old. My older brother taught me to think abstractly about big topics, and
beyond everyday problems. We talked about the role of marriage, autocracy vs.
democracy, war and peace and so on. It felt like philosophy, but don’t ask me
whether it was or wasn’t — I’m no good with such categorisations.
Nonetheless I was living it. Later, at the secondary school, I found two ideal friends with which to talk about things; every time
we had a new theory, I immediately eagerly applied it to my life. Only much later I did understood why — I wasn’t searching for
the origins of the universe, but wanted to work out how to best live.
Gradually, I became aware that the answering of little everyday questions was the direction I wanted to go. Philosophy became only an inspiration for the solutions. My girlfriend experienced, or to put it better, suffered my first awkward attempts to
share my views with others, and to give them some advice on life. Let me say it this way: she survived and even married me. And
I learned my lessons about how important the way communicating such ‘help’ is, and that there are many different models that
can work. Correct and wrong is decided only in the acid test — real life.
I’m certainly going to learn much more and this magazine should be my fast track to knowledge. Although it wasn’t easy to
even get as far as completing this first Book — the result of many months’ unpaid full-time effort — the work is in itself already a
reward. How it will continue is still unclear, but I don’t think I can ever stop until I finish all the Books, no matter how and when.
Otherwise, one day my head will explode with unexpressed ideas.

Rory ffoulkes is a journalist,
editor, proofreader and scriptwriter. He read Classical Studies
at Exeter University and afterwards gained a post-graduate
journalism qualification at London School of Journalism. He now
lives in Yorkshire, England, and is
the Editor of digyorkshire.com, a
highly acclaimed website covering cultural events in Yorkshire.
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